ABSTRACT
Theology of Confessionist Dialogue:
A Theology of Religions in the Religious Situation in Korea

This dissertation constructs a new theology of religions, naming it a confessionist
dialogue. By examining the traditional and contemporary religious atmosphere of Korea,
I demonstrate how Korean Christians have often had an anti-relational attitude toward
other religions, which caused religious conflicts and created anti-social expression in
Korea. I also show that only a few religious pluralists have engaged in an active dialogue
with other religions in Korea. By survey research, I found that the majority of Korean
Christians have acknowledged the necessity of relationship with other religions, but they
have a fear of religious pluralism, which makes them hesitant to meet with other religious
people. For those Christians, this new theology has a purpose to lead them to a place of
relationship with other religious people, while maintaining the essence of Christianity.
I build theology of confessionist dialogue based on the traditions of confessional,
evangelical and narrative theology. It is a middle way that opens toward religious
interaction by surmounting anti-relational exclusivity and also faithful to historic
Christian affirmations. It is an answer to the religiously pluralistic world by emphasizing
tradition, community and presuppositions in the dialogue. The theology of confessionist
dialogue can be expressed by five crucial points: identity, incarnation, story-telling, social
work and Gospel sharing.
I found that in the religious encounter, the stories and the events of history can
become those of today. This event reveals both continuity and discontinuity between their
stories and leads to a creative tension. This creative tension helps a participant to

encounter truth and realize that he/she is at the place of decision. In addition to the
theological dimension, the theology of confessionist dialogue needs to be developed in a
practical field with gradual steps as a new theological paradigm for religious relationships.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The third millennium brought changes for the situation of religions in the world.
Until relatively recently, members of various religions who lived in specific lands did not
have many chances to meet one another. Thanks to the development of media and
communication technology and the travel system in the twenty first century, simple land
mass separation no longer delineates religious territory, and people can no longer avoid
members of other religions and cultures.
However, encounters between different religions without preparation are easy to
cause conflict by attacking in order to firmly maintain their own faith rather than
attempting to uriderstand each other and to co-exist peacefully. In reality, collisions
between religions have recently increased across the globe. Religious conflicts have been
one of the main factors behind the lapse in peace and order and the increase in war
among nations.
Christianity also has had a long history of not recognizing the existence of other
religions and conflicting with them. On the one hand, it still tends to reject meeting with
other religions and is given the duty of converting those outside Christian faith with
crusade mind. On the other hand, Christianity has reflected that it was a subject of
oppression and conflict toward nature and humans, creations of God, and attempted to
meet with other religious people and open a religious relationship.
Indeed, Christians today cannot isolate their faith from those of world religions.
While they experience unavoidable contacts with other religions, Christians face the
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challenge of how to view other religions. On the one hand, many of them show exclusive
attitude; i.e., they believe that no other religion can actually provide a path to God and are
committed to convert others in the name of Christianity. On the other hand, some groups
of the Christians adhere to a pluralistic approach; i.e., they stress the peaceful coexistence
of religions and believe that all religions ultimately seek the same truth, or God, and
consequently Jesus Christ is considered one of the many prophets in religious history.
This religious pluralism in Christianity has led to meetings and dialogues with
other religions. In the western world where Christianity has been a main religion for quite
some time, this argument by religious pluralists can be considered as one of many voices
in Christianity and not very threatening to the foundation of this religion. However, in
Korean society where Christianity has a relatively short history and is one of many
religions, this abandonment of the uniqueness and absoluteness of Jesus Christ is, for
many theologians and Christians as well as most of churches, a serious assault on the
Christian identity.
Nevertheless, religious pluralists in Korea also presented the necessity for
religious dialogue with other religions and an incorporation of this pluralism into their
theology. They argued that other religious people and Christians are ultimately striving
toward the same truth. In Korea, conservative Presbyterian theology was first accepted
and still dominates in a majority of churches today; therefore, pluralism is unacceptable
for many Christians.
A number of Korean Christians have abandoned their traditional family religions
and made serious decisions to become Christians. These Korean Christians have a
stubborn will and plan to keep their faith despite strong pressure from family and friends.
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For them, denial of the uniqueness of Jesus means denial of the identity of Christianity
and the Church. For this reason, the pluralist argument within the religious dialogue has
been called the theology of perishing Christianity; consequently, most churches have
rejected it.
Conservative Christians have usually avoided contact with other religions and
view them as tools of Satan. They sometimes openly indulged in acts of violence, like
arson. Many churches have remained silent on behaviors of the believers or taught them
that members of other religions are the objects to be saved by any method.
In general, the Korean Protestant Church is likewise polarized by religious
pluralistic ideas and hostility towards other religions. Recently the Internet and other
forms of mass media have shaped public opinion and have given more publicity to
Christianity's exclusive and oppressive attitude toward other traditional religions. It has
also caused once silent non-Christians to reveal and even intensify their hostility toward
Christianity and criticize its narrow attitude. The press reports corruption and mistakes
within the Church and by pastors every day. They blame and lambast Christianity
whenever an attack or disruption occurs at a temple of other traditional religion.
Ultimately, the extreme exclusivity of Korean Christianity has become an
essential factor in its social ostracism. It has weakened the church's message and is an
important reason why people choose to leave the church. Although the Korean Church
once grew rapidly from the 1960s through 1995, the growth rate greatly declined from
that point on, and the Church has even declined in membership since 2005. 1

Mi-Hwan Oh, "Exclusivistic Fundamentalism of the Church Pastors
Disappoints Korean People and Decreases the Korean Protestant PopUlation," ~=?~li!..
(The Korea Times), 13 March 2011.
1
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Likewise, as the world has started to value plurality, Korean Christianity has been
confronted with the reality that it will gradually lose its place in society if their doctrine
continues to insist on the incompatibility with other religions. Without meeting and
cooperating with other traditional religions, Korean Christianity will be driven into
isolation and rejected by the society. In this situation, many Korean Christians have
recognized the need to discard conflicts and rather attempt to maintain a relationship with
other religions.
For the western Church, even the group that has defended more conservative
views in the past has opened its mind. For example, the Manila Manifesto of 1989
professes that Christians have confessed that they have not always treated other religions
properly. Specifically, it stated, "In the past we have sometimes been guilty of adopting
towards adherents of other faiths attitudes of ignorance, arrogance, disrespect, and even
hostility. We repent ofthis."2 From this perspective, Lesslie Newbigin has made insights
into attitudes toward religious dialogue. He mentioned, "The vulnerability is a
precondition of real encounter" with other religions. He emphasized the need for
"complete self-emptying and exposure in Christ" in order to develop a relationship with
people of other religions. 3

http://news.hankooki.comllpage/culture/2011031h2011031802334186330.htm
Ji-Hun Park, "Forcible Demand for Exclusive Evangelicalism Makes Korean Christians
Leave Their Churches," OhmyNews, 1 December 2006.
http://www.ohmynews.comlNWS_ Web/view/a(]Jg.aspx?CNTN_ CD=A00003 77171
http://blog.naver.comIPostView.nhn?blogId=jbjoon63&logNo=301 0 1953919
The time between 1995 and 2005 coincides with the period in which personal computers
and the Internet were explosively made available to the masses in the Korean society.
2

Manila Manifesto, A. 3.

3

Lesslie Newbigin, The Open Secret: An Introduction to the Theology of Mission
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If this is so, what theology does the Korean Church need to adopt when meeting
with other religions? Since religious pluralism strikes at the very foundation of the
Christian belief system by discounting the need for Jesus' death and resurrection, it
cannot be an option for Korean Christianity. Also, a theology that does not acknowledge
the existence of other religions cannot be an answer either. Korean Christianity is facing
society' s request of opening to and meeting with other religions to discuss common
issues as members of a community. At this point, Korean Christianity needs a new
theology of religions, i.e., a new theology that creates a meeting place with other
religions while maintaining the Christian identity and protecting against syncretism. This
new theology should be a theology of dialogue that negates extremely conflicting
violence, contributes to peace among religions and encourages mutual understanding
with other religions in order to provide a chance to share the Gospel.

This treatise constructs a new theology and names it confessionist dialogue. It is
an attempt to build up a theology of religions for dialogue and a constructive theology to
show a way of religious relationships. It is named confessionist dialogue because this
theology is constructed on the confessional and evangelical traditions.
This constructive theology has several purposes. First, it creates a new theology of
dialogue for the theologically moderate Korean churches. In Korean Christianity, a
theology of dialogue is considered as an area for the liberals or religious pluralists; yet,
the theology of religions should not be left under the rule of the pluralists. Therefore, on
the one hand, I propose a theology of religions to the conservatives in order to help them

, (Grand Rapids, M.I.: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1995), 186.
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open to religious relationship, and on the other hand, I suggest a theology of dialogue to
the liberals to ensure that they uphold the Gospel and maintain the identity of Christianity
by watching against syncretism in their relationship with other religions. This theology
can be a help to other Christians across the world to solve problems that are similar to the
religious and social problems facing Korea, as well.
Also, this new theology has the purpose of developing appropriate Christian
missions for the 21st century, in which proclamation, storytelling, and social work go
together. This pluralistic world values sharing of stories and cooperating toward a
common social goal. The approach for Christian missions needs to be updated as the
world changes.
With those purposes in mind, this treatise is designed to describe a theology of
dialogue and religions that stands on the evangelical and confessional traditions.
Confessionist dialogue is open to dialogue beyond religious conflict and violence and
against religious pluralism with an emphasis on the authority of Scripture. It values
storytelling and the sharing of stories, and it finds both continuity and discontinuity with
other religions in creative tension. This tension helps the participant to encounter truth
and find that he/she is at the place of decision.
To create this theology of religions, I use a qualitative research method. I begin
with library research, in both English and Korean, on the current theology of religions in
Korea. My desire at this stage is to learn what scholarly work has already been done in
the field and to discover how the work of others could inform my own approach to
construct this new theology.
My next step is to do more library research in English and Korean to create an
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overview of the history of religious conflicts throughout Korean religious history. By
reviewing traditional Korean religious relationships, I articulate Korean religious culture
and tendencies toward other religions.
Concurrent with my library research on the theology of religions and the history
of religious relationship, I investigate thoroughly the articles, news, comments and
debates throughout the massive number of websites dealing with the current Korean
religious situation. I visit general portal webpages reporting religious issues, conservative
Korean Christian news sites, liberal Korean Christian news sites, anti-Christian blogs,
moderate Korean Christians' blogs and Buddhist news sites. Considering that already in
2009 access to high-speed Internet had spread to 95 percent of households in Korea,4 this
step is helpful to delve deeper into the current religious situation of Korea and to
underscore the necessity of a new theology of religions for Korean Christians.
The next step is to report what Korean Christians want in a relationship with other
religions. I design a survey and make a schedule to visit to a Presbyterian church. I visit a
total of seven Presbyterian churches in and around Seoul, where more than one-fourth of
all Koreans reside. The survey questionnaire is in Appendix F.
Finally, after reflecting on and analyzing the various kinds of data I collected, I
create the new model presented in Part Three. I then incorporate the data into the model,
in order to draw conclusions on ways in which the confessionist dialogue can be an
alternative answer for moderate Christians who need a new theology of religions.
In addressing the arguments, this treatise is divided into three Parts, and each Part
consists of chapters. Part One deals with the polarized religious situation of Christianity

4 http://logfile.tistory.coml680 (22 June 2009).
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and the relationship between Christianity and other religions in Korea. In this Part,
chapter two examines Christian polarized situation, features the historical overview of
traditional religions in Korea such as Shamanism, Taoism, Buddhism, and Confucianism,
and .summarizes traditional attitudes and characteristics of Korean religions toward other
religions. Chapter three presents contemporary Korean religious statistics and situation.
Then it analyzes religious conflicts in Korea and the exclusive attitude of the Protestant
church toward other religions, and finds and examines the pluralistic relationship between
Christianity and other religions.
Part Two examines the need for religious dialogue and biblical and theological
bases for it. It delves into the biblical as well as historical and recent theological materials
in order to explore the ground of dialogue. Bases of dialogue in historical theology here
are abstracted through the study of general revelation, logos spermatikos, sensus
divinitatis and imago Dei, and concept of persona. Recent theological bases for dialogue

are featured through several contemporary theologians and their theology of religions.
Part Three proposes confessionist dialogue as a theology of religions as well as
the means of implementing the model. In chapter six it explores the characteristics of
polarized religious situation in Christianity, religious pluralism, and religious conflicts in
Korea. It also studies the reasons and meanings of the pluralistic idea as well as the
exclusivity of the Korean Protestant church. Then in chapter seven, it examines how
Korean Protestant Christians view other religions and what they want for the relationship
between Christianity and other religions, through a survey on the attitude toward other
religions. It asserts the need of a middle way which is a possibility not to deny other
religions and cultures wholly in historic Christianity in broader attitudes to religions.

9

Chapter eight constructs the definition and theology of confessionist dialogue as an
answer to the religiously pluralistic world. It contains Christian presupposition in the
dialogue and deals with the issue of confession and its contents. This chapter builds five
points of confessionist dialogue: identity, incarnation, story-telling, social work, and
Gospel sharing. Chapter nine seeks the ways to implement confessionist dialogue in the
Confucian-rooted Korean religious situation. For this, it recognizes the continuity and
discontinuity of the understandings on human conditions between Christianity and NeoConfucianism.
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PART ONE
KOREAN RELIGIOUS SITUATION

In this Part, the polarized religious situation in Christianity throughout history, as
well as the Korean religious situation, are described. This part also addresses the
traditional and contemporary relationship between Korean Christianity and other
religions. In the last section of this part, religious conflicts between Christianity and other
religions and religious pluralistic views in Korea are examined. By overviewing religious
situations in Korea, the background of the need for a new theology of religions in a
Korean context is explored.
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CHAPTER 2
TRADITIONAL RELIGIOUS SITUATION AND RELATIONSHIP

Religious polarization has generally caused intensive division in societies
throughout history. This ·chapter examines the historical outline of traditional religions in
Korea and their attitudes and characteristics toward other religions. In the long Korean
history of multi-religions, although it cannot say that there was no religious conflict at all,
Koreans lived within a state of coexistence without serious syncretism.

Polarized Religious Situation in Christianity

For contemporary people, it is common to experience discord caused and
intensified by the groups being poles apart in the society. Christian groups also have been
at strife with each other according to whether they are conservative or liberal. Their main
debate is based on the opposing structures of two mandates: evangelism and social
service, personal salvation and social salvation, and Gospel and culture. 1 Conflicts and
discords sometimes function positively by triggering development and change in the
society. However, according to Won-Kyu Lee, a Korean sociologist, the current state of
polarization of theology or belie( can be a serious social and religious problem, since
religious belief or conviction influences not only an individual religious life but also his

Yoon Tahk Sohn, "Biblical Missiology and a Holistic Mission Perspective," 11
.ii!.!2f 1J~ (Mission and Theology) 7 (May 2001): 25 .
1
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or her worldview, mind and sense of value. Moreover, extreme polarization could cause
social deconstruction, because it would produce hatred, enmity and a split and could
drive society into instability, tension and chaos. 2
In the historical viewpoint, experiencing confrontation and tension between
conservatives and liberals among Christians is not new; rather, it has a long history. In the
Old Testaments, priests and prophets show discords and keen confrontations toward each
other. 3 As Max Weber insists, the priests, who monopolized religious rites and doctrines,
usually stood on the side of the people in power politically and economically, laying
stress on traditions. On the other hand, most of prophets were progressive religious
leaders who challenged the people of authority, and criticized corruptions and injustice in
politics, economics and culture. They supported the oppressed people without being
restricted by regulations or systems of the society. In contrast to the priests, who were in
the conservative right wing by insisting social stability and rejecting religious and social
reforms, the prophets were the progressive representatives who they demanded social
change and reform. 4
These aspects of the Old Testament are also seen in the New Testament. The
Jewish religious groups in Jesus' era reveal divisions and tensions between them.
According to Richard Cassidy, the high-priests who followed the religiously and
politically conservative line were in conflict with the Zealotry and Essenes who were in

2 Won-Kyu Lee, "Theological Approach for Resolving Polarization: From the
Viewpoint of Religious Sociology," 7 / !!{--1iZAf1} (Christian Thought) 367 (July 1989): 68.

Joachim Wach, Sociology of Religion (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1964), 346-51 , 360-68;
3

Max Weber, The Sociology of Religion (Boston: Beacon Press, 1993), 28-31 , 4663 ; Amos 7:10-17, Isaiah 3:13-15.
4
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the progressive party. The conservative accepted Roman rule by harmonizing traditions
of belief to the stabilization of society; on the other hand, the progressive had a radical
tendency that they tried to break down the existing social, political or religious system
and establish a new order. 5
The era of Reformation is also not an exception in terms of religious polarization.
Martin Luther, though he was a reformer, stood on the side of the politically conservative
wing by stating in his Two Kingdom theory that the absolution of ruling authority is
bestowed by God and it is required to obey unconditionally to the secular king.6 Thomas
Muntzer, on the other hand, tried to tum the tide against his contemporary religious and
political order by expanding religious reformation to social reformation. He led the
Peasants' War which Luther opposed in Germany.
The American Protestant tradition since the eighteenth century has revealed the
conflicts between two poles of the revival movement and the social gospel movement as
well. The Great Awakenings in the United States of America were the revival movements
of faith. They emphasized spiritual salvation, pietism, emotional experience, conversion
experience, and a strict moral life advocating evangelization. By defining faith in terms
of individual salvation, they defended fundamentalism and focused on individual moral
perfection more than political and social justice.? As the reaction to such religiously
conservative revival movements, the social gospel movement was ignited. This centers

5 Richard J. Cassidy, Jesus, Politics, and Society (Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books,
1973), 114-27; Mark 2:23-27; 3:1-6, Luke 23:1-12.

6 H. Richard Niebuhr, Christ and Culture (New York: Harper and Row Publishers,
1951), 171-88.
John Wilson, Religion in American Society: The Effective Presence (Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1978), 65-73 .
7
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around Walter Rauschenbush in the nineteenth century. This social gospel movement
underscored equality, freedom, justice, the dignity of humans and stated that the Christian
organizations should have responsibility toward social systems, laws, and public ethic of
the society as a whole. 8
Korean people have also undergone a spread of contests between labor and
management, right and left wing, and progressive and conservative groups in the society.
In Christianity, as Won-Kyu Lee examines, the people who accepted the Gospel when
Protestantism was first introduced are generally categorized into two groups: One was
composed with the lower classes such as farmers, workers, and women who were a
majority in the Church. They were fundamentalist in faith by the strong influence of the
western missionaries whose theology was based on dispensational ism and political and
social consciousness was conservative. 9
As Hyeon-Kang Song, a Korean historian, addresses, the other group of
Protestants, consisting of a part of the intellectuals, sought social reform and
modernization by the help of Christianity. They took the initiative of campaigns for
enlightenment, led the movements of mass-education, medical service, social service,
women rights and agrarians, and wanted to build a nation revealing their progressive
religious characteristics. 10 This early Christian progressive movement was suppressed by
Japanese imperialism and so the early Korean Protestant Church became more

Charles Howard Hopkins, The Rise of the Social Gospel in American
Protestantism (New Haven, C.T.: Yale University Press, 1940), 221-26.
8

9

Lee, "Theological Approach for Resolving Polarization," 72-73 .

Hyeon-Kang SQng, "The Characteristics of Leading Advocates of Christianity
in Central and Southern Region in Late Chosen Korea," ~=?7/~.ii!!2f Q{Af (Korean
Christianity and History) 25 (September 2006): 42.
10
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fundamentalists and socially conservative.
Theological controversy between Presbyterian churches in Korea in the 1930s
divided the Korean Church. The debate was between the predominant conservative
theological party insisting postmillennialism and verbal inspiration and the liberal
theological party which believes that Moses is not the author of the Genesis. In the 1960s,
radical theology arrived newly in Korea. It was launched first by the theory of Missio Dei,
or Mission of God, the social gospel movement of the United States of America and the
sense of resistance against · nationalism and neo-colonialism, and this new trend
intensified the division in theology and faith in the Korean Church. I I
Internally, radical theology was developed through the insecure political,
economical and social conditions of Korea in the 1960s. The long-term and absolute
military dictatorship controlled the society and suppressed democratization. Sang-Keun
Lee, a Korean Missiologist, features that the government led economic development
focusing on exports accompanied by the policy of low-wage. It caused the increase of the
number of the poor in urban areas, the de-industrialization of rural communities, the poor
labor environment, the escalation of foreign debts, and an intensification of the condition
of the rich-get-richer and the poor-get-poorer. 12 The urban workers, the poor people, and
the 'farmers were the victims of the political, economical and social change, and they
became the driving force to develop radical religious theology as Minjung theology and
Liberation theology in Korea.
Whereas the liberal's in religion tend to advocate social and political critiques and

II

Lee, "Theological Approach for Resolving Polarization," 74-76.

Sang-Keun Lee, "Korean Christian Movement in 1970," 7/.J!f- JilAf1l (Christian
Thought) 317 (November 1984): 39-41.
12
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refonnations, religious conservatism usually supports existing systems and seeks stability
of society in Korea.13 It can be said that the influence of religiously opposite positions is
not limited in religious areas, but stimulates tension by effecting social attitudes and
consciousness. That is, religious polarization is usually related to political and social
standpoints.
Korean history shows that religious position could affect people's placement of
themselves in politics and economics in society. As Won-Kyu Lee mentions, conservative
religious groups were usually silent to the social matters supporting the secular authority
but the liberals gave their voice against the government. As one instance, when the
liberals were protesting against the military dictatorship in the 1970s and the 1980s, the
conservatives were holding huge evangelical meetings with Billy Graham. The liberals
were arrested and tortured by the military government, but the conservatives held the
World Pentecostal Conference and the Christian Anti-Communism Meeting. 14
Thus far we have seen that the polarization of religious faith and theology could
cause the division of ideology in politics, economy and society to be intensive. The
polarization of religious faith and theology is also shown in Korean extreme religious
situation where religious pluralism and conflict exist between Christianity and other
religions today.

Won-Kyu Lee, "Research on the Relationship between Religious Tendency and
Conscious Structure," {j~.I!f 471/ (Theology and World) 11 (October 1985): 87-95 .
13

14

Lee, "Theological Approach for Resolving Polarization," 78.
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Traditional Religions in Korea

Historically, Korea has been multi-religious, and the Korean mind has been
influenced over time by many religions. According to Chong-Suh Kim, a Korean religion
professor, the main stream of Korean religion has shifted from time to time, but the
previously rooted religions did not disappear or syncretize themselves to main relation. I5
Throughout history, Korean people have changed their religious beliefs toward more
powerful religions giving them more blessings and security.
For instance, the main religion of ancient Korea was Shamanism but it was
replaced with Buddhism in the fourth century when it was introduced to Korean tribe
countries, and then with Taoism in the seventh century when the Shilla tribe country
unified Koguryo and PaeJqe under the name of Shilla Kingdom (668-935). When Koryo
Dynasty was established (918-1392), Buddhism had been the state religion until the new
dynasty Chosun was built up. Confucianism was the state religion of Chosun Dynasty
(1392-1897). Although the national religion has been replaced with another religion as a
dynasty was changed, previously dominated religions were continually practiced
privately or publicly under the mainstreams. After Christianity ~as introduced to modem
Korea, Buddhism, Confucianism, Folk Religions, Shamanism, Catholicism and
Protestantism became the noticeable religions in Korea. This is the reason why
contemporary Korean religions consist of diverse forms of religions as native Shamanism,
Confucianism, Taoism, Buddhism, Christianity, and new religions.
Among all the Korean religions, Shamanism is the oldest original religion of the

Chong-Sub Kim, "Religious Pluralism of Korea Today," Seoul Journal of
Korean Studies 15 (December 2002): 153.
15
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Korean people. It flourished among the ancestors of the Korean people before Buddhism,
Taoism and Confucianism. Although Korean Shamanism has no temples or scriptures, it
has an oral tradition and core beliefs. 16 Shamanism is an animistic belief and practice
which employs a shaman. 17 The shaman was called Mudang in Korea who made contact
with and communicated with the spirits or supernatural.
Shamanism heavily influenced Korean folk belief in which the existence of spirits
intervened in human lives. It was believed by Korean people that the spirits were
intimately involved in their daily activities, and every event was a sign of fortune or
misfortune since it was practiced in consultation with the spirits. Also, as Moon-Jang Lee,
a Korean systematic theologian, insists, whether spiritual beings are good or bad, they
become angry and harmful if people do not attend to them, and they bring blessings if
they are treated well. Troubled spirits are extremely dangerous, so they should be
calmed. 18
Although Korean people worshiped numerous lesser spirits, they have thought
that they could not have direct access to Hanulnim, the supreme god. 19 When Korean
people wanted to communicate with the spirits for getting blessings and securities, they
contacted fortune-tellers or shamans, who helped the relations between the spirits and
humans to be in harmony and unity. This Shamanistic value has affected the values and

16 Donald N. Clark, Culture and Customs of Korea (Westport, c.T.: Greenwood
Press, 2000), 44.
17 Eugene A. Nida and William A. Smalley, Introducing Animism (New York:
Friendship Press, 1959), 3.

18 Moon-Jang Lee, "Experience of Religious Plurality of Korea: Its Theological
Implications," International Review of Mission 88 (Fall 1999): 400.
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worldview of the Korean people and interacted with other religious traditions through
permeating and influencing them.
Taoism was introduced into Koguryo from China in 624. Although it did not
become an independent religion or a distinct cult in Korea, Taoism influenced Korean
society and thought, and incorporated into all other teachings by borrowing from
Confucianism and Buddhism. 20 It affected Korean people as well as Korean traditional
religions through the love for nature. By the Pung-Su in Taoism, it is believed that the
configuration of any landscape, including the houses and ancestor' s graves, influenced
the fortunes of the people living there. 2I In addition, the yin/yang blue and red symbol in
the national flag which represents the dualism of the universe clearly shows the influence
of Taoism. 22
Buddhism, entering Korea from China in the fourth century (Koguryo in 372,
Paekje in 384, and Shilla in 472), flourished throughout the Three Kingdoms period

(668-935), and became the state religion during the Koryo dynasty (918-1392) as the
religion of the aristocracy with the patronage of the government.2 3 Korean Buddhism is
mainly of the Mahayana school, emphasizing the attainment of eternity through faith . In
addition to the Buddhist sects during the Shilla Kingdom, Zen Buddhism and Chong-ToGyo (Pure Land Teaching), which taught that simple prayer to the Bodhisattvas would
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bring salvation, were influentiaP4 In Buddhism, since the fate of all beings is to suffer in
life, Nirvana or deliverance from the suffering can be reached by the rejection of secular
desires and the progression of enlightenment,25 The great wealth and political power of
the Buddhist was one cause for the fall of Koryo. As the Chosun dynasty (1392-1897)
accepted neo-Confucianism as the official teaching, Buddhism and other folk religions
were regarded as corruptions that mislead the people, and accordingly their believers
decreased. However, there was a Buddhist revival in the twentieth century, and Buddha' s
birthday is now a national holiday with parades, rituals, and festivals. 26
Confucianism was introduced when the three kingdoms of Koguryo, Paekje and

Shilla adopted Chinese culture in the fourth and the fifth centuries, and became the state
religion during the Chosun dynasty. Confucianism as a value system seeks harmony in
the lives of people in communities such as family, village, and state, and its ideals have
guided people in social relations. Also, Confucianism shows behavioral standards and
morals which connect with a transcendental moral order, and distinctions between right
and wrong. Particularly Confucian teaching requests that social leaders be moral in
Korea. 27
The continuity of the family and the connection between ancestors and
descendants through ancestor veneration is important in Confucianism. Young Chan Ro,
a Korean religion professor, argues that filial piety, as the essential part of the Confucian

24 Lee, "Experience of Religious Plurality of Korea," 401 .
25 Connor, The Koreas, 183 .
26 Clark, Culture and Customs of Korea, 41-42.
27 Ibid., 30.
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moral system, is not limited to serving one' s parents only while they are living, but
extends to them even after they die. Thus, ancestor veneration has become the most
effective ritual in expressing filial piety for the dead. As ancestor veneration is a
ritualization of the moral significance of filial piety, both the moral dimension and the
ritual dimension of filial piety are intrinsically related to each other. 28
From the unified Shilla Kingdom until the end of the Yi dynasty (1897),
government officials were expected to have knowledge of the Confucian classics;
Confucian teachings regulated every aspect of political, social, and religious life in Korea.
Most modem Koreans continuously think and act as Confucians in family and in society,
according to the Confucian virtues.29
It is generally observed that the Korean culture has three layers of different

cultural elements. According to the interpretation of Tong-Shik Ryu, a Korean
philosopher of religion, the surface layer is western civilization, accompanied by
Christianity which was introduced to Korean soil at the end of the nineteenth century.
The middle layer is Confucian culture which dominated Korean society for almost five
hundred years during the Yi dynasty (1392-1910). And the lowest layer is Chinese
(Buddhism, Taoism, etc) over a period of more than one thousand years. However, a core
of Korean culture existing below these layers of cultures is primitive religiosity or
Shamanism. 30
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Traditional Attitudes among Religions in Korea

Historically, the Korean national religion has changed in accordance to the ruling
ideology of the time. Korean people easily accepted the national religion appointed by
any new kingdom, which does not mean that they simply rejected or syncretized their
previous religion. Several religions that were imported to or originated in Korean society,
according to Chong-Suh Kim, did not attempt to reject other religions; instead, their
theologies usually take up the idea of peace and harmony as an important issue. On the
one hand, therefore, people followed the religious ideology of national religion, and on
the other hand, they kept their traditional beliefs and rituals. However, it cannot be said
that there was no religious conflict at all in Korean history. It is generally believed that
the first religious conflict in Korea was between Korean Shamanism and Buddhism
around the fourth century when Buddhism was introduced to Korea by China. Although
Buddhism had troubles also with Taoism as well as Shamanism when it was first
introduced to Korea, it acculturated in Korea by having open minded to pre-existed Taoist
and Shamanist rituals and symbols. 3 ! Most of all, it originated from harmonization of
doctrinal teachings with shamanist and Taoist elements and the underlying logic of the
coexistence of those religions.
One of the most noteworthy religious conflicts in ancient Korea took place
between Confucianism and Buddhism in the fourteenth century. When the Chosun
dynasty established Confucianism as the new ruling ideology, Confucianism attacked
Buddhism, which was the national religion of the previous kingdom. Confucianists
Yonsei University Press, 1983), 14-5.
3!
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criticized Buddhists for disregarding moral codes and proposing a false idea of retributive
justice in the universe; however, they mainly wanted to cleanse the remnants of previous
ruling system. Facing the persecution and criticism of Confucianists, Buddhism did its
best to show compatibility or congeniality of the two religions by incorporating
Confucianist morals into the Buddhist values and translating the Confucianist ideas into
Buddhist terms, including the idea of the unity of heaven and man in Confucianism.32 At
last, without identifying Buddhist values and theology with those of Confucianism,
Buddhism was successful to survive during Chosun dynasty. It became a model showing
the logic of the weak to remain alive against the assault of the stronger.
Confucianism encountered Catholicism in the eighteenth century. In the early
stages, there was little persecution of religious practice when Confucianism criticized
Catholic doctrines with a theoretical point of view. However, as Chong-Suh Kim insists,
when focusing on the different traditional norms, Confucianists oppressed Korean
Catholics because of their rejection of the Confucian ancestral service and .ancestral tablet.
The conflict between Confucianism and Catholicism has remarkably decreased in Korea
since the second Vatican Council of 1962-65. 33
The newly rising religions, such as Chondo-kyo, Taejong-gyo , Chungsan-gyo,
Tongil-gyo , and Won Buddhism, did not have conflict; rather, they shared certain
characteristics with one another and mixed elements of Buddhism, Taoism, Confucianism,
and Christianity with Shamanism for a new belief. 34
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Having been living in this long Korean history of coexistence of multi-religions,
as a result, many Koreans think that they do not belong to single but several religions
simultaneously. 35 That is, Koreans, living in the society where multiple religions have
generally coexisted, learned how to live with the logic of coexistence without remarkable
syncretism.
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CHAPTER 3
CONTEMPORARY RELIGIOUS SITUATION AND RELATIONSHIP

This chapter reports the study of current religious statistics and situations, and
explores the relationship between Christianity and traditional religions in Korea. It
analyzes the extreme religious situation in Korea by examining religious conflicts and the
pluralistic relationship between Christianity and other religions.

Korean Religious Statistics and Situations

According to the Population Census by the Statistics Korea, 53.1 % of the Korean
population consider themselves to be religious. This religious population of Korea has
increased continually: 42.6% in 1985; 50.7% in 1995; and 53.1% in 2005. According to
the Korean Statistical Information Service in 2005, the major religious population was as
follows: Buddhism (22.8%), Protestantism (18.3%) and Roman Catholic (10.9%).1 In
2000, it is said that in South Korea most people agree that 25 percent of the population is
Buddhist; another 25 percent are Christian; 2 percent are Confucianist; and another 2-3
percent are involved to newly rising religions.2 In addition, 2-3 million people regularly
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consult shamans or fortunetellers on the street corners. 3
The Protestant population began to decline in 1995, after a period of rapid growth
from 16.1% in 1985 to 19.7% in 1995. However, since then, it has fallen, to 18.3% in
2005. By comparison, the Catholic church has rapidly grown, from 4.6% in 1985 to 6.6%
in 1995 and 10.9% in 2005 .4 Also, a noticeable fact is the rapid increase of Buddhist
population. According to the population census by the Korean Gallup, Buddhists have
increased by 3.2% in six years (from 23.5% in 1998 to 26.7% in 2004), while Protestants
have increased by 0.9% (from 20.7% to 21.6%) during the same period.5
The major religions in Korea are, according to the Korean Gallup, Buddhism and
Christianity (Protestant and Catholics). However, in addition to the major religions, WonKyu Lee insists that Korea has more than 28 existing religions; more than 168 Protestant
denominations; more than 39 religious orders in Buddhism; and more than 393 newlyrisen religions. 6 Therefore, the religious situation of Korea can be called the exhibition of
religions.
There are differences in the regional religious populations in the Republic of
Korea. This differences can be explained with the concept of Dong-Bul-Seo-Ki (%~ Ai

71,

JIU~ IZ..9~). It

means that the Protestant religion has its strength in the western region
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of Korea such as Seoul, Inchon, Kyonggido , and Chollado, and that Buddhism has its
strength in the eastern region of Korea, such as Kyongsangdo, Chungchongbukdo,
Kangwondo, and Chejudo . In the southeastern region of Korea, Buddhism has especially
great strength, by having Buddhists as 40% of the regional population.?
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Fig. 1. The map of Republic of Korea.
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The representative differences of regional religious population and significant
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regional variation are shown as below:8

Table 1. Significant differences of regional religious population
Religion

Strong Providence (%)

Weak Providence (%)

Difference (%)

Pusan (38.2%)

Chollabukdo (12.2%)

26.0%

Kyungsangdo (35.2%)

Chollado (13.5%)

21.7%

Chollabukdo (26.4%)

Chejudo (8.4%)

18.0%

Chollabukdo (26.4%)

Kyongsangnamdo
(9.1 %)

17.3%

Buddhism

Protestantism

Table 2. Significant regional variation

Religion

Strong Providence (%)

Weak Providence (%)

Difference (%)

Buddhism

Pusan Kangseogu
(44.4%)

Chollanamdo sinangun
(3.4%)

41.0%

Protestantism

Inchon Ongjingun
(35.5%)

Kyongsangnamdo
Hapchungun (4.4%)

31.1%

Catholicism

Inchon Ongjingun
(16.6%)

Chollanamdo
Yeonchongun (0 .8%)

15.8%

Confucianism

Chollanamdo
Jindogun (7.5%)

Inchon Ongjingun
(0.02%)

7.5%

The above results show that Korea has had not only significant religious regional
variation since the influx of Christianity, but also discords between eastern and western

8 Kap-Young Jung, cf'l=.iil Af §jof/A/.2I 'l=.iil-?! §/-f/W?J (Religious Reconciliation
in multi-religious society) (Seoul: Korean Culture Development Association, 2000), 1820.
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regions historically. Today, various religions exist together in an uneasy tension in Korea.
A remarkable characteristic of Korea's multi-religious tradition is that three main
religions as Buddhism, Christianity and Confucianism, which formed Korean thoughts
and worldviews for five hundred years of Yi Chosun dynasty, have maintained a
considerable influence on Korean society at the same time. 9
By looking at current religious statistics, it can be said that one of the
characteristics in the Korean religious situation is that there is the possibility that
religious conflicts can evolve into regional conflicts.lo

Relationships between Christianity and Other Religions in Korea:
Conflicts as One Extreme

Historically the Koreans thought that they did not experience religious conflict
with great severity thanks to ethnic and linguistic uniformity; however, according to KapYoung lung, the conflict among religions has increased dramatically since the influx of
Christianity. I I After 1945, the new constitution arranged for the freedom of religion and
the principles of separation between church and state in Korea; there would be no more
established state religion and the debate of heresy raised by the government. 12 Since then,
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there have been several conflicts between Protestantism and Buddhism or traditional
religions.
In recent years since 1990, as the Christian population has increased, there have
been many acts of violence done to Buddhism by Protestant Christians in Korea. First of
all, some Korean Protestants set incendiary fires to Buddhist temples, including national
treasures, and the cultural properties which were built mainly with wood about one
thousand years ago have disappeared and most were destroyed by fire. Also, some of the
Korean Protestants slandered the monks, Buddhism, and its doctrines in public. Sermons
in the Christian congregation, tapes and printed materials sought to ridicule Buddhism.
The obvious performance of violence was cutting off the heads of Buddhist statues and
destroying Buddhist temples (Appendix A, C).13
Korean Protestants have been disturbing the religious freedom of Buddhism by
interrupting the Buddhist ceremonies, closing the Buddhist buildings that contain statues
of Buddha, or destroying the Buddhist broadcasting stations. They often oppress
Buddhism by the exercise of public or governmental power. In addition, they frequently
use graffiti on Buddhist statues or wall painting (Appendix B).14 It has been done usually
by Christians, including Protestant pastors, and especially around the birthday of Buddha.

13 Contemporary Buddhism ed., "News in 1998," -if- r:fIf/ Of (Buddhapia), 30
December 1998, 1. http://www.buddhapia.comlmem/hyundae/auto/newspaper/204/f5.htm (11 Jan. 2006);
Hyung-Sam Lee, "Apology to the Buddhists," Tf..A iff 21..A (News Plus), 19 November
1999. http://www.dongailbo.co.la/docs/magazine/news~l us/news 15 9/np 15 9gg03 O.html
(11 Jan. 2006).
14 Jong-Wuk Oh, "Destroying the Buddhist statue in Dong-Kuk Univ.," -if-r:fIf/of
(Buddhapia), 14 June 2000.
http://www. buddhapia.comlmemlhyundae/auto/newspaperI274/f-3 .htm (11 Jan. 2006).
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The police usually assume an indifferent attitude as an onlooker. 15
Although there has been a social reevaluation of Shamanism which had been
ostracized for being superstitious, hostility against Shamanism from Christianity still
remains today. According to Kap-Young Jung, shamans who pray at Samgak Mountain
near Seoul in Korea say that they are more afraid of fanatic shaman-persecuting
Protestants than gods or spirits. 16 There are Protestants who cut off the heads of
traditional Korean 'totem' poles (Jangseung) , which have long been the vestige of
Korean popular religions and the symbols of tutelary deities in towns to defend the
premises from evil spirits.17 Nevertheless, Korean Shamanism is increasingly considered
to be a basic form of the spirituality of the Korean people and trying to regain their
religious power as Protestant and Catholic Christians have tried to dominate the religious
world in Korea.
New religions that have their roots in Korean folk traditions have been in conflict
with fanatic Protestantism, too. This conflict is best exemplified in the debate on the
construction of the Tangun, the legendary founder of Korea, sanctuary in the 1980s, and it
still goes on. 18 Statements were issued from both new folk religions, including
DaeJongGyo, which supported such construction, and Protestant groups, which opposed

15 Jung, qifJiZ A/ §/oJ/ Aj.!21 ifJiZ-(j §/-W"!!?! (Religious Reconciliation m multireligious society), 43-52.
16 Ibid., 53-54.
17 Clark, Culture and Customs of Korea, 29.
18 Byung-Kil Choi, "Restoration of Tangun Statue," ?! W7f:!:: (Yonhap News), 17
January 2006.
http://www.yonhapnews.co.kr/news/20060117/07040000002006011 7155310K3.html (19
Jan. 2006).
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against worshiping Tangun as an ancestor. The issue of these statements caused a great
social controversy. According to a Korean Gallup poll , 67% of the Korean population
approved of the construction of Tangun sanctuaries and 75% supported the worship of
Tangun as an ancestor. 19 However, many Protestant churches are hostile to the poll by

showing their enmity toward Tangun statues and starting a campaign against worshipping
Tangun as an ancestor. They often destroy Tangun statues, and pour black painting or

dump of filth and garbage over the statues (Appendix D).20
For an example of the conflict, one Protestant pastor drove to the Kangwondo area
at night and cut off the head of a Tangun statue there. He returned to his church by
driving all night. At 5 a.m., when he preached in the early morning prayer, he proudly
said that he cut off and destroyed the head of a Tangun statue several hours ago
(Appendix E); a church member reported it to the police, and he was arrested.
Confronting such Protestant hostility, DaeJongGyo has declared that they will build ten
Tangun statues whenever one statue is destroyed. 2 1

If both Protestantism and DaeJongGyo had had a conversation for relationship to
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solve this problem, DaeJongGyo could have changed its plan not to build religious
statues in public places, and Christians could have presented their opposite opinion
against building the Tangun statues in communal areas in a peaceful way without
violence.
There_is also violence that is not only between religions, but also religions and
cults. For example, Myung Hwan Tak, who had researched and published about the
Christian heresy in Korea, was killed by a person in a Christian heretic denomination.
Also, in 1999, there was an example of conflicts between religions and mass media. The
broadcast of a documentary program in the Seoul-based Munhwa Broadcasting
Corporation (MBC) was forced off air by members of a Christian sect. The documentary
examined the claims if Jae-Rok Lee, the leader of the 65,000 Manmin Chungang
Holiness Church which was a Protestant denomination, could cure illness by touching
people. The members of the church believed that the ministry of Jae-Rok Lee was
genuine that they were accusing the program of distorting facts and defaming its image. 22
At that time, about 300 members invaded the television station, and cut power
supplies five minutes after the hour-long documentary had started. It is estimated that 50
protesters had overpowered security guards and broken into the control room where they
cut the power. Because the picture was lost on three further occasions, MBC had to
broadcast other programs instead. Also, other members attacked the producer of the
program and confined him in the lobby, and another 1,500 supporters blocked a
neighboring street with a protest. More than 600 Korean riot police worked to end the

World History Archives, "Korean TV airs controversial documentary," BBC
News , 12 May 1999. http://www.hartford-hwp.com/arcbives/55a1350.html (11 Jan. 2006).
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occupation. 23
In recent years, religious conflicts between Christianity and other religions have
intensified and been publicized via mass media. In spite of the violence and attacks
perpetrated by Christians against other religions, conservative Christian churches have
mostly remained silent or have even aggravated conflicts by teaching that other religions
are the tools of evils. This has resulted in social antagonism toward Christianity. Recently,
other religions have criticized Christianity's attitude toward other religions.

Relationships between Christianity and Other Religions in Korea:
Religious Pluralism as the Other Extreme

On one side there have been extreme conflict toward other religions in
Christianity as it is shown in previous chapter, but on the other side there have been
attempts to harmonize with other religions. Historically Korean people have learned how
they can coexist with other religions in society, and they have produced their own multireligious perspectives in Korea's complex of religions. Since the 1960s, as Chong-Suh
Kim insists, there have been serious communications among several religious groups as
well as sincere efforts to commence inter-religious dialogues. Starting in the 1980s, the
Korean Association for the History of Religions (Hangulgonggyohakhoe), an association
composed mainly of scholars, has been much more active and has sponsored regular
conferences that have encouraged academic exchange between scholars of various
religions. The Association of Religions in Korea (Hangulgonggyohyopuihoe), founded by
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religious leaders from different religions, encourages the development of inter-religious
cooperation and sponsors various social projects. In addition, religious festivals have
been held by college students in an effort to go beyond the religious differences. 24
However, this participation is from the seminaries and churches which are mainly
based on liberation theology characterized by religious pluralism. According to In-Chul
Han, indigenization theology was first initiated as a movement for the formation of a
Korean theology by liberals such as Sung-Bum Yun in the 1960s and Dong-Sik Ryu in
the 1970s. 25 For example, Sung-Bum Yun, a Korean Methodist theologian, proposed that
"Hwan-in, Hwan-ung, and Hwan-gum signify God" and read the signs of the Trinity in
the Dan Gun, Korea's creation myth. 26
In the 1980s, scholars like Sun-Hwan Byun advocated religious pluralism. For
Sun-Hwan Byun, a representative Korean pluralist, religious exclusivism, as well as a
fulfillment theory that regards other religions as preparation for evangelism, must be
overcome. His theocentric theology argues that other religions are not the object, but the
subject, of theology. 27
Since the 1990s, Korean religious pluralism has been continued mainly by KyungJae Kim, Seung-Chul Kim and Hee-Sung Kil. Kyung-Jae Kim understands the religions
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of the world as various fonns of salvific plans and the spiritual existence of a Triune God.
He claims monistic pluralism, according to which reality consists of many different
substances and all religions reference a single, identical deity.28 Seung-Chul Kim, unlike
Kyung-Jae Kim, asserts that plural is plural without one ultimate reality and that each
religion should be accepted as it is. 29
For the most part, Korean religious pluralists follow the thoughts of John Hick
and Raimundo Panikkar, and supports the Copernican revolution toward the Theocentric
view from the Christocentric view. 30 According to Hick, as the Ptolemaic theory of the
universe which postulated the earth as the center of the solar system was overturned by
the Copernican theory which posited the sun as the center, the religion should have
Copernican revolution by establishing God as the only center of the world's religions, not
Christianity.31 In describing a new direction for the universe of faiths, Hick affinns the
one ultimate reality, which is the one Spirit, or the one Divine Reality or one Logos
behind all the religions, and calls the ultimate reality as "the Real. "32 He argues that

28 Kyung-Jae Kim, 1Y!I~~.I1f if-.iiI~~ (Henneneutics and Theology of Religions)
(Chonan: Korea Theological Study Institute, 1997), 17-93.
29 Seung-Chul Kim, "Theological Paradigm for Religious Pluralism," in if-.iiI cf.!fl
-¥.9/.!2/- 7 /-!f-.iiI II (Religious Pluralism and Christianity II), ed. Seung-Chul Kim (Seoul:
Nadan Press, 1993),267.
30 Sun-Hwan Byun, "Christianity Should Escape Exclusivistic Thought," 3i!/A
#~ff!- (The Christian Press) 8 December 1990; Sun-Hwan Byun, "Other Religions and
Theology," 711-12.
J I John Hick, "Whatever Path Men Choose Is Mine," Modern Churchman 18
(Winter 1974): 11-13 .

32 Paul F. Knitter, No Other Name?: A Critical Survey of Christian Attitudes
Toward the World Religions (Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books, 1985), 147-48.
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world religious faiths as well as Christianity are human responses to the Real or the
Ultimate, and people experience the Real or ultimate reality through their different
historical, cultural and psychological lenses and also their different religious experience
and forms. 33
As the advocate of religious pluralism, Sung-Hwan Byun denies the uniqueness of
Jesus Christ by arguing that Christ cannot be confined in historical Jesus. He affirms the
possibility of experiencing Christ in the other religions as a cosmic Jesus. 34 Byun argues,
like Raimundo Panikkar, that the sentence of "Jesus is the Christ" is not identical to that
of "the Christ is Jesus." It means that there is no unity between Christ and Jesus. This is
because the universal symbol for salvation in Christ cannot be reduced to a historical
person, and historical Jesus cannot be the full expression of the universal Christ. That is,
as Jesus is a historical name and the Christ is "the name above every name," all religions
recognize this Christ in some ways.3S As In-Sik Choi, a Korean systematic theologian,
claims, Byun's contention results that Christ may have other names such as "Rama,
Krishna, Purusha, Tathagata, and Isvara" represented in the other religions. 36 For

33 John Hick, "A Pluralist View," in Four Views on Salvation in a Pluralistic
World, eds. Dennis L. Okholm and Timothy R. Phillips (Grand Rapids, M.I.: Zondervan
Publishing House, 1996), 44-45.
34 Sun-Hwan Byun, "Other Religions and Theology," in {;.ii!.rJ-flf-2j!2f 7/-!f.ii!. II
(Religious Pluralism and Christianity II), ed. Seung-Chul Kim (Seoul: Nadan Press,
1993), 212.
3S Sun-Hwan Byun, "Revival of Eastern Religions and Indigenization," 7/ -!f.ii!.Af
1l (Christian Thought) 299 (May 1983): 156-57; Knitter, No Other Name?, 156;
Raimundo Panikkar, The Unknown Christ of Hinduism: Towards an Ecumenical
Christophany (Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books, 1981), 14,27.
In-Sik Choi, "Korean Church and Mission in the Religiously Pluralistic
Society," in rJ-flf-2j A/r:/I2j .ii!.§j!2f 1!~ (Church and Theology in the Pluralistic
36

38

theologians of pluralism, these various names and conceptions are aspects of the divine or
colors of the rainbow. 37
Byun agrees also with John Hick that Christianity is just a religion which has no
uniqueness of the final truth, because world religions all reveal different conceptions of
God and provide ways of salvation. In this pluralist idea, the claim of Christian
uniqueness or exclusivity is a myth, based not on a historical fact but on metaphor
conveying meaning. 38 By applying the notion of myth to Christology, the view of
incarnation is changed. The incarnation of the Word and the divinity of Jesus are not
literal truth, but symbolic and mythic metaphors in the theocentric modeP9
Furthermore, this idea goes further toward the view that the world religions that
they provide independent access to salvation as different roads moving toward the same
point. Arnold Toynbee asserts that all religions are the same in essence and different ways
to the same goal. In this view, differences are just accidental, cultural, and timeconditioned and not crucial. God is the spiritual presence and common essence which
religions share. 40 Simply speaking, this pluralistic idea regards Jesus as one savior among

Society) In-Sik Choi (Chonan: Korea Theological Study Institute, 1998), 253-56.
37 John Hick, God and the Universe of Faiths (New York: St. Martin's Press,
1973), 140-41; John Hick, Problems of Religious Pluralism (London: Macmillan, 1988),
80.

Byun, "Revival of Eastern Religions and Indigenization," 154-55; John Hick,
An Interpretation of Religion (New Haven, c.T. : Yale University Press, 1989),240; Paul
F. Knitter and John Hick, eds., The Myth of Christian Uniqueness: Toward a Pluralistic
Theology of Religions (Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books, 1987), vii-viii, 65-66.
38

Knitter, No Other Name?, 149-50; John Hick, "Jesus and World Religions," in
The Myth of God Incarnate, ed. John Hick (London: SCM Press, 1977), 168-69.
39

Arnold Toynbee, An Historian s Approach to Religion (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1956), 262, 274-77.
40
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others and Christianity as one of the ways to the one common God. The sameness of all
religions is an attitude toward religious pluralism which is an attainment of liberalistic
idea.

In Korean Christianity, theologians of religious pluralism have introduced and
taken the initiative in opening a religious dialogue with other religions. However, their
arguments are too liberal for most Korean churches to accept; instead, Korean churches
generally reject religious dialogue by identifying an open religious dialogue with
abandoning a Christian identity and faith in Jesus.
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PART TWO
NEED AND BASES OF
INTER-RELIGIOUS DIALOGUE

This Part, after addressing the necessity of religious dialogue, explores the biblical
and theological bases of dialogue. These bases form the points of contact between
Christianity and other religions. It is important to examine them, so that a theology of
religions that fits actual circumstances in Korea can be derived.
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CHAPTER 4
NEED OF DIALOGUE

The changing situation of today' s world religions is a challenge to and
opportunity for Christianity that, according to Veli-Matti Karkkainen, has resulted largely
from the globalization and intellectual development that have taken place since the
Enlightenment. In the surrounding religions, Christianity cannot avoid the relationship
J

or dialogue with other religions. Rather, in this polycentric world, inter-religious dialogue
is needed. 2 First of all, the cooperation of religions by dialoguing contributes to world
peace. Many religious wars have caused human physical suffering and mental anguish.
Religious violence polarizes people, destroys the opportunity for harmonizing and
prohibits communities from building peace.3
Terry Muck argues that the practical need for dialogue or conversation among
religious people is apparent when one reads the "New York Times" which will show
many interreligious conflict and violence from religious causes. 4 Such situation requests
and seeks to settle peace in the communities. By having a dialogue about social subjects
or common concerns, religions could find ways that mutual understanding and

Veli-Matti Karkkainen, An Introduction to the Theology of Religions (Downers
Grove, I.L.: IVP Academic, 2003), 17-20.
J

2 Stephen B. Bevans and Roger P. Schroeder, Constants in Context: A Theology of
Missionfor Today (Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books, 2004), 378.

3 S. Wesley Ariarajah, "The Challenge of Building Communities of Peace for All:
The Richness and Dilemma of Diversities," The Ecumenical Review 57 (April 2005): 134.
4 Terry C. Muck, "Interreligious Dialogue and Evangelism," Buddhist-Christian
Studies 17 (1997): 148.
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cooperation could help to resolve social problems.
In the case of Korea, many conflicts between Protestantism and other religions
have disturbed the peace of society. For many years, the Korean Churches, with the
exception of some pluralists, have refused to make face-to-face contact, even while
conflict and violence plays out between them. Most Korean Protestant Christians still
hesitate to have any interaction with other religions, even to resolve inter-religion
violence. Only pluralist Christians have opened any kind of relationships, including
dia10gues, with other religions. More and more, non-pluralist Korean Christians have
realized the need for religious dialogue; however, they still avoid meeting with other
religions because they hold preconceptions about religious dialogue that tell them that
they would relinquish their belief in the uniqueness of Jesus in the process of dialogue
with other religions.
Nevertheless, without meeting one another, there is no way for churches to
resolve religious conflicts that are causing social violence. Moreover, the exclusionary
attitude of the Korean Church could cause to ghettoize itself from society and increase
social antagonism towards it.
In light of the extreme state of conflict between the Church and lack of pluralistic
toleration in Korea, it is time for non-pluralist Protestants to participate in a relationship
with other religions through dialogue, not only in order to settle problems of violence, but
also to win back the good graces of Korean society.
Another reason of dialogue is for Christian mission. Besides the Great
Commission of mission by Jesus Christ, J. H. Bavinck encouraged his contemporary
Christians to have a responsibility to demonstrate Christianity to the people of other
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religions through contact with other religions. 5
The Korean context of this era, which is religiously and culturally pluralistic, is
not unlike those in the first century who first received the Great Commission. In this
religiously and culturally pluralistic Korean society, Korean Christians, who are the
disciples of Jesus Christ, are called to share the gospel of Jesus Christ in the Confucian
world, the Buddhist world, and the secular world. Without meeting, there is no way to
share the Good News with them. As dialogue is a part of witness to Jesus Christ, by
which Christians approach people of other religions to the Cross, it can be an opportunity
to seek to share the gospel in the cultural and religious challenges of the Korean
circumstance. 6
Also, by stimulating Christian's self-understanding of truth, dialogue helps
Christians to not only deepen their knowledge of other religion:s but also comprehend the
fullness of Christian faith, whereas religious misunderstanding can bring prejudice,
distrust and conflict. Through inter-religious dialogue, Christians can be challenged by all
the participants of the meeting. The environment of religious pluralism also makes
Christians think about their faith. In this sense, through the dialogue, Christians and
Christian theology cannot be isolated or separated from the ideas of other religions. 7
Christian faith can be clarified and enriched because of the mutual exchange of
the encounter and through exploring their own faith from the views left uninvestigated

5 1. H. Bavinck, The Church Between Temple and Mosque: A Study of the
Relationship Between the Christian Faith and Other Religions (Grand Rapids, M.I.:
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1981), 195.

Timothy C. Tennent, Christianity at the Religious Roundtable (Grand Rapids,
M.I.: Baker Academic, 2002), 11-13; Newbigin, The Open Secret, 182.
6

7

Karkkiiinen, An Introduction to the Theology of Religions, 23.
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when they face the objections and questions of the people in other religions.8 This
process and encounter of religions have influence on the formation of Christian selfidentity. 9
Dialogue, which is a give-and-take process, reveals self-understanding of
Christianity as well as the Christian basis for an objection to the other religions. I o For
this need of dialogue, participants to the inter-religious dialogue, according to Richard
Mouw, should be open to the lessons from other religious standpoints, and hear what God
has given and shown them. I I
Furthermore, the cooperation of religions in social work is also important for the
joint efforts among religions in the areas of the action for justice, human rights, welfare
enhancement, reconciliation and peace, and the integrity of creation. 12 It can be realized
and successful through the dialogue which could set distinct social and secular common
goals and takes concrete actions.

8

Tennent, Christianity at the Religious Roundtable, 13, 31 .

9

Karkkiiinen, An Introduction to the Theology of Religions, 23.

10

Tennent, 12.

Richard J. Mouw, "The Challenge of Interreligious Truth Telling," in No Other
Gods Before Me?, ed. John G. Stackhouse, Jr. , 175; Newbigin, The Open Secret, 183 .
II

12

Kim, "Religious Pluralism of Korea Today," 173.
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CHAPTERS
BASES OF DIALOGUE

This chapter examines bases of dialogue focusing on the biblical and theological
approaches. Theological bases of dialogue are presented through the study of historical
theology as well as several contemporary theologians and their theology of religions.

Biblical Bases of Dialogue

In response to the need of inter-religious dialogue, it is important to examine
biblical bases of dialogue because the Bible is the normative source of theology and
practice and reveals materials about the value of other religions and the relationship
between Christianity and other religions.

In the Bible, the living God of the biblical revelation enters into a dialogue with
humankind. God is portrayed not as a God of monologue, but God of dialogue who
interacts with humans.! God not only speaks but also listens, and He asks questions and
waits for the answer. Since the question, "Where are you?" in the Garden of Eden,2 God

! Charles Kraft, Christianity in Culture (Maryknoll, N.Y. : Orbis Books, 1979),
214.
2 Genesis 3:8-11 ; Then the man and his wife heard the sound of the Lord God as
he was walking in the garden in the cool of the day, and they hid from the Lord God
among the trees of the garden. But the Lord God called to the man, "Where are you?" He
answered, "I heard you in the garden, and I was afraid because I was naked; so I hid."
And he said, "Who told you that you were naked? Have you eaten from the tree that I
commanded you not to eat from ?"
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has been seeking His fallen people and asking questions of them. According to J. H.
Bavinck, this question is still at the core of human existence, and God continues to seek
humans. 3 Also, the prophets took God's message at times in a dialogue and with the
interaction of their response in the Old Testament. 4
In the New Testament, Jesus had many encounters of dialogue in the synoptic. 5
Sitting among the teachers in the temple, Jesus, as the truth, listened to them and asked
them questions. 6 During His public ministry, Jesus had serious conversations with
individuals like Nicodemus, the Samaritan woman, Jewish religious leaders and the
crowds, and He constantly addressed questions of their minds and consciences. The
question-and-answer method of Jesus produces a new kind of appreciation of some aspect
of truth with people in dialogue. 7 Also, Paul, who had dialogue in the synagogues,
markets and Tyrannus school, used dialogue as a way of teaching especially in Romans 39. 8

3

Bavinck, The Church Between Temple and Mosque , 141.

4 Alan' Johnson and Robert Webber, What Christians Believe: A Biblical and
Historical Summary (Grand Rapids, M.I.: Zondervan Publishing House, 1989), 20.

5 1. Howard Marshall, "Inter-Faith Dialogue in the New Testament," Evangelical
Review of Theology 13 (July 1989): 197-200.

Luke 2:46; After three days they found him in the temple courts, sitting among
the teachers, listening to them and asking them questions.
6

John 3:1-21, John 4:2-26, Luke 5:33-35, Matthew 15:1-3, Mark 12:18-37; John
R. W. Stott, Christian Mission in the Modern World (Downers Grove, 1.L. : InterVarsity
Press, 1975), 60-63.
7

8 David J. Hesselgrave, "Interreligious Dialogue: Biblical and Contemporary
Perspectives," in Theology and Mission: Papers and Responses Prepared for the
Consultation on Theology and Mission, ed. David J. Hesselgrave (Grand Rapids, M.L:
Baker Book House, 1978), 232.
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Dialogue begins at the meeting point among humans, as Carl Bratten insists in the
orders of creation, whether one is a pagan or a Buddhist.9 Nevertheless, humans are not
only creatures who shall serve God the Creator only, but also they all need grace from
Christ who saves them by the mercy of God because they all have committed the sin.
According to J. H. Bavinck, there is a common tie with people of other religions in the
common human heart. One's heart is imbued by the same sin of the other 's; however, the
difference is the salvific grace of Jesus Christ which has been given to and been accepted
by Christians. 10 Christians can share the grace of the Cross on the basis of common
human sinfulness and the need of salvation.
Therefore, the real point of contact between Christians and non-Christians is not
in the religion of the non-Christian, but in common humanity. The bases that can be used
for dialogue, referring to Paul Hiebert, comes from the Scriptures that lead us to
understand at the deepest levels of our identity as humans (Ref. Genesis 1:26; Psalm 96:9,
148:11-13; Isaiah 45:22; Micah 4:1-2; Isaiah 49:6,51:5; Matthew 5:43-44; Luke 10:2537; Romans 3:23)11 If Christians want to speak meaningfully with someone, according to

9 Carl E. Braaten, No Other Gospel: Christianity among the World S Religions
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1981), 134.
10 1. H. Bavinck, An Introduction to the Science of Missions (Grand Rapids, M.L:
Baker Book House, 1960),229-30.

II Genesis 1:26 Then God said, "Let us make man in our image, in our likeness,
and let them rule over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air, over the livestock, over
all the earth, and over all the creatures that move along the ground."; Psalms 96:9
Worship the LORD in the splendor of his holiness; tremble before him, all the earth;
Psalms 148: 11-13 kings of the earth and all nations, you princes and all rulers on earth,
young men and maidens, old men and children. Let them praise the name of the Lord, for
his name alone is exalted; his splendor is above the earth and the heavens; Isaiah 45 :22
Tum to me and be saved, all you ends of the earth; for I am God, and there is no other;
Micah 4: 1-2 In the last days the mountain of the Lord's temple will be established as chief
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Paul Tillich, there must be a common basis of some mutually accepted ideas. 12 Although
we are different in many points and in the faith in Jesus Christ, it is necessary to create a
condition where we are able to talk and share as humans, even though we are different in
many points and in the faith in Jesus Christ.
If Christians follow the teaching of Jesus that He did not come to be served but to
serve and give his life for many people, Christians must also be called to serve for
many.13 Christians are not called to dominate and persecute. As David Bosch insists, it is
not proper for Christians or "haves" to stand over against the spiritual "have nots."14
Lesslie Newbigin also contends that the common nature of human beings who were
created by God in his image has to be shared with other religious people. 15

among the mountains; it will be raised above the hills, and peoples will stream to it.
Many nations will come and say, "Come, let us go up to the mountain of the Lord, to the
house of the God of Jacob. He will teach us his ways, so that we may walk in his paths."
The law will go out from Zion, the word of the Lord from Jerusalem; Isaiah 49:6 he says:
"It is too small a thing for you to be my servant to restore the tribes of Jacob and bring
back those of Israel I have kept. I will also make you a light for the Gentiles, that you
may bring my salvation to the ends of the earth"; Isaiah 51:5 My righteousness draws
near speedily, my salvation is on the way, and my arm will bring justice to the nations.
The islands will look to me and wait in hope for my arm; Matthew 5:43-44 You have
heard that it was said, 'Love your neighbor and hate your enemy.' But I tell you: Love
your enemies and pray for those who persecute you; Romans 3 :23 for all have sinned and
fall short of the glory of God; Luke 10:25-37; Paul G. Hiebert, "Critical Issues in the
Social Sciences and their Implications for Mission Studies," Missiology: An International
Review. 24 (January 1996): 77.
12 Paul Tillich, A History of Christian Thought (New York: Harper & Row, 1968),
26.

13 Matthew 20:28; Mark 10:45.
14 David J. Bosch, Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission
(Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books, 1991), 484.
15 Genesis 1:26-27; Then God said, "Let us make man in our image, in our
likeness, and let them rule over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air, over the
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At this point, there is no place for the domination or superiority of one religion
over another. As humans, we can meet to discuss common interest issues and resolve
them cooperatively. The following comment, by E. Stanley Jones, urges us to engage in
dialogue for a good purpose: "Our problems are not Eastern or Western problems, but just
human. Materialism and greed, moral failure and spiritual yearning are found wherever
man is found. Can we not, then, sit down at the Round Table of Life and face our
problems as men, and see if there is a way out?"16

livestock, over all the earth, and over all the creatures that move along the ground." So
God created man in his own image, in the image of God he created him; male and female
he created them; Newbigin, The Open Secret, 183.
16 E. Stanley Jones, Christ at the Round Table (London and Aylesbury: Hazell,
Watson and Viney, Ld., 1928), 11.
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Theological Bases of Dialogue

In general, Christian churches and theologians have followed the dominant thread
that is based on denial of other religions and in which Christianity is the only true religion.
On the other side, according to Kiirkkiiinen, there have been voices which assert some
relative value of other religious traditions from the beginning of Christianity. I? The early
church fathers were generally hostile to other religions; some early church fathers such as
the Apologists, Irenaeus and Origen had relatively positive and inclusive attitude and
limited openness to other religions and were aware of the omnipresence of God through
his Word. 18
The exclusive attitude was consolidated by the axiom "outside the church no
salvation," which confines salvation to the visible church. Augustine supported
exclusivist view and it was confirmed by the early church councils like the Fourth
Lateran Council as a general rule. Thomas Aquinas affirmed the conclusion of the
Council. Aquinas claims the possibqity of implicit faith as well as the necessity of
explicit faith in Christ for salvation, like Augustine. Although Aquinas had a more
positive notion about the knowledge of God outside Christianity, he and Augustine gave
the exclusive claim for the superiority of Christianity in common. 19
Luther and Calvin held the Augustinian exclusive attitude by confirming that

17

Kiirkkiiinen, An Introduction to the Theology of Religions, 107.

Jacques Dupuis, Toward a Christian Theology of Religious Pluralism
(Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books, 1997),68.
18

19 This idea was adopted not only with regard to the maker of schism, but also to
other religions; Kiirkkiiinen, 63-69.
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salvation can be possible only through faith in Christ. Luther was hostile toward other
religions such as heathens, Turks, Jews and false Christians including Roman Catholics. 20
Calvin also contended that the God of the scripture rejects all the gods of the heathen. 21
Although exclusivism seemed to be the normative idea through history in the
Church, there were positive attitude and minority positions which were open to the value
of other religions after the early Fathers. In the Middle Ages, Peter Abelard or Nicholas
of Cusa had voices of positive standpoint of the value of other religions. In the
Reformation era, while the Protestant Reformers in general had the Augustinian
exclusivism, Philipp Melanchthon had more positive appreciation and Ulrich Zwingli had
open attitude to the values of non-Christian writings and salvation of pagans such as
Socrates and Aristides. 22 John Wesley continued open attitude to other religions by
arguing the possibility of salvation outside the church. 23 He not only acknowledged the
religiosity of other religious people, but also appreciated their moral integrity and
adopted their teachings. 24
With the Enlightenment, according to Kiirkkiiinen, there were challengers who
brought a radical shift in the theology of religions. The response of the church to the

Martin Luther, Large Catechism, trans. Robert H. Fischer (Philadelphia:
Fortress, 1959), pt. 2.3.
20

John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion, ed. John T. McNeill
(Philadelphia, P.A.: Westminster Press, 1960), 1.10.3.
21

22

Kiirkkiiinen, An Introduction to the Theology of Religions, 85-87, 108.

23 John Sanders, No Other Name: An Investigation into the Destiny of the
Unevangelized (Grand Rapids, M.I.: Eerdmans, 1992), 249-51.

Nehemiah Thompson, "the Search for a Methodist Theology of Religious
Pluralism," in Grounds for Understanding: Ecumenical Resources for Responses to
Religious Pluralism, ed. S. Mark Heim (Grand Rapids, M.l.: Eerdmans, 1998), 100.
24
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Enlightenment and modernism was deism, classical liberalism, historical critical study of
the Bible and subjectivistic pietism. In that era, the radical continuity between the natural
and supernatural and between God and humans was also connected to continuity among
religions, and relativity and the seeds of pluralism were highly fostered. 25
From the end of nineteenth century, there was fulf!.llment theory of religions
appeared. Main point of the theory is that the truth other religions seek can be fulfilled in
Christ and Christianity. As a supporter of the theory, John Farquhar regards Christianity
as "something complementary to rather than exclusive of Hinduism" and Christ as the
"Crown of the faith ofIndia."26 Prior to Vatican II, Jean Danielou contends that salvation
is limited to the Judeo-Christian tradition and found only in Christ, and others are a
preparation for the gospel. 27 It means that Christianity is a fulfillment of human
religiosity and religions.
In the twentieth century, three approaches - ecclesiastical, Christocentic, and
theocentric

to the theology of religions have been proposed. Those voices apparently

show that there is an increasing gap in the Protestant theology of religions between
conservatively oriented particularists and liberally oriented inc1usivists and pluralists.

Bases of Dialogue in Historical Theology
In historical theology, bases of dialogue are featured through the study of general

25 Karkkainen, An Introduction to the Theology of Religions, 94, 108,248-49.
26 John N. Farquhar, The Crown of Hinduism (1913 ; reprint, New Delhi: Oriental
Books Reprint Corporation, 1971), 457-58.
27 Jean Danielou, Holy Pagans of the Old Testament, trans. Felix Faber (London:
Longmans, Green and Co Ltd., 1957), 9-11.
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revelation, logos spermatikos, sensus divinitatis, and imago Dei, and the concept of
Persona.
General Revelation
The usual contact point of Christian dialogue with other religions is based on
God's general revelation in the Bible. 28 God has been universally working in the
religions and various religious people, in whom the image of God has not been
completely destroyed, to witness to Himself. 29 General revelation has made humans
know God's existence and character. In this view of universal general revelation,
according to Bruce Demarest, God is known in various cultures and religions. Because all
the knowledge of God is given by God and only God can make known Himself, God

28 Theology of general revelation has biblical supports; as a general revelation,
God has shown Himself to all humans in the Bible. The heavens declare the glory of God
and the skies proclaim the work of His hands (Psalm 19:1). Psalm 19 says God's
revelation in nature and through the law. God gives general revelation in human heart;
Jews have the law of Sinai and heathens have the law written ~n their hearts. The heathens
observe general revelation of God present in their heart through their conscience
(Romans 2:14). God has been known since God has made God's invisible qualities, like
his eternal power and divine nature, plain to people and creations (Romans 1: 18-21). In
this passage, truth of God has been known from nature by human intuition and rational
reflection, and it has been mediated by natural revelation although this is suppressed by
humans. According to Acts 14, God let all nations do their own way, but He left himself
with testimony by providing rain, food and joyful hearts. It shows that God takes care of
all beyond his own people. As such, general revelation gives testimonies ceaselessly, out
of divine origin, to the existence of God and God's common grace. Paul's speech in Acts
17 shows what Athenians know about God from general revelation: God created the
universe and He is self-sufficient; God is omnipresent and sovereign over heaven and
earth; God is the source of life. Because both Jew and heathen as the recipients of God's
general revelation are created in the image of God, all humans are God's children in the
sense of creation. Through general revelation, they can know God's glory, nature, and
moral demands. Bruce A. Demarest, General Revelation: Historical Views and
Contemporary Issues (Grand Rapids, M.I.: Zondervan Publishing House, 1982),235-43;
William Masselink, General Revelation and Common Grace (Grand Rapids, M.I.:
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1953), 89-94.

29

Braaten, No Other Gospel, 68-69, 71.
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should reveal Himself in order to be known. 30
In the history of Christianity, there have been two poles in viewing general
revelation. One overstates general revelation and reduces importance of special
revelation: the other tends to devalue general revelation.
In Classical Thomistic theology, bare reason could inform the knowledge of God,
and since the 18 th and 19th centuries, the thought of Enlightenment denies the validity of
special revelation. For theologians of rationalism, human resources, observation and
reflection could sufficient to attain ultimate truth independently of special revelation. The
emphasis on general revelation brought the rise of a natural religion and theology.31
At the time of Enlightenment, miracle stories and human sin were disputed. In the
classical liberalism, the role of Jesus was an ethical teacher and the death and resurrection
of Jesus were denied.32 In this view, because religion is within the limits of common
sense and reason, there is no place for divine revelation or special revelation.
On the other hand, Demarest contends that God is known in a personal
acquaintance with God through the special revelation in historical events, or scripture and
Christ. The knowledge of God as Redeemer is mediated through the Christian gospel and
Jesus ChrisP3 Carl Braaten argues that the general revelation of God is through creation
and law, while the special revelation of God is through Christ and the gospel only in

30 Demarest, General Revelation, 13.
31 Ibid., 15-20, 75-76.
Alister E. McGrath, The Making of Modern German Christo logy 1750-1990
(Grand Rapids, M.l.: Zondervan Publishing House, 1994),23 -28.
32

33

Demarest, 23, 261.,
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which the true knowledge of God comes. 34 Consequently, according to Braaten, general
and special revelation derive from a whole. General knowledge of God is supplemented
by particular knowledge of God in the gospel and incarnation, death and resurrection of
Jesus Christ. 35
As the other extreme position, Karl Barth asserts that general revelation is an
illusion because there is no point of contact between Creator and creature and there is
total discontinuity between God and humanity who are standing in opposition to each
other. In this issue, Emil Brunner presumes in his theology that a point of contact
between God and sinful creatures, which is the trace of His original personality remaining
to man after the fall, makes human subjects able to receive God's Word. It is the formal
image of God within all creatures that even the worst sinner retains simply by virtue of
being a human creature. 36
Barth opposes natural theology by maintaining that God reveals the Word of God
in special way of revelation, which is miracle by God. For Barth, God and human meet in
the center through Jesus Christ and the knowledge of God, who is beyond the capacities
of human knowledge, is only possible in the event of Jesus Christ in the history.37 In this
sense, there is no other point of encounter or there can never be a natural point of contact

34

Braaten, No Other Gospel, 70.

35

Demarest, General Revelation, 251 .
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John W. Hart, Karl Barth vs. Emil Brunner (New York: Peter Lang, 2001), 27.

37 Karkkainen, An Introduction to the Theology of Religions, 175-77. For Barth,
the self-revealing God in Christianity can be explained in the doctrine of the Trinity.
God's revelation is "God himself," and by the incarnation, God and humans ar~ "in
union." Jesus Christ, who is the mediator and the agent of revelation, is God; Jesus
embodies God to humanity in the divinity and Jesus embodies humanity to God in the
humanity.
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between God and humankind. 38 Arguing against the natural theology or general
revelation, Barth emphasizes the special revelation of God as the starting point of
theology by rejecting the theology of nature.
However, Barth's theory that general revelation becomes intelligible only in the
view of special revelation disregards the thought in the Bible. Barth argues that the
passages of general revelation in the Bible such as Romans I and Acts 14, 17 are only the
potential that never attains its goal. This denial of the value of general revelation is
different from the thoughts in the Bible, which asserts the existence of the knowledge of
God apart from the special revelation. 39
According to Hendrik Kraemer, Barth's extreme position disregards God's works
in the world and revelation through creation, truth, beauty and conscience as well as in
reason, science and history.40 An important issue in Kraemer is that he doubts natural
theology in spite of affirming general revelation. For him, natural theology is "something
to be discovered by human beings" for self-justification and emphasizes the continuity
between Christianity and other religions. This tendency of natural theology to
compromise the value of special revelation by implying the un-necessity of the
incarnation has no potential and is unacceptable for Kraemer. 41
Differently from above two biased viewpoints, Protestant reformers have a
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40 Hendrik Kraemer, The Christian Message in a Non-Christian World (New
York: Harper & Row, 1938), 120-27.
41 Hendrik Kraemer, Religion and Christian Faith (London: Lutterworth, 1956),
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balanced position on the issue of revelation in spite of their dissenting voices. Although
Martin Luther shows hostile attitude toward other religions, he did not deny the general
knowledge of God from creation. For him, God is universally known and all people
including Gentiles can know the attributes of God such as God's divinity, immortality and
goodness through natural relig~on with some endowed concept and "knowledge of God.
Although people can conscious of God's existence by nature, they can only know God by
revelation. The true knowledge of God should be found where He is hidden, because God
is hidden One in the cross of Christ. Therefore, in this sense, people cannot find a hidden
God by nature. Only through the Word of God and the activity of the Holy Spirit, people
can know God by having Christ and faith in Christ and get faith which is the way for
knowing God. 42
For reformers, through the general revelation, conscience and nature mediate
knowledge of God, and God's eternal power and divinity are plainly known in the

42 Karkkainen, An Introduction to the Theology of Religions, 71-76, 85-87; Martin
Luther, Large Catechism, trans. Robert H. Fischer (Philadelphia, P.A.: Fortress, 1959), pt.
2; Martin Luther, Lectures on Romans, ed. Wilhelm Pauch (Philadelphia, P.A. :
Westminster Press, 1961), 23 ; In the case of Protestant reformers, they generally affirmed
the Augustinian exclusivism; nevertheless, there were different voices among the
Reformation and post-Reformation theologians to seek for a more positive view toward
other religions. For example, Ulrich Zwingli had more open views concerning other
religions than those of other reformers. He not only contended that faith in Christ is
needed for salvation, but also appreciated of the value of some non-Christian writings.
Zwingli claims that pagans such as Socrates, Aristides and Catos will be saved along with
the believers. He asserts; "when I find no unfaith in anyone, I have no reason to condemn
that person." However, Luther wonders whether this inclusive assertion of Zwingli makes
no difference between Christianity and other religions and, furthermore, makes Christ's
death unnecessary. Calvin also criticizes Zwingli's belief in pagan's salvation is more
than pathetic"by commenting as: " ... the stupidity of those persons who open heaven to all
the impious and unbelieving without the grace of Jesus Christ." Ulrich Zwingli, Selected
Works, ed. Samuel M. Jackson (Philadelphia, P.A.: University of Pennsylvania Press,
1972), 243-44; John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion, ed. John T. McNeill
(Philadelphia, P.A.: Westminster Press, 1960), 2.6.1.
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universal germ of religion. According to William Masselink, general revelation teaches
people to know something of Christ as the Logos of creation; however, for reformers, it is
not as mediator of redemption. General revelation shows God's glory but cannot uncover
the doctrine of the Trinity; nature cannot show the Son as the second person of the Trinity
and the mediator of salvation. 43 In this sense, as Bavinck insists, although it is not the full
revelation of God, all people are within the reach of God's common grace. 44
logos spermatikos, sensus divinitatis, and imago Dei

As a common ground of inter-religious dialogue, the three concepts of logos
spermatikos, sensus divinitatis and imago Dei altogether make an adequate basis for

inter-religious interaction. A harmony is realized by relational aspects of imago Dei in the
two poles of objective aspect of logos spermatikos of Justin and subjective aspect of
sensus divinitatis of Calvin, in which the logos is, the sensus knoWS. 45

Justin Martyr established a relationship between Greek philosophy and Christian
thought for a defense for Christian faith by using the idea of logos. The logos was with
God and was God and was revealed in Jesus in the Gospel of John. According to Justin,
the logos sowed seed in all human religions and cultures, so the logos or Christ is
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Masselink, General Revelation and Common Grace, 112-13.

44 Bavinck, An Introduction to the Science of Missions, 227; Lausanne covenant
also affirms that "everyone has some knowledge of God through the general revelation";
however, this is not "effective for salvation because people suppress the truth by their
unrighteousness." In this view, there is an essential difference between Christianity and
other religions. Then, the Manila Declaration emphasizes the uniqueness of Jesus Christ
in our multi-religious world beyond syncretism and universalism. Kfu"kkainen, An
Introduction to the Theology of Religions, 146-47.

45 Terry C. Muck, "Is There Common Ground among Religions?," Journal of the
Evangelical Theological Society 40 (March 1997): 99-112.
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acknowledged by other religious people to some extent. 46 That is, in this concept of
Justin Martyr's logos spermatikos, God makes the divine nature known to all humans by
implanting the seed of knowledge. Terry Muck argues that a seed implanted in people has
an objectivity that overcomes subjectivities of modem theology; however, it is too
objective to become a common ground for inter-religious interaction.47
On the other side, whereas Justin's logos focuses on an objective nature of a
common ground for religions, the idea of Calvin's universal intuition emphasizes the
subjective nature of a common ground for religions. 48 In his view concerning general
revelation, Calvin argues that God originally wanted people to learn the divine truth to
reach eternality from general revelation, but it is ineffective due to human sin. In the
concept of Calvin's sensus divinitatis, all humans intuitively know God as creator,
preserver and judge. God endowed all humans with the memory of some idea of Godhead,
and divinitatis sensum or an awareness of divinity by natural instinct. 49 It is a disposition,
which is still in the heart of natural human beings, to receive the revelation. From the
general revelation, humans gain a partial but genuine knowledge of God as creator.
In these two poles, relational nature based on imago Dei builds a common ground
for inter-religious interaction. According to Barth, God is not solitary but in connection
and fellowship and created human in His own image. As the man Jesus is modeled on
God, Barth argues, the humanity of Jesus is the imago Dei, the image of God. Also, as
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human generally is modeled on the Jesus and His being for others, human is created in
the imago Dei as well. 5o As Muck argues, human beings who bear the image of God
should be in a relationship to God; God created humans to have fellowship with God and
other humans, and humans can be real in the middle of relationship with God between
objectivity and subjectivity.51
For Barth, there is an analogia relationis or correspondence between the being of
God and that of human, and this analogia. relationis has been fullfiled in the humanitas

Christi. Jesus, the root-paradigm for humanity, is a human for other humans; in the
analogia relationis to the intra-trinitarian being of God, the huamnitas Christi as the
imago Dei reveals the paradigm of humanity as "co-humanity, being-in-encounter, life-infellowship, or history-in-partnership." 52 Being elected and determined for fellowhumanity and neighborly love, humanity as imago Dei signifies a "plurality as being-intogetherness or a being-with-others." The human life is a life in fellowship including
intra-Christian and inter-religious interaction, beyond inhumanity violating the other
relationships. 53
This emphasis on the relational aspect of being a human is applied to all human
beings beyond Christians. All humans including Christians and people of other religions

50 Karl Barth, Church Dogmatics: The Doctrine of Creation, III.2, eds. G. W.
Bromiley and T. F. Torrance (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1960),2 19,323.
51 Muck, "Is There Common Ground among Religions?, 109; Barth, Church
Dogmatics, 1.2; 111.2.
52 Heup Young Kim, Wang Yang-ming and Karl Barth: A Confucian-Christian
Dialogue (New York: University Press of America, Inc., 1996), 87-88; Barth, Church
Dogmatics, 111.2, 208, 220.
53 Kim, Wang Yang-ming and Karl Barth, 93, 159; Barth, Church Dogmatics, IV2,
433-35.
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are made for relationship. The encounter with other religions should focus on the
relational aspects of the interaction and have a time to consider God's disclosing Himself
and working in other religious life and grow in relationship to God. 54
Concept of Persona

The central idea explaining traditional Christian faith such as Trinity and
Christology is persona. Persona or personal encounter means not only mental personality
but also relationship.55 According to Martin Buber, the personal relationship means a
dialogic one; one can realize oneself through the relation with other beings. 56 The
behavior which realizes the personal relationship between God and humans is faith. It is
also pursued in the realm of personal encounters among people. That is, faith is realized
in our real lives. According to Jung Bae Lee, a Korean theologian, the way of faith is love
which realizes its true meaning in the personal relationship.57
Therefore, it is important to love other people, and it can be revealed in the open
and dialogic life. Theo Sundermeier argues that God, who reveals Himself in Jesus, has
met humans in the dialogic encounter and in which God reveals himself through His
Word. 58 Traditional Christian faith requests dialogic life as God has invited all people to

54 Muck, "Is There Common Ground among Religions?, 109-12.
55 Jung-Bae Lee, ed., -t"..nzr:}.st!f=-.!2/.!2f "f}-=?~ ~!Tf (Religious Pluralism and
Korean Theology) (Seoul: Korea Theological Study Institute, 1992), 284-87.
56 Martin Buber, Ich und Du (y-Q} L:l), trans. Chun-Bae Kim (Seoul: The Christian
Literature Society of Korea, 1991), 138-43, 182, 193.
57 Lee, 288-94.
58 Theo Sundermeier, -&..nz~!Tf.!2/ *~J!f J!f;f/! (Type and Task of Mission
Theology), trans. Su-Il Chae (Seoul: The Christian Literature Society of Korea, 1999),
354.
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dialogic lives, and this can be a basis of inter-religious dialogue. In the religiously
pluralistic society, inter-religious dialogue can be a mode of dialogic living to realize
Christian faith itself.

Contemporary Theological Bases of Dialogue
In this chapter, theological bases for the relationship and dialogue between
Christianity and other religions will be examined through several contemporary
theologians and their theology of religions. In the contemporary theology of religions,
there are disagreements between the conservatives and the liberals about the relationship
between Christianity and other religions. However, it should be emphasized that the
theological basis of this relationship needs to go beyond anti-relational attitudes and
theologies as well as pluralistic attitudes and theology. That is, for contemporary
theological bases of dialogue, there should be balance between faith and reason and
between particularity and universality.
Considering the two poles of the Christian messages which are the universal will
of God to save all and the absoluteness of salvation only in Christ, Clark Pinnock
presents two foundational parameters for his theology of religions. One foundational
concern is theological that God is regarded as generous and full of love that He wants to
save the all.S 9 Because God is at work with the prevenient grace among humans, it makes
people to open to the presence of God among them. 60 The other foundational parameter

Clark H. Pinnock, A Wideness in God's Mercy: The Finality of Jesus Christ in a
World of Religions (Grand Rapids, M.I.: Zondervan Publishing House, 1992), 12-14.
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is christological, regarded as high Christology, which holds to the uniqueness of Jesus
Christ but does not close the possibility of salvation against many people in other
religions. 61 Likewise, Pinnock seeks to go beyond the relativistic idea as well as
restrictivism.
According to Pinnock, God can use both general and special revelations in salvific
ways. General revelation includes natural, supernatural and gracious elements. For this
argument, he presents the concept of "faith principle" and "pagan saints." Faith principle
means that humans are saved by faith, not by their theological contents or membership of
a religious community. If other religious people believe, it is faith, by which they receive
the prevenient grace of God. 62 This faith is seen not only iI;1 the group of Old Testament
saints such as Abraham and David but also in the group of pagan saints such as Abel,
Enoch, Noah, Job, Daniel, Melchizedek, Lot, Abimelech, Jethro, Rahab, Ruth, Naaman,
the Queen of Sheba. They were under the influence of the covenant between God and
Noah. This faith is shown also in the category of New Testament saints such as Cornelius,
who believed in God before becoming a Christian, and other saints after Jesus Christ. 63
Hebrews 11 addresses on those who had faith in God including pagans before
Christ came and had pleased God by faith. Pinnock contends that Abraham was justified
by faith as a model believer without knowing Jesus, and pagan saints like Job and
Abimelech in other religions, who were saved by faith in God without knowing Jesus, are

Pluralistic World, 112.
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called as believers in the Bible. 64
In the faith principle in Hebrews 11 , faith has a theocentric emphasis rather than a
Christocentric object; the main rule is God rather than Jesus Christ, and direct
communications of God made possible the access to God apart from the particularity of
Jesus. Pinnock argues that the faith principle acts in the Old Testament for those who
were saved apart from Christ. It implies that God's revelation is not confined to the
preaching of the gospel, but reach~d beyond the preaching and human agencies with the
sovereignty, freedom and love of God. For Pinnock, same principle performs today as
well. As considering the issue of salvation and other religions, this approach counts on
the wisdom of God and leaves it with the grace of God.65
By revealing God's salvific work through general revelation, Pinnock mentions on
the possibility of salvation through general revelation. As Millard Erickson insists, it
means that Old Testament saints and pagan saints before Christ became believers through
responding to general revelation alone. 66

64 Abel was justified by faith and experienced God, and a Roman Centurion had
the faith that Jesus wanted to see among his own people as well. In this view, Pinnock
insists that salvation history is far-reaching with world history to recover the nations and
bless the race. In the encounter with Abram, God was at work in the Canaanite religious
area, and Abram accepts the blessing of Melchizedek, the pagan priest. It means that God
is calling Abram to give blessings to all nations. Also, the story of Cornelius in the New
Testament shows that God is not biased in dealing with humans; Pinnock, A Wideness in
God's Mercy, 23 ; Danielou, Holy Pagans of the Old Testament, 104; Pinnock, "An
Inc1usivist View," 109-10, 115-19; Pinnock, "Response to R. Douglas Geivett and W.
Gary Phillips," 254-55.

65 Alister E. McGrath, "A Particularist View: A Post-enlightenment Approach," in
Four Views on Salvation in a Pluralistic World, 177-80; R. Douglas Geivett and W. Gary
Phillips, "A Particularist View: An Evidentialist Approach," 240.

Millard J. Erickson, How Shall They Be Saved? The Destiny of Those Who Do
Not Hear ofJesus (Grand Rapids, M.l.: Baker Books, 1996), 143-58.
66
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However, Douglas Geivett and Gary Phillips assert that although Hebrews 11 does
not show the faith in Christ, the faith to God in Hebrews 11 does not belong to the
category of general revelation but of special revelation.67 Those who lived prior to the
incarnation of Jesus Christ were saved also by the special revelation: God grant them a
special encounter with Him and a special way of revelation in their context. For example,
C'ornelius was bound to special revelation and received a vision to send for Peter and his
message. 68
Although there is the existence of the faith to God in the Bible, there is no
salvation available apart from Jesus Christ after his coming into the world. Before the
coming of Jesus Christ, for Augustine, salvation was available for those who are just;
however, after coming of Jesus, only through faith in Christ salvation comes. Similarly,
Thomas Aquinas calls for the necessity of explicit faith in Christ for salvation after the
coming of Christ although there is an implicit faith shown in Hebrews 11. In this view,
after Christ has come, as a general rule, there is no other way of salvation than Jesus
Christ. Nevertheless, at the same time, people cannot set limits to the sovereignty of
God. 69
Erickson criticizes the faith principle, in which salvation is based on the faith
putting trust in God, rather than the faith in the sense of knowledge of God. Karkkiiinen
disagrees it because it disregards the cognitive aspect of faith. As the alternative answer
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Augustine, Letter 102; Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologiae II-II, q. 2; Francis
A. Sullivan, Salvation Outside the Church? Tracing (he History o/the Catholic Response
(New York: Paulist Press, 1992), 30-52.
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to this question of salvation, Erickson stresses repentance as the condition for salvation
and the necessity for belief and commitment on Christ. Also, for salvation, he insists the
responsibility to respond to the extent one has been received knowledge of God. 70
In recent years, in addition to the soteriological question, there has been
pneumatological approach as an attempt to overcome previous theocentric or
Christo centric approach and the traditional distinction between general revelation and
special revelation. It first asks negatively whether Christocentric theology responds to the
questions raised from contemporary human context.
Pneumatological theologians criticize the limits of Christocentric approach: First,
Christocentric theology does not prevent demolition of nature. According to Paul
Santmire,

Christo centric

theology

in modern

Christian history is practically

anthropocentric theology. When it is used in addressing the relationship between God and
the humans, Christocentric theology has theocentric perspective; however, in the
relationships between the humans and nature, it came to be human-centered. It focuses on
human salvation, and ignores the reproductive ability existing in nature.7 1 Also, Jiirgen
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H. Paul Santmire, The Travail ofNature: The Ambiguous Ecological Promise of
Christian Theology (Philadelphia, P.A.: Fortress Press, 1985), 1-6; There is no place for
any other creatures but the humans in the anthropocentric characteristic. Specifically,
Christocentric theology is anthropocentric regarding its perspectives that the humans are
the kings of this world and nature exists only for the humans. That is, the nature is a tool
for human prosperity. In this regard, Christocentric theology limits the realization of the
peaceful and just Kingdom of God, which all creatures have been longing for, into only
human society. For pneumatological theologians, such anthropocentric characteristic
becomes a legacy of old paradigm since the holistic view began to get attention in this
postmodern world. Today every individual must be understood within the larger wholes
of society, from the groups to which it or the person belongs to the larger whole of
created world. In this view each individual harmonizes with one another to form the
whole by holding equal rights to each other. In this holistic view the ethic is adapted not
71
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Moltmann insists that Christocentric theology does neither interest in nature nor show
theological structure in order to explain the creative development of the natural world. 72
Second, pneumatological theologians criticizes Christocentric theology that it
restricts the role of the Holy Spirit. In its view, the Third Person in the Godhead, the Holy
Spirit, functions just as supplement of the work of the second Person, Christ, by playing a
role of realizing redeeming work done by Jesus Christ in the past as a current event. In
the Christocentric understanding of the Holy Spirit, the work of the Spirit of recreating
the creatures by dwelling ih them is ignored.13 In addition, Christocentric theology sets
the absolute goal and gives all efforts to realize it, and in such process, relatively less
absolute goals are hidden and are easily ignored. If such less absolute goals are revealed
and salient, it believes that it will conclusively degrade the importance of the absolute
goals.14

only to the human world but also the community of nature covering the whole universe.
Under this holistic view, destruction of nature is prevented.
JUrgen MoItmann, God in Creation: An Ecological Doctrine of Creation
(London: SCM Press LTD, 1985), 26-32; Christocentric theology does not consider
nature as an independent creature in the process of eschatological redeeming work of
Triune God. Ecotheology of today mainly addresses two things on nature. One is that
nature is a creature of God and so it is also a subject of salvation and it participates in the
eschatological completion. Another is that the nature proceeds toward completion and
realizes its productivity. In other words, nature has a reproductive characteristic which
keeps duplicating itself and a productive characteristic by developing itself into a new
existence, by which nature becomes perfect eschatologically. Ecotheology, in this regard,
considers the completion of nature as the work of the Holy Spirit, who resides in and
leads the nature into completion.
72

73 Santmire, The Travail of Nature, 1-6.
74 Konrad Raiser, Ecumenism in Transition: A Paradigm Shift in the Ecumenical
Movement (Geneva: WCC Publications, 1991), 58-59. In this pluralized world, numerous
values co-exist and each individual has different ideas, value criteria, and goals from
those of other people. In one's own ideology, his or her own judgments and decisions
have meanings and values. Today's church faces that task of setting plural goals by
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Third, according to Santmire, the paradigm of Christocentric theology is built on
the basis of dualistic relationship of subject and object, and it sympathizes with social
inequality by creating social hierarchy. It may result in the fixed ideas of the model of an
absolute leader in politics, a ruler of nature in ecology, and a patriarch in family. The
paradigm of relationship following the dualistic subject and object concept has dominated
modem human society since Descartes and has become the model of all relationships by
being appropriated to such relations as God to the humans, men to women, the humans to
nature, and adults to children hierarchically. For pneumatological approach, since the
emergence of ecology and holistic thought, such dualism has been sublated and it has
been agreed that all subjects participating in relationships associate one another by
mutually accepting, complementing and dialoguing.7 5
In response to the impasse under the constraints imposed by Christo logy in the
pluralist, exclusivist, and inclusivist categories, Amos Yong, an evangelical and
ecumenical pneumatologist, develops a theology of religions from the perspective of the
Holy Spirit as an alternative to theocentric or Christocentric approaches. 76 Yong argues

harmonizing various individuals' goals, which should be related and supplementary to
one another rather than isolated and irrelevant.
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Amos Yong, "A Pneumatological Paradigm for Christian Mission in a
Religiously Plural World," Missialagy 33 (April 2005): 175-76; Since 1960s, theology of
religions has been mainly framed by christological or soteriological categories.
According to Yong, in the traditional exclusivistic position, other faiths are false by
opposing to Christ, but demonizing other religions is politically and ethically
inappropriate without understanding other traditions on their own terms. The problem
with inclusivistic position, in which other faiths are fulfilled by Christ, is a superiority of
Christianity over other religions in an arbitrary way, and vice versa. The traditional
pluralist position, in which many roads lead to the same final destination, assumes
metaposition to measure all religious traditions and disregards the specific claims of
various traditions.
76
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that theology of religions should move beyond soteriological issues in nature and have a
balance between the particularity of Jesus, the Word made flesh and the universality of
the Spirit poured-out-on-all flesh.?7
According to Yong, God works all things with the divine hands through both
Word, which is an objective aspect, and Spirit, which is a subjective aspect of engaging
truth. In this regard, pneumatological theology is a fully Trinitarian theology, relational
and holistic.78 Also, beyond the traditional distinction between general revelation and
special revelation, a pneumatological perspective which emphasizes process and
dynamism overcomes intractable dualisms. 79
In the pneumatological approach to the theology of religions, the question is not
only ontological by dealing with truth and the trinitarian structure of reality, but also
epistemological by directing to how ultimate reality is known in other religions and the
Holy Spirit is to be distinguished from other spirits in the religions. For the development
of a trinitarian theology of religions, Yong explores a foundational pneumatology

77 Amos Yong, Beyond the Impasse: Toward a Pneumatological Theology of
Religions (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2003), 21, 47.

78 Amos Yong, "Discerning the Spirit(s) in the World of Religions," in No Other
Gods before Me? , ed. John G. Stackhouse, Jr. , 45; In his recent methodological approach
to a theology of religions rooted in pneumatology, Yong criticizes and rejects the concept
of filioque; the inclusion of filioque in the Nicene Creed has caused to subordinate the
Spirit to the Son weakening a trinitarianism, and caused to ignore the Spirit's work in
other religions. Yong proposes that the economy of the Spirit, which is a subjective aspect
of engaging truth, is not limited to the ec.onomy of the Son, which is an objective aspect.
Consequently, the Spirit is free to operate within the context of non-Christian religions.
For the alternative of filioque , Yong shows Irenaeus's explanation to the Son and the
Spirit as the two hands of the Father. However, the emphasis to the distinctive economic
work of the Word and Spirit in the religions seems to drive a wedge between the intimate
relationship of them in the Godhead.
79 Ibid., 49-50.
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focusing on the cosmic role of the Spirit in the Bible and formulating an account of
general categories of religious claims in human experience of the Spirit. On the basis of
foundational pneumatology, inter-religious dialogue is possible by regarding God as the
object of religious encounters. Yong develops a theology of spiritual discernment
concerning the activity of the Spirit or Spirits as a tool to assess religions. 80
The axiom of the pneumatological theology of religions is that the Holy Spirit as
God is universally present and active in the religions. "God is universally prese,nt and
active in the Spirit" means investigating the ways the triune God is present in the cosmos,
nature, and human experience. "God's Spirit is the life-breath of the Imago Dei in every
human being and the presupposition of all human relationships and communities" means
that all human engagements with the other are pneumatologically mediated within
communal context. This axiom affirms that "the religions of the world are sustained by
the Spirit for divine purposes of divine providence." 81 For Yong, the criteria for
discernment of the Spirit's presence and activity are the fruits of the Spirit, the works of
the kingdom, salvation in its various dimensions discernible in the religious phenomenon,
conversion in the various human domains, and ecclesial mark of holiness. 82
Pneumatological theology of religions tries to open up new horizons beyond the
problem of the christological categories. This approach is a search for avoiding
colonialism and imperialism and at the same time syncretism and relativism. However, in
spite of the further development, Yong's pneumatological emphasis is a retrospective
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debate, arguing that Christo logy divides but pneumatology unites, in the 1950s in the
World Council of Churches. It was an issue to resolve the Christological impasse in the
theology of religions since the Baar consultation in 1990 as well. Also, although Yong
contends that his pneumatological approach avoids the exclusivist, inclusivist, and
pluralist paradigms, his work seems not to escape an inclusivist perspective by
committing personally to soteriological inclusivism.
As admitting that phenomenological discernment is complex, Yong offers little for
practical application, specific and concrete examples of spiritual discernment. His
division of the world religions by the presence of the Spirit or of the demonic gives no
room for middle place in the religions.
Yong contends that the tum to pneumatology may allow for more neutral
categories to emerge when attempting to discern the activity of the Spirit in other
religions. He suggests threefold criteria such as divine presence, divine absence and
divine activity in order to discern the presence of the Holy Spirit from the presence of
demonic spirits. As Yong asserts that "discerning the spirits will always be inherently
ambiguous," the neutral categories and a set of criteria are ambiguous. The reason of
ambiguity is originated from the "toward" character of his theology, which means it is not
yet a full system.
It is questionable whether some universal truths in the religions should be

discerned as the presence of Holy Spirit. According to Lesslie Newbigin, every form of
vitality cannot be regarded as the work of Holy Spirit. 83 In order to explain the work of

Lesslie Newbigin, "The Basis, Purpose and Manner of Inter-Faith Dialogue," in
Interreligious Dialogue: Facing the Next Frontier, ed. Richard W. Rousseau, S. J.
(Montrose, P.A.: Ridge Row Press, 1981), 30.
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God and the Holy Spirit in other religions, it is better to deal with general revelation,
God's creation, and the relational nature of Imago Dei. Although general revelation is
communicated to human with the work of the Holy Spirit, the doctrine of general
revelation is rooted in the Trinity: William Masselink argues that "the power to bring
forth proceeds from the Father, the power to arrange from the Son, and the power to
perfect from the Holy Spirit."84
In the contemporary theology of religions, some theologians follow the general
characteristics of reformers, which insist a balance between faith and reason. 85 Alister
McGrath claims that the New Testament shows the particularity of the redemption in
Jesus Christ. For him, the revelation of God is ·not limited to Jesus Christ because God
makes himself known through creation, human conscience, and culture. This general
knowledge of God does not approve universal salvation, and is explained to recognize
distinction and particularity in each religion. 86
In postmodemity, as McGrath argues, grand theory or metanarrative which
grounded on the universal human history is rejected and abandoned, and the view to
make universal truth is outmoded and questionable. It ignores the particularity and
distinctiveness of each religion and presenting a new universal religion apart from all

84 Masselink, General Revelation and Common Grace, 72-73.
85 In the knowledge of God available to humanity, Calvin distinguishes
knowledge of God the Creator and knowledge of God the Redeemer, and Luther does
between the hidden God of creation and law and the revealed God of covenant and gospel.
These general principles have been claimed within the reformed tradition. McGrath, "A
Particularist View," 164-65; Carl E. Braaten, "Christ is God's Final, Not the Only,
Revelation," in No Other Gospel: Christianity among the World's Religions, Carl E.
Braaten (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1992), 65-82.
86 McGrath, "A Particularist View," 163-64.
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existing religions. 87 It disregards also the distinctiveness of Christianity and its theology.
For the relationship and dialogue between Christianity and other religions,
commonalities are usually established, but on another side differences or distinctiveness
should be recognized. Dialogue is a conversation between the people who recognize that
they are different and sometimes contracting each other, and they have their own thoughts.
Borrowing John Taylor 's expression, dialogue is a conversation between those who
recognize "the mutual exclusions between their various ways ofthinking."88 In this sense,
onto the dialogue table, religions need to come with the sense that they disagree each
other in their beliefs.
In dialogue, some elements of truth in other religions can be found, and it can help
to find points of contact in meeting with other religions. General revelation should not
consume special revelation in thinking of other religions, but on the other hand it needs to
be pointed out that there is continuity between the twO. 89 In this sense, special revelation
of Christianity such as rebirth and repentance can also be a content of inter-religious
dialogue.

87 McGrath, "Conclusion," in Four Views on Salvation in a Pluralistic World,
206; Karkkainen, An Introduction to the Theology of Religions, 22.
88 John V. Taylor, "The Theological Basis of Interfaith Dialogue," in Christianity
and Other Religions, eds. J. Hick and B. Hebblethwaite (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1981),
212.
89 Tennent, Christianity at the Religious Roundtable, 26.
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PART THREE
THEOLOGY OF CONFESSIONIST DIALOGUE

This Part describes what the theology of confessionist dialogue is and its necessity
in the religious situation in Korea. Confessionist dialogue is open for interaction with
other religions and is also an answer to the religiously pluralistic world. The theology of
confessionist dialogue contains Christian presupposition in the dialogue and concerns for
tradition and community. It recognizes the continuity and discontinuity between other
religions in creative tension. As an alternative middle way beyond religious hostility and
pluralism, this model needs to be developed further and implemented in a practical way
in the Korean context.
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CHAPTER 6
STUDY OF EXTREME RELIGIOUS SITUATION

Conflicts and religious pluralism between Christianity and other religions show an
example of polarization in society. In Chapter 2, we have seen that such division is not
new from a historical point of view; rather, it has a long history. It means that not only is
today's polarization not insignificant, but also it is not a totally new tragic situation.
According to Won-Kyu Lee, tensions caused by the polarization are not sole driving
forces for history and religion. As much there have been discords, there has been
agreements and reconciliation in history. Those have been intermingled in religious and
social history. In this point, social polarization of religious conflicts and pluralism are not
a total frustration.l That is, if it is said that such polarizations and tensions effect only
negative influence to the society, it is overgeneralization; rather, they could function
positively for the society.
Tensions of polarization are the social phenomena existing in any society. WonKyu Lee argues that the members in a society could focus on the structural problems
when they face polarizations. In other words, the polarizations could facilitate social
endeavors to resolve them and promote awareness of the leaders in society. Therefore, we
need to consider the preconception that polarizations and tensions in society are just
negative issues for society. When people realize the serious polarization and
confrontation are problems for society, they could begin to consider the ways to resolve

I

Lee, "Theological Approach for Resolving Polarization," 79.
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them. 2
In the religious and social situations of Korea, the relationships between Korean
religions, especially between Christianity and other religions, take a serious aspect of
polarization. The fact of the matter is that it is time for Korean Christians to become
aware of the social problems caused by exclusivist attitudes and take action to resolve
them. It must be difficult to overcome religious polarization and following political,
economic, and social ideological confrontations. 3 Nevertheless, if any solution for the
polarization between Christianity and other religions is not made, the hostility between

2 Lee, "Theological Approach for Resolving Polarization," 79; Won-Kyu Lee,
"The Characteristic and Diversity of the Forms of Christian Faith in Korean Church," 7/
-!if.ii!/..!1l (Christian Thought) 343 (July 1987): 56-57; Religious and social polarization
and conservativeness and liberalness have not only negative but also positive functions.
Religious conservatism could create individualism and a closed attitude, and show more
realistic characteristics by supporting the existing authority. Liberalism in religion could
be understood as that which disregards the Gospel and facilitates social turmoil. However,
whereas the religiously conservative party can contribute to the religious revival and
influence recovering individuals and social morality, the religious liberal party has also its
unique role of awakening social responsibility and revealing social improperness and
contradictions. In this regard, it can be a way of resolving social polarization that both
confronting parties try to regard each other's positive aspects rather than pointing out
negative.

Moreover, to overcome the polarization, the society should be changed.
Specifically, it is needed to attempt to realize democracy in politics, equality in economy,
and social welfare. Democratization in politics means to establish the government which
respects human rights, regards the people as the owner of the country, guarantees true
freedom, and avoids the rationalization of abusing official authority. Equality in economy
is to establish the economic structure in which the economic gap between the rich and the
poor is decreased and the marginalized people such as laborers, urban poor and the
farmers can share the benefit of economic development along with the rich. Social
welfare has the purpose of enabling all member of society to have the same chance of
education and medical benefits and live safely and peacefully. The reform of politics,
economics and social structure can remove the ground of serious polarizations among
opposite parties. Accordingly, democratization, equalization and improvement of social
welfare of Korean society will furnish a key for the solution of the polarized tensions. For
this, it is needed for the conservatives and the liberals in religions to cooperate with each
other for improvement. Lee, "Theological Approach for Resolving Polarization," 80-81 .
3
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them may develop intensive social chaos. Therefore, it is necessary to examme the
current attitudes of Korean Christians toward other religions and find ways of solving
current problems.

Problem of Religious Exclusivity in Korea

Conflicts and differences can be a possibility for reconciliation, but humans often
choose violence to resolve differences. Violence is the most damaging and dehumanizing
way in dealing with conflict. Violence destroys community and chance for peace, and
never resolves conflicts.4
In many cases, religious conflicts in Korea have been expressed as an anti-social
form of conflicts through the use of fire, slander, and violence mostly by Christians.
Some Protestant ministers have incited religious people to a conflict, and preferential
religious policy of governors for political or religious purposes have been growing worse
in the relationship between Christianity and other religions. Also, religious conflicts are
caused by expecting everyone to adjust to Christian viewpoint and interpreting

4 There are general forms of violence: physical, structural, economic, social,
domestic, psychological, moral violence; S. Wesley Ariarajah, "The Challenge of
Building Communities of Peace for All: The Richness and Dilemma of Diversities," 134;
"Religion and Violence: A Protestant Christian Perspective," The Ecumenical Review
55.2 (Apr 2003): 141-42; The violence has been continued in many regions in the world,
and there have happened religious conflicts as well; the conflict between Christianity and
Islam at Mindanao Island in Philippines, the conflict between Hinduism and Islam at
Gujarat in India, the conflict between Shia and Sunni of Islam in Pakistan, the conflict
between Hinduism and Buddhism in Sri Lanka, and the conflict between Christianity and
Islam at Moluccas in Indonesia, etc. Sang-Tak Lee, "Inter-religious Dialogue for Forty
Years in Asia," Af ~ (Ministry) 307 (August 2004): 26-27.
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everything through the eye of one's own religion. 5
At the center of the reasons for religious conflict in Korea, there is the exclusivity
of Christianity. The exclusive attitude with crusades mind of the Protestant church has
often brought religious conflict between Protestants and other religious people in Korea,
having expressed as an anti-relational exhibition of conflicts through the use of violence.
The exclusivity of the Protestant church in Korea has been presented in the view that
other religions except Christianity should not exist and that they must be conquered by
the Crusade mentality, because other religions do not possess any truth.
From this standpoint, it is not possible to have any relationship or dialogue
between Protestant churches and other religions; rather, various conflicts including
violence toward other religions often occur. Therefore, the issue of the exclusive attitude
of the Protestant church can be examined in order to analyze the religious situation of
conflicts in Korea.
According to Won-Kyu Lee, a survey shows the degree of exclusivity toward
other religions in Korea as follow: 6

* "True religion is one.":
Protestant 45.0%

Buddhism 19.0%

Catholics 23.0%

* "Other religions should be condemned and rejected.":
Protestant 30.5%

Buddhism 0.3%

Catholics 0.0%

* "Other religions need to be co-existed.":
Protestant 29.9%

5

Buddhism 81.7%

Catholics 85.7%

http://www.newsnjoy.us/news/articleView.html ?idxno=979

Won-Kyu Lee, "The Problem of Religious Exclusivism in the Korean Church,"
7/ ~Ji!Af1l (Christian Thought) 479 (November 1998): 42-43 .
6
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* "Conversionism":
Protestant 72.9%

Buddhism 7.4%

Catholics 5.9%

Generally Korean people think that Protestantism is almost always in the center of
religious conflicts; therefore, other religious people or non-religious people usually do
not prefer the Protestantism of Korea in this sense. This is demonstrated by numerous
anti-Christian blogs and homepages online, and it becomes new opposite power toward
Christianity today.?
Also, the degree of favor and the degree of rejection among religions which were
surveyed in Korea can be referenced to understand in what extent other religionists like
or dislike Protestants: 8
The degree of favor among religions:
Buddhist monk - Confucianism (39.0%) Catholics (26.3%)
Catholic Father - Buddhism (63.7%)
Protestant Pastor - Nothing (51.5%) Catholics (35.5%)

The degree of rejection among religions:
Buddhist monk - Protestant (72.3%)
Catholic Father - Protestant (33.9%)
Protestant Pastor - Buddhism (34.6%)

7 For more anti-Christianity information, refer to: http://www.antichrist.or.kr/;
http://cafe.daum.net!antidogma; http://blog.empas.comlhahyon2llist.html?c=333300;
http://cafe.daum .net!cl ubanti; http://blog.empas.comlilaview;
http://blog.empas.com/hahyon2/list.html?c=333300;

8

Lee, "Korean Society and Religious Conflict," 329.
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Buddhist monks like Confucianism (39.0%); Catholicism (26.3%); and traditional
religions, and Catholic priests like Buddhism (63 .7%). On the contrary, the Buddhist
monks dislike Protestantism (72.3%); and Catholic priests dislike Protestantism (33.9%)
and traditional religions. The Buddhist monks and Catholic priests do not have any favor
among Protestants and pastors, but they both generally dislike Protestants. How about
Protestant pastors? The Protestant pastors like none of other religions (51.5%) and then
they like Catholicism (35.5%); they dislike Buddhism (34.6%) and traditional religions.
According to both Sung-Su Choi and Kyung-Jae Kim, Korean theologians, the
exclusivist attitude of the Protestant church in Korea originated from the conservative
theology brought by the missionaries from the West to Korea.9 Historically the theology
caused the destruction of Korean traditional culture; the doctrinal exclusivity of Korean
theology; 10 denominationalism; and monistic thinking in the multi-religious society. I I

9 There are some strengths and limitations in opposed concepts in the Protestant
theology of religions. Restrictivism or the traditional view has some strengths: "a solid
defense of the particularity of salvation in Jesus Christ against all forms of relativism; a
vibrant Christocentrism and emphasis on the inc.amation of Jesus Christ which is
essential to the Christian faith; and a strong argument for the importance of evangelism
and mission." On the contrary, it has some limitations: "limited access to salvation;
confusion the ontological necessity of Christ with the human epistemological necessity of
knowing about it; general revelation as sufficient for condemnation but insufficient for
salvation; no hope beyond death; and limited atonement." John Sanders, No Other Name:
An Investigation into the Destiny of the Unevangelized (Grand Rapids, M.I.: Eerdmans,
1992), 60-72.

Sung-Su Choi, "Christianity and Religious Pluralism," in ~ JiZ cff:!-f=..9J A!l1!.9J
7!-!f-JiZ.!2f ~JiZ3:j
(Christianity in the Religiously Pluralistic Society and Religious
Tolerance), ed. Sung-Su Choi (Seoul: Minjisa, 2001), 20.
10

fi*
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Kyung-Jae Kim, "Religious Conflicts
(Theological Studies) 42 (December 2001): 233 .
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This exclusive attitude with regard to other religions is also shown in all the major
world religions, even those more open-minded Eastern religions such as Buddhism and
Hinduism. 12 Nevertheless, it needs to consider whether the exclusivist attitude of the
Protestant church is helpful for Christianity and its growth.
It is noticeable that the growth and spread of recent Islamic and Evangelical

movements are the two most dynamic upsurges in the world today.13 In the case of
churches, the Evangelical and Pentecostal churches are especially growing fast these
days.14 It could be generally believed that if people live in a highly secularized world,
religious institutions are expected to survive to the degree that they manage to adapt to
secularity today. However, by watching those Pentecostals' and evangelicals' revivals, it
is interesting that what has occurred is that religious communities have survived and even
flourished to the degree that they have not tried to adapt themselves to the alleged
requirements of a secularized world and modernity. Peter Berger, a sociologist, cautions
not to view these movements simply as manifestations of political and social discontent;
rather, they bespeak a revival of emphatically religious commitments, especially in the
case of Islam. ls This phenomenon explains a reason for increasing conflicts between
Christianity and Islam.

12 Karkldiinen, An Introduction to the Theology of Religions, 166-67.
13 Peter L. Berger, The Desecularization of the World: Resurgent Religion and
World Politics (Grand Rapids, M.I.: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1999), 4.
14 Bevans and Schroeder, Constants in Context, 346.
15

Berger, The Desecularization of the World, 4-8.
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In Korea, where most Christians are conservatives,16 Christian assaults on other
religions have helped isolate the Korean Church from society. When thinking about the
current hostile atmosphere between Christianity and other religions, Korean Christians
need to remember the warning of E. Stanley Jones, "The Crusaders conquered Jerusalem
and found in the end that Christ was not there. They had lost Him through the very spirit
and methods by which they sought to serve Him." 17 The Crusades, which meant
conquest and displacement, went wrong all over. 18 The crusading approach in the history
is often likely to justify it using any methods to win the battle against other religious
people, and finally it intensifies violence and terrors. 19 Kang San Tan, a mission
theologian, insists that the real enemy of Christians is not non-believers, but Satan;
therefore, believers can approach non-believers with an attitude of dependence upon the
Lord, humility, and compassion in relation to people of other religions. 20

16 According to Timothy S. Lee, 95 percent of Korean Christians are
fundamentals and evangelicals. Robert E. Buswell and Timothy S. Lee, Christianity in
Korea (Honolulu, Hawaii: University of Hawaii Press, 2006), 383.
17

Jones, Christ at the Round Table, 10-11.

18 Bosch, Transforming Mission, 475.
19 Richard J. Mouw, "The Challenge of Interreligious Truth Telling," in No Other
Gods before Me?, ed. John G. Stackhouse, Jr. (Grand Rapids, M.l.: Baker Academic,
2001), 174.
20 Kang San Tan, "Evangelical Missiology from an East Asian Perspective: A
Study on Christian Encounter with People of Other Faiths," in Global Missiology for the
Twenty-first Century, ed. William D. Taylor (Pasadena, c.A.: William Carey Library,
2000),304.
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Problem of Religious Pluralism

As the other extreme, although pluralism is not a new occurrence, current pluralist
forms make a challenge to Christian church and theology by their normative judgment
about the relationships among religions. The challenge seeks a way of thinking about
religious diversity to be desired and proposes democratization and parity of truth among
religions which are linked to the religious tolerance. The religious tolerance, which is a
contemporary goal, refuses to view anything negative about other religions.
The Korean religious mind has some unique features. According to Chong-Suh Kim,
it is only in Korea that eastern and western religions coexist in an extremely competitive
atmosphere. A thorough examination of the Korean mind reveals the overlapping and
interpenetrating influence of various religious inclinations. Koreans do not perceive such
coexistence as contradictory. Many visit fortunetellers on weekdays or go to Buddhist
temples, while going to church on Sundays. Or else they practice ancestor worship while
being registered as Catholics.
Homer Hulbert also arrives at similar analysis. In his discussion of religions, he
argues that people must understand unique Korean religious mind:
in every Korean mind there is a jumble of the whole; that there is no antagonism
between the different cults, no matter how they may logically refute each other,
but that they have all been shaken down together through the centuries until they
form a sort of religious composite, from which each man selects his favorite
ingredients without ever ignoring the resPI
Chong-Suh Kim has referred to Korean style religious pluralism and defined it in

21 Homer B. Hulbert, The Passing of Korea
Shin (Seoul : Pyungminsa, 1984), 388-95.
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reference to level of individual faith. In Korea, religious pluralism is not just an external
social phenomenon, Kim argues; but a profound phenomenon that happens deep inside the
hearts of individuals. 22 He continues that it is Christianity which was imported from the
West that has played an important role in the formation of Korean-styled religious
pluralism. Unlike in nearby countries, such as China and Japan, Christianity was abruptly
introduced to Korea and began as a religion for the margins of society and then became a
mainline religion for the majority. Kim insists that since Korean Christianity was
originally for the minority, it was natural for it to proclaim religious equality by
emphasizing religious freedom and the separation of religion from politics, which
accelerated religious pluralism. 23
However, in spite of above assertions, the common sense of religious pluralists, in
which the religious traditions constitute different paths leading ultimately to the same
salvation of humanity, threatens the Christian identity and uniqueness of Korean church
and theology. Most of all, the thought of religious pluralism originates in a different view
of the Bible. For most of pluralists, the Bible is merely historical confessional material. It
confesses the thoughts of the people who wrote it; it does not contain the confessions of
people living today.
For pluralists, the New Testament is "an interpretation and a reading in faith."
Lucian Richard argues that it cannot be an extraction of the content of revelation which is

Chong-Suh Kim, "Contemporary Korean Society and Multi-religious Situation,"
~-:ifv.!2/ ~.iiI{!f.!2/ ~r!I~ 35'11 (Study of Korean Religious View) (Seoul: Seoul National
University Religious Institute, 1998), 87-101.
22

23

Chong-Suh Kim, "Religious Pluralism and Its Korean Characteristics,"

?J.::;z (Religious Study) 19 (2000): 46.
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valid for all ages in a timeless unambiguous language. For him, all symbolic events in the
Bible, which are showing the ambiguity as the saving events in Christianity, take place
within a period of history in a certain community and those events are open to various
historical interpretations. It means that a historical experience cannot be a basis for an
interpretation of salvific work of God. 24
On this issue, Ernst Troeltsch argues that the Bible is in "revelatory history" and
Jesus was not God, because religion and revelation, which are not absolute but historical,
are relative in the historical condition. For Troeltsch, all religions have their own particular
natures and historical manifestation of the divine presence and are valid in its own contexts.
In this sense, there can be no absolute religion.25
John Hick requests Christians to understand their using language; it is poetic and
symbolic language, not scientific language presenting actuality. The language regarding
Jesus as Messiah and Son of God is the kind for Hick. 26 In the sense, for him, the language
to describe about Jesus is not a theological, doctrinal or philosophical expression, but the
language of confession and love. Similarly, Paul Knitter insists that Christian religious
language of love, or the words about Jesus are just "their" confessions, and the "one and
only" language belongs to a personal relationship and commitment in the community.27
The rejection and disregard for the authority of the Bible in the pluralist ideas go

24 Lucien Richard, What are They Saying about Christ and World Religions?
(New York: Paulist Press; 1981), 71-72.

25 Ernst Troeltsch, The Absoluteness of Christianity (Richmond, VA.: John Knox
Press, 1971), 98-106.

26

Hick, "Jesus and World Religions," 175-78.

27

Knitter, No Other Name?, 184-85.
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with abandoning representative Christian doctrine such as the incarnation and the
resurrection of Christ. Sun-Hwan Byun disregards the uniqueness of Jesus Christ and
argues, "The theory of Jesus Christ as the only ultimate messiah who brings the Kingdom
of God in the present would not have universal validity any more." 28 In addition, according
to Hee-Sung Kil, Jesus is like a Bidhisattva, a Buddhist saint, in that He loves people by
sacrificing Himself and, at the same time, seeking absolute freedom. Jesus would be a
Bidhisattva, he continues, ifbom in the East. 29

Likewise, Hick questions the literal meaning of traditional Christian beliefs such as
divine revelation, creation ex nihilo, substitutionary death of Christ, virgin birth, miracles of
Christ, resurrection, and requires the rejection and revision of them. 30 Hick contends that
the incarnation and the divinity of Jesus is mythic, and evaluates the claim of the
uniqueriess of Christ as a subjective and devotional response for a Christian.31 The mythic
or metaphorical understanding of Jesus Christ is from "degree Christology" in which Christ
differs from other people only in degree, in contrast to a "substance Christo logy" in 'which
Jesus is unique. 32 For the pluralists, the term "Christ" is used for Christians as the
particular way of speaking about the "Universal Reality"; for other religious people, all of

28

Byun, "Other Religions and Theology," 41.

29

Hee-Sung Kil, .!i!.1! all+ (Bodhisattva Jesus) (Seoul: Hyunamsa, 2005), 196.

30 John Hick et aI. , "The Reconstruction of Christian Belief for Today and
Tomorrow," Theology 73 (September 1970): 339.

58-59.

31

Hick, "Jesus and World Religions," 177-80.

32

John Hick, God Has Many Names (philadelphia, P.A.: Westminster Press, 1982),
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Christ is not Jesus. 33
Hick argues that the center of the religious universe should be changed from Jesus
to God and furthermore from God to Reality. To explain the center, he proposes "the Real"
philosophically; the Real as one divine noumen (the-thing-in-itself) behind all the religions
is only one Reality, but the expressed symbols as many religious phenomena are many. The
Real includes one part totally unknown as it is in itself and the other part as variously
humanly known and experienced as the "personal God-figures and the non-personal
absolutes" of the religions. 34 For Hick, as religion is a human interpretation of reality, all
religions describe the same reality and are different ways of approaching this reality but
with equally authentic spheres of salvation or liberation. In this sense, every religious
perception is "relative by historical, cultural or psychological differences," 35 and
Christianity and other religions are "equally authentic human awarenesses of and
responses" to the Real,36
For this view, Hick emphasizes "the phenomenological similarity of religions, same
basic orientation, the same hope for salvation and God's love" which is universally active.
From these considerations, the same divine Reality, which is present .in various religions
and cultures, is proposed as the basic common ground of the world religions. 3 ?

33 Panikkar, The Unknown Christ of Hinduism , 27.
34 Hick, Interpretation of Religion, 10-11; Knitter, Introducing Theologies of
Religions, 114-17.

35 Knitter, No Other Name?, 147-48.
36 Hick, "A Pluralist View," 44-45.
37 Hick, God Has Many Names, 4-44; Hick, God and the Universe of Faiths, 12223; Wolfhart Pannenberg rejects the approach to seek and emphasize a common essence of
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However, the pluralistic idea of the Real is a philosophical hypothesis. There is no
biblical basis or support for its idea. In the views of the Bible, it is not convincible that
there is an unknowable ultimate Real behind all the religions including Christian God that
Hick knows. In the view of Hick, the differences among religions are originated from their
different perceptions of the Real. However, it is a hypothesis with no substantial evidence.
If the real is unknowable, how can we know that it is unknowable? How has this
unknowability been revealed to Hick? Pinnock poses this same question, asking: how does
Hick know that the real is unknowable? 38 Hick's argument changes the essence of
Christianity, from the God of Jesus to an unknown God who hides Himself and what He
might be like. This is an attempt to apprehend the ultimate truth using rational human
constructs.
The universal criterion for pluralists is human experience. However, human
experience is ever-changing, and it is difficult to become a standard. Human idea or
knowledge extended cannot give the understanding of God as creator. It is only recognized
by God's revelation given to human beings to know Him.39 The

emphasi~

on religious

experience as the final authority described in liberalism results in subjectivism which

religions. While John Hick's pluralistic religion shares similar elements from religions,
Pannenberg's religions have "rival conceptions of the ultimate truth for public
accountability." Carl E. Braaten, "The Place of Christianity Among the World Religions:
Wolfhart Pannenberg's Theology of Religion and the History of Religion," in The Theology

of Wolfhart Pannenberg: Twelve American Critiques with an Autobiographical Response,
ed. C. E. Braaten and P. Clayton (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1988), 294.
38 Clark H. Pinnock, "Response to John Hick," in Four Views on Salvation in a

Pluralistic World, 62 .
th

20
323.

39 Tennent, Christianity at the Religious Roundtable, 22, 240; John Macquarrie,
Century Religious Thought (Philadelphia: P.A.: Trinity Press International, 1989),
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should be avoided, as Bernard Ramm argues,40 because the ultimate authority is in the
Bible and the divine revelation. 41
Pluralists like Wilfred Cantwell Smith have pursued a world theology by
overcoming a particular theology of religions. For them, the world theology only fit to the
global awareness of religious pluralism as the faith of all the people in the world. 42
However, as Alister McGrath argues, making universal truth is questionable because
metanarrative is rejected in postmodernity.43 Although the world theology is likely to
disregard the particularity of each religion, Christianity or Christian theology cannot be
considered as one local category of universal religion.
McGrath claims that pluralistic Christianity grounded in liberalism is not
Christianity but related to other world faiths.44 Many ways of salvation which pluralists

40 Bernard L. Ramm, The Pattern of Authority (Grand Rapids, M.I.: William B.
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1959), 73-84.
41 According to Karl Barth, theology should distinguish truth; he regards Roman
Catholicism and liberal Protestantism as erroneous movements. He rejected the modem
theologian trend of building a theology on anthropology to display human possibility.
Barth pointed out that the pursuit of modernity to transform earth into heaven has ended
in failure. In modem paradigm, the question of knowledge and epistemology had primacy
over the question of the being and ontology or metaphysics. However, Barth argues, the
reality of God decides the possibility of knowing God; the knowing does not decide the
being of the object of knowledge. The liberal theology's evolutionary optimism and the
declaration of the human's limitless possibilities cannot explain the fact of ideological
illusion as well as the reality of God. Barth, Church Dogmatics, 1.1, 31-40; Knitter, No
Other Name?, 81; Christoph Schwobel, "Theology," in The Cambridge Companion to
Karl Barth, ed. John Webster (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 29-30.
42 Wilfred Cantwell Smith, Towards a World Theology (London: Macmillan,
1981), 124-25.
43 McGrath, "Conclusion," 206-09.
44 Alister E. McGrath, "The Christian Church's Response to Pluralism," Journal

of the Evangelical Theological Society 35 (December 1992): 489.
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insist, in fact, are not needed, because God has revealed for all humans the one sufficient
way in Jesus Christ. 45 Jesus Christ is the self-disclosure of God and Word of God
communicated to humans. He is God speaking to humans as God. The Bible contains the
witness of the salvific gospel of Jesus Christ and it becomes God's self-witness by the
illumination ofthe Holy Spirit. 46
In Korea, liberal theologians who have a pluralist theological basis have been the
main leaders of dialogue with other religions. Because their theology claims that the same
god is ultimately the center of all religions, most Korean churches have the impression
that pluralists only have dialogue with other religions in order to confirm that their God is
same God. This caused Korean Christians to believe that religious dialogue would
threaten their Christian essence, and naturally they came to avoid even meeting with
other religions.
In this regards, Korean Christians need to distinguish between plurality and
pluralism. Plurality is a simple fact and descriptive term, but pluralism is a judge of
values and contains some interpretative premisesY Plurality is a characteristic of modem
society and God's will. God allows plurality, which is more than one thing existing
together peacefully, as our reality. Diversity, because everyone has a particular identity, is
the reality, and plurality acknowledges the differences in religious traditions and the need

45

Braaten, No Other Gosp el, 91.

Karl Barth, "Deus Dixit," in The Gottingen Dogmatics: Instruction in the
Christian Religion, vol. I, ed. Hannelotte Reiffen (Grand Rapids, M.l.: William B.
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1991), 68.
46

Eric J. Sharpe, "Historical Understanding of Religious Pluralism," 71-!if- Jil.Af1l
(Christian Thought) 407 (November 1992): 141-42.
47
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of a social point of view to live together harmoniously.48 Korean Christians can be open
to some degree of plurality, but should refuse pluralism, which is the ideology of being
content with a subjective and relative view oftruth.49
Conclusively, if inter-religious dialogue between Christianity and other religions
is practiced under the thought of religious pluralism, for Korean Christians, it means that
the Christians give up their own identity and distinctive features. That is the reason that
Korean Christians rejects any kind of favorable relationship with other religions. In the
Korean situation, therefore, it is necessary to suggest a new theology that convinces
people of the inevitable necessity of religious interactions in this day and age, and the
possibility of maintaining one's religious and Christian identity at the dialogue.

48 Calvin E. Shenk, Who Do You Say That I Am?: Christians Encounter Other
Religions (Scottdale, P.A.: Herald Press, 1997),29.
49 Lesslie Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralist Society (Grand Rapids, M.l.:
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1989), 244.
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CHAPTER 7
NECESSITY OF THEOLOGY OF RELIGIONS
FIT TO KOREAN RELIGIOUS SITUATION

In the previous chapters, the needs of a new theology of religions fitting in with
the Korean contemporary context are addressed. Chapter Seven examines how Korean
Christians view the religious relationship with other religions and if they are willing to
actively participate in these relationships. Then, this chapter proposes the need for a new
dialogue model as a middle way in the biblical and theological approaches.

What Korean Christians Want

In order to find the current Korean Christians' thoughts and willingness to work
towards a religious relationship with other religions, the researcher conducted a survey.

Survey Research
The survey seeks to know the attitude of Korean Protestant Christians toward
other religions - whether they feel the necessity of dialogue with other religions - and
ultimately to find what kind of theology of dialogue they will need. Therefore, the survey
has three foci: First, to extract Korean Christians' general views of other religions and
religious conflicts between Christianity and other religions; second, to identify their
perspectives on inter-religious dialogue; third, to find theological possibilities among
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Christians to extend a religious interaction practically.
Survey Research Process

For the cause of finding the needs of Korean Christians in the interaction with
other religions, the survey research was conducted mainly with Korean Protestant
Christians in Korea using survey schedule that was specified to each church.
To distribute and collect survey, I needed the help of the Senior Pastors of the
churches. I contacted them first by phone through my father-in-law, who is a retired
Pastor, and explained the purpose of this survey, promising to keep their anonymity. They
were relieved by that promise because they did not want to get involved in the avoidable
issue of religious relationship with other traditional religions. It was expected that Pastors
would feel uncomfortable in revealing the understandings and attitudes of their
congregations toward other religions.
After contacting nine Pastors, the surveys were distributed to seven different
Presbyterian churches in and around Seoul, Korea where more than one fourth of all
Koreans reside. In consideration of balance in gender, age, and church office, the survey
conducted normally after their Sunday afternoon worship services for thirty minutes by
the help of their church ministers. The surveyor made a written promise to respondents to
respect the confidentiality of their responses, which would only be used for the
dissertation.
In each Church, right after the Sunday morning worship service was finished and
the congregation was dismissing, a Pastor distributed the surveys with pens to the
congregation, announcing that it was to see their thoughts and attitudes toward religious
relationships with other religions. After they filled out the questionnaire, they put it in a
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box beside the sanctuary exits.
After the surveys were collected, responses were divided into excerpts, organized
by question, and translated into English. The survey was written in Korean. The form of
survey translated in English is contained in appendices at the end of the dissertation.

Context of the Surveys
Of the one thousand survey questionnaires copied and distributed, four hundred
and seventy-four were completed and returned. Since the survey was conducted after
worship, many people received the questionnaire left the church without responding.
The respondents are mainly members of the Tong-Hap party, or the Presbyterian
Church of Korea (PCK) denomination. I The ratio of male and female in the total
respondents is 1: 1.04. Those between the ages of 30 and 69 comprised 81.8 percent of
survey respondents. Eighty-seven percent of the respondents are not laypersons, which
means that most of them have duties or leaderships in their churches, and it could help to
research the attitude of the Protestants toward the relationship with other religions.

Analysis of the Survey by Question
The first question is "How do you describe the general relationship between
Christianity and other religions in Korea?" This question is intended to determine the
atmosphere of the Korean Church regarding relationships with other religions. Only 19%

Tong-Hap party ( ~~~) is the Presbyterian Church of Korea or PCK, which is a
mainline Protestant denomination in South Korea and currently has the second largest
membership of any Presbyterian denomination in the world:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Presbyterian_Church_ oCKorea#cite_ note-WCC-PCK-O
The Presbyterian Church of Korea was established in 1912 and theologically understood
as moderate, by standing between conservatism and liberalism:
http://ko.wikipedia.org/wiki/%EB%8C%80%ED%95%9C%EC%98%88%EC%88%98%
EA %B5%90%EC%9E%A5%EB%A 1%9C% ED%9A%8C(%ED%86%B5%ED%95 %A
9)
I
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of respondents answer that their relationship is fair; 43% of people answer that they are
disinterested in each other; 38% believe that they do not like each other. A total of 81 % of
respondents think that it is either not good or indifferent. Many Korean Protestants think
that the relationship between the Protestant Church and other religions is generally bad.
The next question wants to find the individual attitude of the relationship with
other religions by asking, "What is your current attitude toward other religions?" The
respondents, who are mostly members of the churches belonging to Tong-Hap, are more
favorable (32%) than hostile (18%) toward other religions. It is generally said that the
tendency of the Presbyterian Church of Korea denomination lies in the middle between
the conservatives and the radicals. The answers to questions 1 and 2, reveal that whereas
the other Korean Protestant Church is generally hostile or indifferent to other religions,
Tong Christians are relatively favorable to other religions.
Considering that historically Tong-Hap Church has been relatively open-minded
to other religions compared to general Korean Christians, it shows that still the indifferent
feelings toward other religions are considerable among the individuals, and that more
than one half of the respondents answer that other religions are not important to them or
do not attract their concerns.
The third question asks, "What factors influence your attitude toward other
religions?" The survey result reveals that although the outside influence

such as mass

media, Internet, governmental religion policy, and traditional atmosphere - is increasing
continuously, the Church teaching is overwhelmingly influential (52%) in the religious
attitude of Protestant Christians.
The fourth question asks: "Do you think that the Korean Protestant Church needs
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to have a relationship with other religions?" Whereas 27% of people answer that they
have no interest in the issue and 17% of people disagree to have a religious relationship,
57% of people agree that religious relationship is important. Compared to the answers to
question number two, which asks about one's current attitude toward other religions,
although as an individual one is not very interested in having a relationship with other
religions, he/she knows that the relationship is needed. At least in the Tong party, there is
a possibility to have a relationship with other religions.
Among the respondents who think the religious relationship is important, their
specific answers about why Christianity should have a relationship with other religions
are various by multiple choices of answer: 27% of respondents answer that Christianity
needs to have a relationship with other religions for mission, 25% for world peace, 32%
for knowing each other as members of society, and 16% for effective social works to
solve social issues. This result reveals the religious spirit of Tong Christians who believe
that religious relationship is necessary not only for mission but also for other social
reasons.
On the other hand, as to the reasons why Christianity should not have a
relationship with other religions, the largest reason of rejecting the religious relationship
with other religions for Korean Protestant Christians is the threat of religious pluralism
(28%). Various reasons exist as well - threat to the Christian identity (25%), the mood of
rejection toward other religious people (25%), and the belief that one-sided proclamation
is enough (22%).
To the fifth question, "What influence would happen most if Christianity has a
religious relationship with other religions?" most of respondents answer that it could
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affect positively on world peace (26%), Christian mission (22%), reducing religious
conflicts (20%), and clarifying Church theology (14%). On the contrary, some of the
respondents worry that the relationship could make the Church teaching contaminated
(13%). There are also perspectives that the religious relationship would enhance religious
conflicts (4%).
The next question asks, "If your church has a favorable contact with other
religions, will it be detrimental for you to keep your identity as a Christian?" The
respondents answer thus: absolutely yes (5%), yes (15%), no (54%), absolutely no (20%),
don't know (6%). Whereas 20% of people think that the religious interaction is not good
for Christians to hold their identity, a total of 74% of people believe that it will not
influence negatively on their Christian identity.
The seventh question asks about the future of the relation of the Church to other
religions: "What attitude do you think the Korean Protestant Church needs to have
toward other religions in the future?" A total of 9% of respondents answer to ignore and
even conquer the other religions with a crusade mind; 44% of respondents answer that
they can have interest but will not have a relationship with other religions. Conclusively,
a total of 54% of respondents are not positive toward the direct relationship or dialogue
with other religions. The other 45% of respondents have open minds toward other
religions by agreeing on the need to understand and respect other religions.

Summary of Survey Results
In the survey, more than 80% of respondents recognize that the relationship
between Christianity and other religions is bad or indifferent to each other. Fifty-seven
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percent of respondents agree that to have a religious relationship is important, however,
along with personal hesitations, 54% of people are not positive toward having a direct
individual relationship or dialogue with other religions. A total of 45% of people have
open minds toward other religions. The difference originates mainly from the fear of
religious pluralism in the inter-religious relationship, which is the strongest reason for
rejecting the interaction between Protestant Christianity and other religions.
The Korean Church has not generally accepted the situation of plurality of Korean
society and even tried to deny the existence of other religions. Thanks to such teachings,
most Korean Christians have the indifferent or arrogant attitude about a relationship with
other religions. 2
In thinking of the religiously pluralistic history of Korea, it is irresponsible of
Christianity to ignore other religions and to avoid resolution for the problems. Such
attitudes not only made the Korean Church isolated and at fault in the society, but also
enhanced social hatred to Christianity which was initiated by the terrors done by a few
extreme conservative Christians.
As it is shown in the survey, more than half of respondents in the Tong Hap party,
which is relatively open to other religions, do not strongly realize the necessity of
religious interactions. It is easy to guess that the great number of Korean Christians
would have indifference and hostility toward other religions if research were done toward

2 As an example, in 2002, when two million people died from the tsunami in Indonesia,
one of the representatives of the Korean Methodist Church, a senior pastor, told in his
sermon that tragedy is the judgment of God toward other religions. The congregation
answered by saying amen. Jong-Chul Lee, "The reason why we should not be an enemy
to other religions," News Power, 29 August 2008.
http://www.newspower.co.kr/subJead.html ?uid= 123 53&section=sc4
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whole Korean Christians.
Korean Protestant Christians are in a dilemma: Social hatred and criticism are
increasing toward Christianity for its rejecting the differences of others in the society
which is becoming more plural; a fear of religious pluralism, which has seized the
initiative of religious dialogue, and the preconception that religious dialogue equals
religious pluralism prevent Korean Christians to come to a place of dialogue.
In this point, currently available theological models of interaction in Korea, which
are the unfriendly conflict model and the pluralist model, do not help the Korean Church
get out of the dilemma. It calls for the necessity of a new theology of dialogue at the
midpoint between conflict and pluralism - something that helps to have a relationship
with other religions with rules and principles and at the same time holding its identity and
the possibility of missions.

Dialogue Model as A Middle Way

As is shown in previous sections, Korean Christians need a new theology of
religions holding their Christian identity. The cause of finding the middle way for
dialogue can be found in the Bible and in the theology of historic Christianity as well.

Biblical Approach
The Bible contains the relative value of religions and positive assessments,
although it generally judges other religions by showing hostile attitude and negative
judgment. Some parts especially show harsh judgments, but behind them there is God's
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consideration about people in the nations. It indicates that in the Bible, there is a tension
between particularity and universality, and God chose people and nation for the universal
orientation.3 That is, The Bible, on the one hand, consists of the parts to overcome the
exclusivism of Christianity and open to other religions. On the other hand, it urges not be
submerged into religious pluralism but to sustain Christian identity.
It is Apostle Paul that shows the example of dialogue as a middle way in the

creative tension. In the Bible, Apostle Paul went into many Jews and Gentiles, because he
did not disregard those in the other religions. He did not have anti-relational attitude
toward them. Rather, Paul wanted to have incarnational relationship with them in the way
of becoming as "a Jew to the Jews; as under the Law to those who are under the Law; as
without law to those who are without law; weak to the weak; and all things to all
humans" (1 Corinthians 9:20-22).4 Paul went into the multi-religious society and tried to
be like them to win all and save some. At the same time, Paul shows apparently converse
attitude in Galatians 1:8, "But even if we or an angel from heaven should preach a gospel
other than the one we preached to you, let him be eternally condemned."
In his two different attitudes, Paul not only states the uniqueness of the Gospel,
but also pursues relationship with all kinds of people by becoming like them. This
example of Paul teaches Korean Christians that they should not discard their faith as

3

Kiirkkainen, An Introduction to the Theology of Religions, 33-40.

4 1 Corinthians 9:20-22 To the Jews I became like a Jew, to win the Jews. To
those under the law I became like one under the law (though I myself am not under the
law), so as to win those under the law. To those not having the law I became like one not
having the law (though I am not free from God's law but am under Christ's law), so as to
win those not having the law. To the weak I became weak, to win the weak. I have
become all things to all men so that by all possible means I might save some.
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Christians to the Savior, Jesus Christ, although they allow cultural and religious
differences of other religious people. Paul approached to other religions by opening with
flexibility and to be like them, but at the same time he did not give up the essence of
Christianity, or the Gospel. This example can be a model of confessionist dialogue as a
middle way.
The Peter and Cornelius model in Acts 10 can be considered as a biblical case by
showing the tension between opening to other religions and remaining in one's own
religious identity. Although it is easy to regard this model as the conversion of Cornelius,
it was the conversion of Peter as well. In the encounter, Cornelius who was a God-fearing
believer outside the Christian congregation was converted, and at the same time
Christianity as well as Peter's understanding of himself was changed when Peter received
a vision, guidance, and explanation of God. It was a painful experience for Peter and
Christians in the early church to have an acceptant attitude toward the Gentiles or other
religious people, as "God does not show favoritism but accepts people from every nation
who fear him and do what is right (Acts 10:34-35)."5
In this sense, inter-religious dialogue results in a profound change in participants.
It stimulates Christians to overcome the closed exclusivity and open in the view of God

to other reiigious people.
Paul professes that he was a violent man in 1 Timothy 1:13, "I was once a
blasphemer and a persecutor and a violent man." As showing in the death of Stephen,
Paul was a man of violence even to approve shedding blood of Stephen, stone and kill a

5 Acts 10:34-35 Then Peter began to speak: "I now realize how true it is that God
does not show favoritism but accepts men from every nation who fear him and do what is
right."
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person in other religion.6 This is a spirit of intolerance, ignorance, sword and hatred.
However, after his conversion to Christianity, Paul rather refers to mercy, grace, faith and
10ve.7 The spirit of Christianity is not in intolerance, stone or enmity, but in mercy and
love.
Likewise, the Bible opposes the attitude of conflict and violence toward other
religious people. Above all, Jesus Christ is not the one of sword and crusading mind
toward other religions, but of healing and non-violence. In Matthew 26 and Luke 22, the
chief priests, the teachers of the law, and the elders in Judaism sent those armed with
swords and clubs to Jesus and his disciples. At that time, Jesus' followers, Christians,
asked Jesus if they should strike the armed crowd with their swords, and one of them
drew his sword and cut off a right ear of the servant of the high priest. 8 This scene shows
an example of the conflicting and violent relationship between religions in the Bible. On
the issue, Jesus' answer is firm and decisive: "No more of this; put your sword back in its
place for all who draw the sword will die by the sword."9 Then, Jesus rather healed the

6 Acts 7:57-58 At this they covered their ears and, yelling at the top oftheir voices,
they all rushed at him (Stephen), dragged him out of the city and began to stone him.
Meanwhile, the witnesses laid their clothes at the feet of a young man named Saul; Acts
22:20 And when the blood of your martyr Stephen was shed, I (Paul) stood there giving
my approval and guarding the clothes of those who were killing him.'
7 1 Timothy 1: 13-14 Even though I was once a blasphemer and a persecutor and a
violent man, I was shown mercy because I acted in ignorance and unbelief. The grace of
our Lord was poured out on me abundantly, along with the faith and love that are in
Christ Jesus.

Luke 22:49-50 When Jesus' followers saw what was going to happen, they said,
"Lord, should we strike with our swords?" And one of them struck the servant of the high
priest, cutting off his right ear.
8

9 Matthew 26:52 "Put your sword back in its place," Jesus said to him, "for all
who draw the sword will die by the sword.
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violence and the wounded man. IO Jesus says that he comes to serve and give his life, not
to be served; in the humbleness and gentleness, there is no place of violent conflict. I I
That is, the spirit of the Bible requires Christians not to come to them each other or to
other religious people by the sword mind.
Also, the Bible opposes religious pluralistic ideas that the authority of the Bible
and the incarnation and the resurrection of Christ need to be rejected and disregarded. In
the pluralist ideas, the Bible is just a confessional material, not confessing the truth, and
Jesus as Christ is a poetic and symbolic language and mythic.
However, the Bible has authority since all scriptures, which are God-breathed and
given by inspiration of God, come from God as the Word of God and the Word as God is
the Word becoming flesh, the truth.12 Then, in the Bible, as Peter answered, Jesus is the
Christ, the Son of God (Matthew 16:16), and this Jesus is the way to the Father: "No one
comes to the Father except through Jesus (John 14:6)." Likewise, the Bible proclaims that

10 Luke 22:51 But Jesus answered, "No more of this!" And he touched the man's
ear and healed him.
II Matthew 20:28 just as the Son of Man did not come to be served, but to serve,
and to give his life as a ransom for many."; Mark 10:45 For even the Son of Man did not
come to be served, but to serve, and to give his life as a ransom for many."; Matthew
11 :29 Take my yoke upon you and learn from me, for I am gentle and humble in heart,
and you will find rest for your souls.

12 2 Timothy 3: 16 All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teaching,
rebuking, correcting and training in righteousness (New International Version); All
scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for
correction, for instruction in righteousness (King James Version); Every holy Writing
which comes from God is of profit for teaching, for training, for guiding, for education in
righteousness (Bible in Basic English).
John 1: 1 In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was
God; 1: 14 The Word became flesh and made his dwelling among us. We have seen his
glory, the glory of the One and Only, who came from the Father, full of grace and truth.
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people must believe in this Jesus to be saved. I3 In this notion, there is need of having
religious relationship beyond pluralistic way.
In this biblical foundation and spirit, the relationship or dialogue between
Christianity and other religions is to be opened to each other by love and incarnation
overcoming the conflict of sword or violence like Jesus Christ and Paul did as well as to
keep the identity or essence of Christianity.

Theological Approach
In several types of classifications, it has been generally said.that there are three
different types of Christian attitudes toward other religions: exclusivism, inclusivism and
pluralism. 14 This classification focuses on the issue of who will be saved, but this is not
the only one important concern. 15 As Kiirkktiinen insists, theology of religions or
theology of dialogue is interested also in religious theological meaning and significance,
particular religions, religiosity and how Christianity theologically relates to other
religions. 16

13 Matthew 16:16 Simon Peter answered, "You are the Christ, the Son of the
living God"; John 14:6 Jesus answered, "I am the way and the truth and the life. No one
comes to the Father except through me; Acts 16:30-31 He then brought them out and
asked, "Sirs, what must I do to be saved?" They replied, "Believe in the Lord Jesus, and
you will be saved - you and your household."

14 Alan Race, Interfaith Encounter: The Twin Tracks of Theology and Dialogue
(London: SCM Press, 2001), 22.

15 Exclusivism argues that people will be saved only through faith of Jesus Christ
in Christianity, believing in Him; inclusivism includes the faithful followers of other
religions, but only because of Christ's saving work; pluralism contends that all will be
saved.

16

Kiirkkilinen, An Introduction to the Theology of Religions, 165-69.
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In addition to the terms of exclusivism, inclusivism, and pluralism, there are
others which are labeled as ecclesiocentrism, Christocentrism, theocentrism and
Realitycentrism. In ecclesiocentrism, God deals with human beings by focusing on the
church and only through Jesus Christ salvation and revelation are accessible to humans.
Christocentrism considers that although salvation can only come through Christ, it is not
necessarily limited to the church. In this view, other religions have positive role while
they do not playas a main means of salvation. Then, theocentrism declares "parity among
religions" and rejects any claim for the normative religion; therefore, normativity of
Christ is applied to Christianity but not to other religions. Realitycentrism beyond
pluralism abandons any idea of God, and concerns for Reality, which does not demand
any specific concept of god. l ?
This classification is helpful for obvious distinction of the attitudes and
understanding of differences, but it can easily neglect various phenomena of attitudes and

-

blur the different views within each type as well as overlapping in areas of agreement
between different attitudes. Paul Knitter also comments that each model, in many ways,
crisscrosses various confessions."1 8 Therefore, the categorization is instructive and needs
to be elastic and various in each category with continuities and discontinuities across the

17 Ecclesiocentrism contends that God has uncovered Himself in a unique way in
the Bible, Jesus Christ, and the gospel, and the scripture is God's unique revelation and
Jesus Christ is the mediator of salvation. In Christocentrism, there are main differences
within the category. The postconciliar church focuses on the "normative teaching";
Roman Catholic regards the salvation of other religious people "sure"; and evangelicals
leave the possibility of salvation in other religions "open." In theocentrism,
Realitycentrism is called "a logical step beyond pluralism." Kfu"kkainen, 166-71.
18 Knitter, No Other Name? , 73-74 .
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paradigms.19
It is important to indicate that the three classifications of exclusivism, inclusivism,

and pluralism are made from a pluralistic viewpoint by adherents who rejected and threw
away the traditional perspective. Therefore, it is difficult to accept the term "exclusivism"
which is used as assuming negative light and appreciation ofpluralists.20 Using these three
terms seems to lead people to prefer inclusivism or pluralism to exclusivism. In this sense,
historic Christianity cannot approve these terms, which are originated from biased
perspective of pluralists.
In considering terminology, exclusivism would be named particularity. In terms
what it mainly focuses on, particularity differs from that of exclusivism. Particularity is
the normal feature. One is something particular that differs from others, and there are
many particulars that are within every individual. The problem happens when someone
confronts her or his own particularity with the desire to control or dominate another and
understands the particularity in a narrow mind as rejecting any differences from him.
However, as far as one does not have the attitude of a narrow mind of refusing
differences, particularity is not a problem. The problem with the pluralists is that they
regard the exclusivistic attitude in the same light with particularity. If there is no different
identity or particularity, there is no diversity. Without diversity, there is no meaning to
have dialogue and thus there is no reason for inter-religious dialogue.
David Bosch also refutes the three models from the perspective of a postmodern

19 Harold Netland, Encountering Religious Pluralism: The Challenge to Christian
Faith and Mission (Downers Grove, LL.: InterVarsity Press, 2001), 47.

20 Charles Van Engen, "The Uniqueness of Christ," in Perspectives on the World
Christian Movement, eds. Ralph D. Winter and Steven C. Hawthorne (Pasadena, C.A.:
William Carey Library, 1999), 162-63.
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missionary paradigm. In the paradigm, they are too neat and there is no room left for
unsolved issues. It does not mean that all the important tasks should be figured out before
the dialogue begins; rather, it means that Christians need a theology of religions including
creative tension, by asserting both ultimate commitment to Christianity and openness to
other religions. 21
In fact there are subdivisions in the three models, and it is simple evaluation if one
thinks that inter-religious dialogue is excluded by all historic Christians, who are in the
Christian tradition which has been established since the Nicene (A.D. 325) and
Chalcedone (A.D. 451) Councils succeeding the Apostolic tradition and confessing the
uniqueness and absoluteness of Christ.
There are broader attitudes to religions by other types, and there are possibilities
not to deny other religions and cultures wholly in historic Christianity. For instance, it can
be figured out as three cognitive types of relation between Christianity and other religions
in the historic Christianity.
2.

1.

3.

Fig. 2. Three cognitive types of relation between Christianity and other religions in the
historic Christianity.

In figure 1, type 1 recognizes the point of contact with other religions, though the
complete division is difficult. Type 1 shows that the circumference of religions can be

21

Bosch, Transforming Mission, 483.
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similar or much the same, but the essence of religions cannot be the same. Type 2
represents that there is no similarity and contact point between Christianity and other
religions. Type 3 displays that other religions are not real ones and Christianity is only
true religion.
In the controversial five types of relations between Christ and culture by Richard
H. Niebuhr, we can also see that historic Christianity did not always reject other religions.
His five types of relations are 1. Christ against Culture, 2. The Christ of Culture, 3. Christ
above Culture, 4. Christ and Culture in Paradox, 5. Christ the Transformer of Culture. 22
Type 1, 4, and 5 are in the position of historical Christianity, and out of the three, type 4
and 5 consist in the tradition of Reformers.
The continuity in the dialogical dialogue model is from the theocentric view and
general revelation; the discontinuity is from the Christocentric view and special
revelation. In other words, religious dialogue contains two poles as mercy and
forgiveness of God and His judgment. According to Hendrik Kraemer, if the poles are
separated, an "undialectical exclusivism" and an "indiscriminate pluralism" are emerged.
Dialectical evaluation characterizes to express both yes and no to the issue. 23
It also keeps dynamic tension between continuity and discontinuity among

religions. Kraemer points out that although there exist great number of commonalities
among religions such as "ideas, institutions, symbols and intuitions", a fundamental
sameness of religions cannot be presented on the base of the individual common features.

22

Niebuhr, Christ and Culture, 39-44.

Gavin D'Costa, Theology and Religious Pluralism: The Challenge of Other
Religions (Oxford: basil Blackwell, 1986), 59; Kraemer, The Christian Message in a
Non-Christian World, 113.
23
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Individual features should be dealt with the wholeness of each religion in the context.24
In addition to the dynamics of general and special revelation, the traditional
perspective about inter-religious dialogue can be explained with the characteristics of the
uniqueness (Acts 4:12; John 14:6) and universality (I John 4:9; I Timothy 2:4) ofChrist.2 5
In two basic affirmations, universality consists of the "boundless mercy of God" to save
all people. Universality means, according to Sang-Jik Lee, a Korean theologian, that the
love of Jesus Christ is applied to all people in the world. God who loves all people desires
all men and women to be saved and all are invited for salvation. 26 Then, uniqueness
means that Jesus Christ is the unique mediator between God and humans. In the Bible,
God is not only over all and in all, but also working and speaking in particular times and
spaces.27 It indicates particular in time and universal in meaning at the same time.28
In the two axioms of the uniqueness of Christ and the universality of God's saving
love, universality which means salvation for the world is reached by way of particularity,
salvation through the mediation of Jesus Christ. McGrath calls it "the particularity of the
universal invitation," and this is within creative tension between the particularity of

24

Kraemer, 128-39.

Acts 4:12 Salvation is found in no one else, for there is no other name under
heaven given to men by which we must be saved; John 14:6 Jesus answered, I am the
way and the truth and the life. No one comes to the Father except through me; I John 4:9
This is how God showed his love among us: He sent his one and only Son into the world
that we might live through him; I Timothy 2:3-4 This is good, and pleases God our Savior,
who wants all men to be saved and to come to a knowledge of the truth.
25

26

Lee, "Analysis of the Conflicts in Korean Church," 204-05.

27

Newbigin, The Open Secret, 67.

28

Dupuis, Toward a Christian Theology of Religious Pluralism, 388 .
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Christ and the universality of the extent.2 9
Inter-religious ·dialogue for Korea should contend two views. Christianity can
have two aspects of universality and particularity, but it should have no relativism.
Relativism does not mean universality but denying uniqueness. Accordingly, particularity
and universality should persist in the inter-religious dialogue as well. Dialogue is not
possible without the universal, and dialogue loses its "source of primal energy" without
the particular. 30
Today, many participants in inter-religious dialogue intend to convert from
Christocentrism to theocentrism. Carl E. Braaten argues that the radical theocentrists
prefer to discuss God without Christ, and seem to contend that the lower the Christology,
the better the inter-religious dialogue. 3 ] It needs to be considered whether this paradigm
change is necessary and Christians must choose between a Christocentric perspective and
a theocentric perspective.
Jacques Dupuis explains that God is the goal and end, and Jesus Christ is, as the
way leading to God, at the center of the mystery as Mediator, constituted by God. Jesus
Christ is at the center because God has placed him there. In Christian theology, he
continues, Christocentrism and theocentrism cannot be mutually opposed as having
different perspectives. Christian theology is theocentric qua Christocentric, and vice
versa; therefore, what is of importance is not a choice between two interchangeable

29

McGrath, "A Particularist View," 176-77.

Harvey Cox, Many Mansions: A Christian s Encounter with Other Faiths
(Boston: Beacon Press, 1988), 4.
30

3]

Braaten, No Other Gospel, 9.
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theologies.32 In Christology, there is Christo centric approach from above and theocentric
approach from below, but these are two aspects of the same reality and go hand in hand. 33
That is, the theocentric perspective exists essentially in the Christocentric model, and it
does not make a different paradigm, just a partial distinction.
Carl Braaten also emphasizes that Christocentrism is the Christian way of being
theocentric in the Trinitarian paradigm.34 Theocentric theology, which has the danger of
compromising the truth of the gospel, is apt to reject the traditional doctrine of Christo logy,
like the virgin birth and the resurrection of Jesus; however, in the issue of inter-religious
dialogue, Christianity should not deny the above doctrines but begin with the theology of
having its own identity.
This treatise brings up the need of theology of religious interactions in Korea, which
is to open toward religious dialogue and relationship and to maintain Christian identity
through overcoming exclusivity and conflict as well as universalism and theocentrism. This
dialogue model is a middle path that aims to halt religious conflict and violence and to
overcome religious pluralism in dialogue in Korea, and this treatise names it
"Confessionist Dialogue."

32 Jacques S. J. Dupuis, Jesus Christ at the Encounter of World Religions
(Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books, 1991), 110.
Jacques S. J. Dupuis, "Religious Pluralism and the Debate of Christology,"
.£if- (Ministry) 227 (December 1997): 93-96.
33

34 Braaten, No Other Gospel, 9.
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CHAPTER 8
CONFESSIONIST DIALOGUE: A THEOLOGY OF RELIGIONS

Regarding the content of inter-religious dialogue, dialogue means a conversation
in which each participant is serious in his or her approach, both to the subject and to the
other people, and wishes to listen and learn as well as to speak and instruct. However,
many Christians fear that while listening and learning, pluralism could saturate the
dialogue and make the Christian participants abandon the uniqueness of Christo logy. I
When facing the dilemma between pluralism and faith, many Christians have rejected
coming to the dialogue altogether, even though they also see the need for a religious
dialogue in this era.
In this regard, among Korean theologians, there have been main concerns on the
relationship between Christianity and other religions. For Kwang-Soo Kim, a Korean
theologian, Korean exc1usivism is antinomic in terms that individual Christians have
lived by harmonizing with other religious people in their family and society. He urges
that the Korean Church should overcome this matter of antinomy.2 On the contrary,
Sang-Jik Lee, a Korean systematic theologian, states that to have religious dialogue does
not mean to give up participant's system of truth or norm and in that case it cannot be a

On the word "dialogue," Alister McGrath warns the readers who use this word
to have a relationship cautiously in practice, because "the literature of pluralism is
saturated with this word almost to the point of inducing an intellectual torpor on the part
of its unfortunate readers." Alister E. McGrath, "The Christian Church's Response to
Pluralism," Journal of the Evangelical Theological Society 35 (December 1992): 490.
I

Kwang-Soo Kim, 7 / ~.iiZ!2/- 'Ej-~.iiZ!2/-.9/ qj§/- (The
Christianity and Other Religions) (Seoul: KNCC, 1977), 136.
2

Dialogue

between
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real inter-religious dialogue. 3 The reason that Christianity exists as a historical religion is,
according to Moon-Kyoon Lee, a Korean systematic theologian, that it has met with other
religions or cultures without losing its identity.4
In this age of concern for harmony and peace, Korean Christians need a dialogue
model that will not only surmount anti-dialogue exclusivity, but also be faithful to
historic Christian affirmations. This treatise proposes a dialogue model for the majority of
Korean Christians that will help them meet

wi~h

other religious people while holding to

their own faith. This dialogue model is to engage in open interactions with other religions
as well as embrace the uniqueness of the gospel. If it does not keep poles of mercy and
judgment of God and poles of commonality and indivisibility of religions, it brings
conflict or pluralism. New model of dialogue of Korea is to have both continuity and
discontinuity with other religions in creative tension. It should recognize differences,
distinctiveness or particularity in addition to the commonalities among religions.

3 Sang-Jik Lee, "Analysis of the Conflicts in Korean Church," {j ~Af1f
(Theological Thought) 101 (June 1998): 207.

Moon-Kyoon Lee, "Religious Pluralism and the Responses of Korean Church,"
.f?-§/!2/- {j~ (Ministry and Theology) 96 (June 1997): 272.
4
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Theology of Confessionist Dialogue

The theology of confessionist dialogue, which is newly suggested in this treatise,
is constructed by referring to the traditions of confessional theology and evangelical
theology as well as to changing perspectives in extreme religious situations.
Confessionist dialogue is open for inter-religious interaction with other religions
beyond religious conflict. It is being open to other religions and God's activity in them
and involves a looking for the reality of the work of God in the human lives in other
religions. 5 At the same time, confessionist dialogue is against religious pluralism in the
world of growing pluralistic idea. In theology of confessionist dialogue, weighing on only
beliefs in an unknowable God and only in the incarnation are contestable truth issues, and
a decision and confession are made in the controversial truth claims. In this regard,
theology of confessionist dialogue claims that the Bible is God's Word or revehition and
truth statement and that Jesus is the Christ as well as the Christ is Jesus.
First, confessionist dialogue is to answer to the religiously pluralistic world. It
confronts the concept of liberalism and seeks for restoration, conservatism, and
traditional social vision in the pluralistic views. 6 It pursues an interaction between
stability of remaining in tradition and accommodation of changing perspectives as the
answer to the turbulent world. 7

5

Newbigin, The Open Secret, 175.

Walter H. Conser, Church and Confession (Macon, G.A.: Mercer University
Press, 1984), 323-28.
6

Martin L. Cook, The Open Circle: Confessional Method in Theology
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1991),2,65-67; Conser, 3.
7
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Confessionist dialogue concerns for tradition and community. Most of all tradition
plays a role as a framework for all knowing. As Newbigin addresses, taking tradition as a
prerequisite for knowledge is its inevitable condition for the knowing each other in the
dialogue. 8 In the dialogue, tradition of rationality among religions comes alive and
makes public. Also, dialogue is active as identifying community and building
community.9 Newbigin asserts that confession and commitment are results not of passive
reception but of the continuing effort of the community, and the confession of the
Christian community is the work of the Holy Spirit. 10 The tradition of community has a
tension or balance between inactive traditions like the Apostle's Creed and active or
prophetic traditions like a doctrine for demanding situations. This balance or interaction
between stability and accommodation is a tension in confessionist dialogue.
In confessionist dialogue, no one participates in the dialogue without
presuppositions; in dialogue, the participants present their fundamental presuppositions,
"the very syntax of their thought."" For its own sake, each religion has a first principle
or foundational claim without which religion would not be what it truly is. For the
essence of religion, some categories, according to Walter Capps, have been shown to be
the main element of natural religion in the history: the true (Philosophy), the good

Lesslie Newbigin, Proper Confidence: Faith, Doubt and Certainty in Christian
Discipleship (London: SPCK, 1995), 47-48; Newbigin, Gospel in a Pluralistic Society,
74.
8

9 Bruce J. Nicholls, "The Witnessing Church in Dialogue," Evangelical Review of
Theology 16 (January 1992): 52-62.

10

Newbigin, The Open Secret, 15-16.

II

Newbigin, "The Basis, Purpose and Manner ofInter-Faith Dialogue," 14.
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(ethics), the beautiful (aesthetics), the holy, and the eternal. I2 On the contrary, for Karl
Barth, the fundamental paradigm is not in natural religion but in revelation: The Word of
God is comprehended to be the key element of revealed religion rather than natural
religion. 13
Karl Barth asserts that the form of the Word of God is threefold as the preacped,
the written, and the revealed. For him, revelation is directly the Word of God in the
absolute sense, namely, the person of Christ or incarnation; however, the Bible is the
word of human that will become God's Word in the fact by illumination, and it is "the
deposit of what was once proclamation by human lips," although the Bible has
supremacy for proclamation. 14 This means that the Bible is "not yet" God's word until
God and human beings encounter by event. 15 In spite of this fact, the Bible is not the
word of human or their confession to be changed into God's Word, but the Word of God
in human language in itself.
In confessionist theology, Christian presupposition and final authority are drawn
from the Gospel.1 6 Confessing Christ's birth, life, death and resurrection as the true light
and life. 17 In confessionist dialogue in this treatise, it is the first essence or basic

12 Walter H. Capps, Religious Studies: The Making of a Discipline (Minneapolis:
Fortress Press, 1995), 9-10,21-25.
13

Ibid., 31.

14 Barth, Church Dogmatics, 1.1 , 102-19.
15 Karkkainen, An Introduction to the Theology of Religions, 176.
16 Newbigin, "The Basis, Purpose and Manner oflnter-Faith Dialogue," 15-16.
17 Confession is the essence of Christianity. Philippians 2: 11 says that after Jesus'
death on the cross and exaltation, "every tongue should confess that Jesus Christ is Lord."
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presupposition in Christianity that is confessing the Bible as God's Word or revelation
and Jesus is the Christ as well as the Christ is Jesus.
The Bible, the written revelation of God, is inspired by Holy Spirit and the Word
of God as divine in its origin which is transcendentally given from God as truth statement,
which cannot be achieved by human reflection. The authority of Scripture is
communicated by the internal testimony of the Holy Spirit. The Scriptures are
immediately inspired by God and kept pure in all ages by the care and providence of God.
Specially, the authority of the Bible is in its witness to Jesus Christ. The Bible points to
Jesus ChriSt. 18
The confession of Jesus as the Christ as well as the Christ as Jesus involves a
paradox. It has tension between claims for the universal Christ and the particularity of
Jesus; eternal God has become temporal human and a historical event is the foundation of
eternality. As a paradox, according to Kierkegaard and Barth, this truth is grasped by
faith; "faith in Jesus Christ as the revealed truth of God is self-authenticating."19
In history, there was a tension between faith and knowledge. 20 With the

This confession of the name of Jesus can be a sacrifice of praise to God (Hebrews 13: 15).
This confession that Jesus is Lord is the principle of Christianity which leads to the
salvation (Romans 10:9-10). In this sense, in the Bible, confession is important and an
essence of Christianity.
18 Carl F. H. Henry, God, Revelation, and Authority 3 (Waco, T.X.: WordBooks,
1979), 174; Braaten, No Other Gospel, 12-15, 32. The authority of Scripture is, according
to Luther, in its "gospel content."
19 In faith, by the help of the Holy Spirit, human beings can be able to listen to the
truth in paradox. By the work of the Holy Spirit, the objective reality of revelation
becomes subjective. It is action in faith provoked by the Holy Spirit and cannot be
initiated by human own power. David L. Mueller, Karl Barth (Waco, T.x.: Word Books,
1972), 82.
20

Historically, there have been tensions between "rationalism and the Judeo
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Enlightenment, the collision between faith and knowledge led people to skepticism,
sensationalism, rationalism, secularism, and dualism. As the reaction to this challenge,
Protestant theology responded through apologetic approach such as deism, classical
liberalism and historical study of the Bible, and pietism. Although these reactions to the
challenge have sought to understand Christian faith by the presuppositions of modernity,
as Karkkainen argues, it should be the opposite; modem culture should be explained in
the standpoint of Christian faith. 21
In this sense, the distinction between knowledge and faith is not appropriate;
rather, as Newbigin claims, there is no knowing without believing and believing is the
way to knowing. 22 Newbigin asserts, "all knowledge presupposes faith and has to begin
with an act of faith."23 It means that only through the presupposition of faith, knowledge
surmounts the disjunction between SUbjective and objective or between facts and values.
Truth regarded as personal knowledge is a kind of personal commitment and confession,
and it also has a universal intention. What claims to be the truth can be accepted on the
basis of confession of faith. The faith, which grasps the paradox of the truth of Jesus as
the Christ as well as the Christ as Jesus, is possible only because God endows it in Jesus

Christian narrative." In Augustine, faith was distinguished from the skepticism toward
faith in myths, and Thomas Aquinas distinguished faith from knowledge. On the contrary,
after the Enlightenment, as skepticism became "empiricism and rationalism," Descartes
distinguished knowledge from faith, and Francis Bacon prospered the method of
skepticism, rationalism and dualism. Karkkainen, An Introduction to the Theology of
Religions, 246-47.
21 Karkkainen, 246-51 .
22

Newbigin, Gospel in a Pluralistic Society, 33.

23 Ibid. , 110; Lesslie Newbigin, Truth and Authority in Modernity (Valley Forge,
P.A.: Trinity Press, 1996), 3.
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Christ.24 The authority of Jesus Christ is the authority of God Himself present in human
history.25
Therefore, in encountering other religions, Korean Christians can confess their
identity, presupposition and opinions while other religious people confess their identity,
presupposition, faith and opinions. Confessing does not mean to make an affirmative or
negative determination in advance, although there is some judgment and transformative
tension of religions in the dialogue. In confessionist dialogue, Korean Christians
participate in the dialogue with the Christian identity and presupposition and present it.

th

24 Stanley J. Grenz and Roger E. Olson, 20 -Century Theology: God and the
World in a Transitional Age, 65, 70; Karl Barth, Church Dogmatics, 1.1 , 241 .
25 The historicity of Christianity depends on the "historical nature of the Christevent" such as the incarnation and resurrection. In general, eastern religions regard
incarnation as "ahistorical or suprahistorical," not a historical event. However, it is not
mythical. The event of the Crucifixion and Resurrection of Jesus Christ was a real history
under Pontius Pilate. Through His Resurrection, Jesus is disclosed as the Christ. Norman
Anderson, Christianiiy and World Religions, 21-45; Lesslie Newbigin, The Open Secret:
An Introduction to the Theology of Mission, 14, 177; James C. Livingston, Modern
Christian Thought: From the Enlightenment to Vatican II (New York: Macmillan
Publishing Co., Inc, 1971),330.
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Five Points of Confessionist Dialogue

Theology of confessionist dialogue, which is constructed on the traditions of
evangelical theology, confessional theology and narrative theology,26 can be expressed
by five crucial points: Dialogue with identity, dialogue as incarnation, dialogue as storytelling of experience, dialogue for social work, and dialogue as Gospel sharing. The
dialogue with identity is developed from the reliance on the Bible as the religious
authority; the dialogue for social work from the approach to religious duties and social
involvement; the dialogue as Gospel arises from the stress on the New Birth in
Christianity; the theology of dialogue as the story-telling of experience is taken from
narrative theology.

Identity
In Korean society, which is pluralistic, Neo-Confucianism unites its ideology with
social institutions. Hee-Sung Kil asserts that Korean society is still strongly influenced by
Neo-Confucianism, although it is a secular country by law. It is undeniable that the
ideology ofNeo-Confucianism has helped structure the values, life and worldviews of the
Korean p'eople. Moreover, even adherents to other major religions, including Buddhists
and Christians, are influenced by Neo-Confucianism.27
According to George Jones, Confucianism, Buddhism and Shamanism coexist for

26 Evangelical theology or conVIctIOn is mainly defined by biblicism,
crucicentrism, and activism in Evangelicalism by David Bebbington.
27 Hee-Sung Kil, "Religious Pluralism: Historical Background, Theory and
Practice," it- .iil.~-r (Religion Study) 28 (Autumn 2002): 24.
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many Koreans. Although Koreans distinguish among religious forms, in reality, they
believe in all religions and are content to receive the blessings provided by a unity of
religions. 28 This has resulted in various religions overlapping and interpenetrating in
Korean society. In this regard, a Korean Christian needs to identify herselflhimself as a
Christian when coming to religious dialogue.
Dialogue with identity holds Christian identity with the Gospel of Jesus Christ
from the concept of the reliance on the Bible as ultimate religious authority. The dialogue
having its own identity, which is the distinctiveness of Christianity, can be a true one in
the encounter with people of the other religions.
According to Paul Knitter, the dialogue with the conviction that the final and
normative truth for all religions dwells in one's own religion is not a dialogue between
equals. 29 Liberal Christians often contends that it is needed for the participants in
dialogue to suspend their own faith commitments before coming to the religious
roundtable because a commitment to the truth in one's own religion brings
disqualification for inter-religious dialogue.
However, genuine dialogue can occur with faith and can be performed with a faith
commitment. That is, dialogue should begin with the apparent conviction of our own
view and the reality of their own views. As Martin Buber asserts, everyone who takes
part in it needs to have the willingness to hear and share and bring oneself into it by

George H. Jones, "The Spirit Worship of Koreans," Transactions of the Korean
Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society (1901): 39.
28

Paul Knitter, "Hans Kling's Theological Rubicon," in Muslims in Dialogue:
The Evolution of a Dialogue, ed. Leonard Swidler (Lewiston, N.Y. : The Edwin Mellen
Press, 1992), 279.
29
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committing in one's own faith traditions. 30 David Bosch emphasizes the importance of
sharing convictions in dialogue as follows: "Dialogue means witnessing to our deepest
convictions, whilst listening to those of our neighbors; therefore, without the commitment
to the Gospel, dialogue becomes a mere chatter; without the authentic presence of the
neighbor it becomes arrogant and worthless." 31 Lesslie Newbigin also insists that
Christians who meet with people of other religions should focus on the basis of their
commitment to Jesus Christ; the integrity of dialogue relies upon the extent of the
participants' reality of their own faith. 32
According to Terry Muck, dialogue can take place between people who have
honest expressions of commitment to their religious truths. 33 The Hindu, the Christian,
the Buddhist or the Muslim has a distinctive perspective of other religions on the basis of
his or her own understanding of faith. For Christians, the presuppositions of Christian
understanding are drawn from the gospel which includes confessing Christ and final
authority is positioned in the gospel. Harvey Cox asserts that for Christians this is to
begin by acknowledging that Jesus is the most unique element of Christianity in some
ways.J4 By weakening Jesus' universality and norrnativity, genuine dialogue is destroyed

30 Martin Buber, The Knowledge of Man (New York: Harper & Row, 1965), 85;
Steven Neill, Christian Faith and Other Faiths (London: Oxford, 1961),4-5.

31

Bosch, Transforming Mission , 484.

32

Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralist SOclety, 168-69.

Terry C. Muck, "Evangelicals and Interreligious Dialogue," Journal of the
Evangelical Theological Society 36 (December 1993): 519, 529.
33

34

Harvey Cox, Many Mansions (Boston, M.A.: Beacon Press, 1988), 5-6.
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because a true dialogue is possible if involving participants with different claims.35
In this sense, inter-religious dialogue of Korea does not need to be an attempt to
erase major differences of the religions, and the dialogue could be practiced by actual
adherents of the various religious faiths. It does not have to insist that the finality of other
religions' faith systems should be recognized and accepted before starting dialogue with
people of other religions. Although finding the universal concepts and common
background of religions is necessary, this does not mean that Korean Christians ignore
the uniqueness of each religion. In dialogue, Korean Christian participants can discover
different and critical points of others as well as common points, and they can express
their own views.
If Korean Christians do not make the spirit of confrontation a premise to reveal
truth in the dialogue with people of other religions, it remains in the simple friendship
among religionists. Dialogue is not an adaptation; dialogue is not an effort to avoid
confrontation by adapting some part of one's own belief to the partner's belief. Although
dialogue implies respect, it does not need to presuppose agreement between
participants. 36 In addition to the commonalities, disagreement in a positive sense can
occur in the dialogue. Disagreement here should be understood as a discussion or
question about our diversity. Disagreement always happens when two different things
come together. Dialogue in Korea does not have to be merely an acceptance or
compromise of another religious idea. Disagreement is possible in dialogue and does not

Timothy Westergren, "Do All Roads Lead to Heaven?," in Through No Fault of
Their Own?, eds. William V. Crockett and James G. Sigountos (Grand Rapids, M.I.:
Baker Book House, 1991), 175.
35

36

McGrath, "A Particularist View," 156.
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deny what dialogue means.
This dialogue with identity is essential to bringing Korean Christians, who believe
that inter-religious dialogue asks Christians to abandon their faith, to a place where they
can meet with other religious people, with open minds.

Incarnation
From the focus on Jesus Christ's redeeming work as the heart of essential
Christianity, Dialogue as incarnation emphasizes Cross-centered attitudes in the dialogue;
self-denial, weakness, humility, and love. The place in which Korean Christians can have
meaningful dialogue with people of other religions is in their humility and weakness. In
this regard, confessionist theology pursues the dialogue with an attitude toward other
religious people that recognizes and accepts others and their differences as fact. 37
These phenomena can be discovered in the Cross of Jesus Christ. Through
humbleness and obedience, Jesus made himself nothing, became the weak being made
human, and crucified on the cross (Philippians 2:5-8).38 Then, Jesus claims, "if anyone
would come after me, he must deny himself and take up his cross (Matthew 16:24; Mark
8:34; Luke 9:23)," and "his attitude should be the same as that of Christ Jesus
(Philippians 2:5)," who is gentle and humble in heart (Matthew 11 :29). God proclaims,
through the works, that every knee bows at the name of Jesus, and every tongue

37

Muck, "Interreligious Dialogue and Evangelism," 141.

38 Philippians 2:5-8 Your attitude should be the same as that of Christ Jesus:
Who, being in very nature God, did not consider equality with God something to be
grasped, but made himself nothing, taking the very nature of a servant, being made in
human likeness. And being found in appearance as a man, he humbled himself and
became obedient to death - even death on a cross!
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confesses the Lord Jesus. In this sense, the real power of Christianity lies not in worldly
power and authority but in weakness and self-denial. Because the Christian work is for
sharing God's love through self-denial and sacrifice, weakness and self-denial are the
crucial foundation of mission and dialogue.
Terry Muck states that the right identity of Christianity can be witnessed when
Christians become servants for others with respect and humility and empty themselves
with kenosis. 39 With humility, which is a starting point of dialogue, Christians can give
its testimony in the other religious world without any arrogance. According to David
Bosch, inter-religious dialogue of Christians can be practiced solely in humility because
Christianity is a religion of grace whose heart is in the Cross.40 This dialogue, as
Newbigin emphasized, should be both "a bolder humility and a humbler boldness."41
In the Round Table Conferences shown in Christ at the Round Table, E. Stanley
Jones also presents the example of inter-religious dialogue by his attitude of "Christlikeness,"42 focusing on the gentleness and humility of Jesus Christ. In showing the
problem of the Crusade, Jones warns that the final issue is not between the systems of
Christianity and other religions, but between Christlikeness and un-Christlikeness and
between Christ and other patterns of life. In kindness and humility, all different
perspectives and opinions can be shared without being disparaging with the attempt to

39 Terry C. Muck, The Mysterious Beyond: A Basic Guide to Studying Religion
(Grand Rapids, M.I.: Baker Books, 1993),46-50; Newbigin, The Open Secret, 181.

40 Bosch, Transforming Mission , 484.
41 Newbigin, The Open Secret, 174; Bevans and Schroeder, Constants in Context,

380.
42 Jones, Christ at the Round Table , 11.
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listen carefully.43
Therefore, if Korean Christian participant in the inter-religious dialogue ignore the
teachings of other religions as foolish superstition, and looks down upon them, it is not
possible to have a meaningful dialogue and to attain the key to approach to their souls.
The dialogue, as Jones insists, needs sympathetic air in which the real and deepest things
of religion can flower. 44
According to J. H. Bavinck, Christian participants in dialogue should have a
fellowship with the people from other religions by encountering the humans in the other
religions as a human. 45 Dialogue can take place if one accepts other participant with
respect and love, although she or he may not accept other's perspective. 46

In this sense, with cross-centered attitude of humility and respect, Korean
Christian participants in the inter-religious dialogue will recognize themselves as those
who reveal the attitude of Jesus Christ, the incarnation, with the participants from other
religions. Korean Christian participants in inter-religious dialogue will perform the
dialogue of enfleshment by which, consequently, religious conflict and violence can be
diminished.

43 Tennent, Christianity at the Religious Roundtable, 31.
44 Jones, Christ at the Round Table, 15.
45 Bavinck, An Introduction to the Science of Missions , 242-43.
46 Muck, "Evangelicals and Interreligious Dialogue," 529.
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Story-Telling
From the view of narrative theology, a theology of Confessionist seeks dialogue
as story-telling of experience. 47 Religious communities as well as individuals are
characterized by narratives and represent their identity using a common narrative.48
Narrative, being born in the community and building the ethos of the community,
maintains the religious and moral nature of the community by conveying its history and
meanings. 49 Thus, to belong to a religion is to have the common narratives of the
community; in the encounter with religious people, narrative explains the meanings of
faith.
Identity of Christians and Christian community is expressed by means of the
biblical narratives. The form of the Bible is narrative and its story is about acts of God in
the history. Biblical narrative is born, shaped and accounted by the experiences in history
of Christian community. The biblical narrative not only rehearses events, but also
communicates a profound meaning and revelation of God. 50 The most important part of

47 Narrative theology, which is one of the most important theological movements
in the last twenty years, is "discourse about God" in the story and an endeavor to
establish "bridges from Scripture to our day and between the various horizons in
Scripture." Narrative theology is founded in the community of faith and emphasizes the
role of the community for understanding faith. Alister E. McGrath, Christian Theology:
An Introdution (Cambridge, M.A.: Blackwell Publishers, 1997), 200-01; Gabriel Fackre,
The Christian Story: A Narrative Interpretation of Basic Christian Doctrine, vol. I (Grand
Rapids, M.l.: William B. Eerdmans Publishing COinpany, 1996), 26-30; Charles van
Engen, Mission on the Way: Issues in Mission Theology (Grand Rapids, M.l.: Baker
Books, 1996), 45-46, 55-56.

48

Grenz and Olson, 20th -Century Theology, 283.

49 James M. Gustafson, Varieties of Moral Discourse: Prophetic, Narrative,
Ethical and Policy (Grand Rapids, M.I.: Calvin College and Seminary, 1988), 19-20.

50

Engen, Mission on the Way, 52.
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Biblical narratives, which are the necessary resources for interpreting Christian character,
is the exodus and the Christ event such as passion and resurrection. 51
In history, God acts with universal intention. The particular vision of God which is
shown in the Jesus-story is not only for one local nation; rather, the divine goal is for all
humankind. As Terry Muck argues, the vision of the specific story can be grasped by
connecting it to the global story.52 According to Miriam Adeney, the universality of the
Jesus-story is revealed when the Christian community shares the Gospel for all humans. 53
Considering the importance of sharing the Gospel experiences in the dialogue, Korean
Christians can contribute to the dialogue by telling of the Jesus-story and the story of the
Bible as well as its various experiences in their lives.
Stories in the world emerge in different forms and cultures, and include the human
understanding about how things are. 54 E. Stanley Jones emphasizes experience sharing in
the Round Table Conferences, 55 and likewise, participants from various religions and
stories do not have to debate on religious concepts, but to tell what religion means to

51

Grenz and Olson, 20th -Century Theology, 283.

Terry C. Muck, "The Missiological Perspective: Should Missiologists
Comment on World Affairs?," Missiology: An International Review XXXI (July 2003):
268; The story of the Bible is not a "separate story apart from human history as a whole,"
but part of human story which is emerged in different forms and cultures. However, it is
in Jesus that "the beginning and the end of the story" is disclosed. Because the whole
meaning of the story is revealed in Jesus, this disclosure makes possible a universal
history. Newbigin, The Open Secret, 85-88 .
52

Miriam Adeney, "Rajah Sulayman Was No Water Buffalo: Gospel,
Anthropology, and Islam," in No Other Gods before Me? , ed. John G. Stackhouse, Jr.,
11 0-11.
53
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Newbigin, 82-83 .
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Jones, Christ at the Round Table , 21-23.
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them in experience in the beginning of inter-religious dialogue.
In the Korean context, storytelling is a means for Christian participants in the
dialogue to share their stories as Christians. They may, for example, share stories of
religious experiences in the Korean plural religious situation. Not only the biblical story
but also life story of experience has the possibility for revision. Stanley Grenz and Roger
Olson argued that the "Collision of Stories" in the dialogue not only enables each
participant to be self-critical by looking at his or her story from the viewpoint of other
stories, but also leads to conversion and faith by encountering the meaning system of
another community. 56
Conversion refers to the personal acceptance of the new narrative categories as the
conceptual framework by which to interpret one's own story. The confrontation of a
different story in the inter-religious dialogue makes participants in the dialogue to be
guided to crisis by questioning about human's past interpretation of one's own story. That
is, in the collision of narratives and experiences in the dialogue, Korean people in
religions can accept a new story and remake their own personal identity.

Social Work
A principle of dialogue as the energetic approach to religious duties and social
involvement is dialogue for social work. It is practical dialogue which leads into common
action of public problems.57 The dialogue with people of other religions seems to have
often been done in the doctrinal dimension by theologians and scholars of religion.

56

Grenz and Olson, 20th -Century Theology, 283-84.

57

Newbigin, The Open Secret, 184.
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However, as Lesslie Newbigin shows, the concern of dialogue with people of other
religions cannot merely be human fate after death.58 Although the importance of the
theoretical research should be admitted, it cannot function as the fmal basis in the holistic
encounter among religions.
The inter-religious dialogue in Korea needs to take concrete shape and overcome
practical problems in our real life and history. Korean Christian participants in interreligious dialogue can begin their dialogue in the practical field with some gradual steps.
Dialogue needs to be an ordinary living dialogue done through living together in the
society, and it can be a networking among the people from different religions without
losing their identities. 59 This is to face common problems and find solutions as mankind in
the dialogue.
Several scholars have suggested that there are various types of dialogue. According
to Calvin Shenk, the first type of dialogue is living dialogue. It is not official and
professional, but a living relationship; a sharing of life and an attitude; a style of
approach; and a dialogical manner. Another type of dialogue, he insists, is a more formal
one which concerns inter-religious conversation about issues of theology; belief, ethics,
eschatology, tradition and experience. 6o This type of dialogue has to be organized by the
religious people such as experts or officials of particular religions. For Christians, this
dialogue is important because it is the only official opportunity where some kind of
witness may take place without limiting the work of God. The other type of dialogue is,

58

Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralist Society, 179.

James A. Scherer and Stepen B. Bevans, eds., New Directions in Mission and
Evangelization, vol. I (Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books, 1992), 12-13.
59

60

Shenk, Who Do You Say That I Am?, 210-11.
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according to Shenk, as he suggested in Faith in the Midst of Faith the experiential
dialogue. In this dialogue, participants in dialogue seek to share one another 's spiritual
and historical experience. 61 Not only experts, but also ordinary religious practitioners can
engage and be accessible to this dialogue of religious experience. Dialogue is categorized
as social work and, accordingly, is open to all.
Dialogue as social work which is informal as well as formal is of consequence as
well. This dialogue occurred through cooperation in practical c:rreas of living or communal
concerns; justice, peace, crime prevention, drug rehabilitation, better education, health or
development. In Korea, dialogues of all types should be called for and conducted
effectively without offending any other religious party.
The dialogue as social work, including the action for justice, peace and the
integrity of creation is possible when people in various religions focus their minds on the
common goal of social, political and ecological justice and security. Kang San Tan insists
that, in the Asian context including Korea, Christians should be willing to work with other
religious groups on common concerns such as the freedom of religions, role of religion in
society, human rights, racial polarization, and corruption ofmorality.62

It is noteworthy that for the dialogue as social work in Korea, the governmental
cooperation is necessary in addition to that of the Protestant church. That is, the
department of religions of Korean government needs to try to intervene in religious issues
indirectly. It is important to undergo the gradual process of dialogue among religions
through the non-religious topics such as art or the 3.1 Korean independence movement.

61 S. J. Samartha, ed., Faith in the Midst of Faiths (Geneva: WCC Publications,
1977),55.

62

Tan, "Evangelical Missiology from an East Asian Perspective," 304.
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For example, the government can help the observances among religions to be held
regularly and make the circumstance for dialogue among religions through an indirect
approach. It is also needed to make a permanent organization of dialogue among religions,
which consists of representative, executive, and follower of each religion.
Above all, by implementing the public affairs, religious people can participate in
common social works. For the Korean situation, the examples of the public affairs which
all the religions can participate in are the North-South reconciliation project, the national
welfare enhancement project, and the social movement for dissolving the regional
conflicts. The dialogue should not be finished only in intellectual contentment among
religious leaders. The movement for the dialogue among religions should succeed in
getting popularity in Korea. 63

Gospel Sharing
Dialogue as Gospel sharing is developed from the emphasis on the idea of new
birth in Christianity. Dialogue among religions not only can be helpful to the peace of the
world, the understanding of other religions, and the relationship and cooperation with
other religions, but also important for current Korean Christians in sharing the Gospel.
That is, dialogue with other religious groups can be a significant means to express the
love of God. Bavinck asserts that standing next to the people of other religions, Christians
can concern God's message of the Kingdom and Jesus Christ and reveal other religious

63 Jung, q~.iiZ /,f§/ of! /,j S2J ~.iiZ{} §fwW~ (Religious Reconciliation in multireligious society), 124-35.
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people of sin by uncovering the human processes of repression of the truth.64
As Bosch describes, involving in dialogue is like stepping into an adventure. 65
Dialogue may put each religious partner at risk; therefore, Christian participants in the
dialogue with other religions are to accept the danger. Nevertheless, taking risks is also
the way to look for deeper understanding of the Spirit and to confess the gospel of Jesus
Christ in Christianity. 66
Dialogue is a form of witness and a kind of testimony. Muller insists that religious
dialogue is a pattern of missionary communication and part of God's communication with
the world. 67 It is true that Christianity has recently rediscovered its integrally dialogical
nature; however, this rediscovery cannot be at the expense of its fundamental missionary
nature. According to Kenneth Cracknell, it is imperative for Christian participants to
contribute to the dialogue and conversation by witnessing to their faith, in the sense that
ironically dialogue partners expect not diffident but committed Christians as other
religious people are. 68 In the dialogue, Christian participants are entitled to show their
universal truth claims in the public ofreligions. 69
Whereas there are extreme positions that proclamation is all or it needs to have

64

Bavinck, The Church Between Temple and Mosque , 205-06.

65

Bosch, Transforming Mission, 489.

66

Newbigin, The Open Secret, 188.

67

Karl Muller, Mission Theology: An Introduction (Nettetal: Steyler Verlag, 1989),

120.
68 Kenneth Cracknell, In Good and Generous Faith: Christian Response to
Religious Pluralism (London: Epworth, 2005), 177; Harvey Cox, Many Mansions, 8.

69

K§rkkainen, An Introduction to the Theology of Religions, 254-55.
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total replacement, the "all or nothing" proponents block conversation. Dialogue is not
incompatible with a commitment to evangelism as the Bible instructs both of them; John
Stott demands all three - proclamation, deeds and dialogue.70 About the relationship
between dialogue and mission, Bosch states; "dialogue is ·neither a substitute nor a
subterfuge for mission."71 Rather, according to Muck, dialogue and mission are both
essential functions of all religious systems. 72 Therefore, dialogue, a different mode of
communication, is to aim neither to compromise nor to supersede mission, but is a means
of the appropriate methods of mission in the current global situation.
A Liberal Christian literature that focuses more on the validity of personal

70 Muck, "Interreligious Dialogue and Evangelism," 139; Harold Netland,
Dissonant voices: Religious Pluralism and the Question of Truth (Grand Rapids, M.I.:
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1991), 301 ; John Stott, "Dialogue," Christian
Mission in the Modern World (London: Falcon, 1975), 81.
71 Bosch, Transforming Mission, 487; David Bosch suggests seven perspectives
toward the dialogue and mission. The first perspective called for is to accept the
coexistence of different faiths as part of their daily life. And true dialogue presupposes
commitment; without commitment to the gospel, dialogue becomes a mere chatter. Third,
dialogue and mission is only possible if we go expecting to meet the God who has
preceded us and has been preparing people within the context of their own cultures and
convictions. Fourth, both dialogue and mission can be conducted only in an attitude of
humility. Such an attitude of humility is intrinsic to an authentic Christian faith and it is
when we are weak that we are strong. Fifth, both dialogue and mission should recognize
that religions are worlds in themselves, with their own structures. In this respect, both the
fulfillment and the relatives models still reflect the modem paradigm, which tends to
slight these differences and take its point of departure from Christianity. In the sixth place,
dialogue and mission are neither to be viewed as identical nor as irrevocably opposed to
each other. Christianity should not expense its fundamentally missionary nature for
rediscovering its dialogical nature. Seventh, a historical and otherworldly perception of
salvation is not all religion is about. We need to appreciate the unresolved tension
between the universal salvific will of God and the necessity of the church and of
missionary activity, and do not attempt to resolve it. The faith we confess is both true and
just and should be proclaimed. Christians do this as witness not as judges or lawyers.
Bosch, 483-89.
72

Muck, "Interreligious Dialogue and Evangelism," 140.
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experience of truth often suggests that the term, conversion, is not allowed to be used
because the missiological dimension of faith is an infringement for the dialogue. 73
However, because dialogue has a life-changing effect, the possibility of conversion
cannot be disregarded in the inter-religious dialogue in Korea.
It is noteworthy, however, that the conversion of people of other religions to

Christianity depends on the power of the Holy Spirit; Christians just share the Gospel
with people of other religions in dialogue obediently and honestly believing in God's
Spirit. According to Bavinck, the Holy Spirit requests people to repent, and convince
humans of sin by revealing secret awareness of guilt.74 The final resolution of conversion
to Christianity is to happen only through this work of the Holy Spirit in the encounter
between people of other religions and the Gospel. In that place, dialogue as well as
proclamation can be methods for Christian mission. That is, in the view of the Holy Spirit
that works continually with the way of transcending human comprehension, the dialogic
attitude will be a tool in the Christian mission in multi-religious Korean society.75
Truth and Doctrinal Encounter

In the theology of dialogue as gospel sharing, it is necessary to consider the issue
of truth and doctrinal encounter among religions. Other religions present their own
salvation, but Christians are to know that it is not the same as that of Christi~ity. Other
religions also seek truth, but it is not the same as that of Christianity. Christians need to
understand the salvation of religions before dealing with the issue of truth and doctrinal

73

Tennent, Christianity at the Religious Roundtable, .15-16.

74 Bavinck, An Introduction to the Science of Missions, 229.
75 Bosch, Transforming Mission, 484.
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encounter.
For example, salvation for the Buddhist lies in two areas of emphasis; there are
two aspects of nirvana; one at decease and the other in this life. 76 The first area is the
liberation and ultimate escape from desire and the cycle of rebirth, or to cease to exist by
eliminating ignorance, and the attainment of Nirvana. Nirvana, which is release from
suffering and the contrary of samsara, can be achieved by the abolition of thirst by
complete desirelessness or disinterestedness. The salvation is accomplished by the release
from the self and the realization of Nirvana. 77
The second area of Buddhist salvation is the cultivation of character and ethical
stature in the present life by the diligent obedience to the Eightfold Path. 78 The core of
the salvation doctrine is the Four Truths and the Eightfold Path of Buddhism. According
to Four Noble Truths, the suffering (dukkha) of the person in this present world is the
cause of desire (tanha, thirst), and the ultimate salvation of Buddhism, the ideal world of
Nirvana's cause is the Eightfold Path (samyak). The Eightfold Path is a practical
guideline to ethical and mental development with the goal of freeing the individual from
attachments and delusions: Right view, right intention (wisdom); right speech, right
action, right livelihood (ethical conduct); right effort, right mindfulness, and right
concentration (mental development). 79 Buddhism especially emphasizes ascetic and

76 N. Smart and R. D. Hecht, ed., Sacred Texts of the World: A Universal
Anthology (New York: The Crossroad Publishing Co., 1982), 266.
77 G. A. Mather and L. A. Nichols, Dictionary of Cults, Sects, Religions, and the
Occult (Grand Rapids, M.I.: Zondervan Publishing House, 1993), 46-47.

78

Ibid.

79

Kenneth K. S. Ch'en, Buddhism: the light of Asia (Woodbury, N.Y. : Barron's
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contemplative practices for salvation.
In case of Hinduism, the salvation means the release from rebirth to mystical
union with the absolute and the settlement for the endless self-trapped cycle of rebirth is
the cessation of desire by observing three cardinal virtues, namely, restraint, giving, and
compassion. 80 Within the Hindu tradition, there are several patterns of the view of human
salvation. The ways of salvation are shown in different senses to demonstrate, first of all,
the moral or cosmic orderly behavior of human being; second, the path of mysticism to
reach or merge into God or the All; and third, the journey to immortality and heaven. 81
That is, the ways of salvation in Hinduism can be categorized as those against bad

Educational Series, Inc, 1968), 33; Smart and Hecht, ed., Sacred Texts o/the World,27172.
80

Smart arid Hecht, ed., 192.

81 Mariasusai Dhavamony, Classical Hinduism (Rome: Gregorian University
Press, 1982), 466; There are various salvific ideas of human beings in Hinduism. The
Vedic idea of salvation is in the meaning of sacrifice which indicates a consecration from
the profane realm of the human to the sanctified realm of the divine, the gods or sacred
power. During the period of the Brahmanas, by sacrifice the universe and human society
function orderly and one redeems oneself from evil; In the Upanishads, as a river
combines into the sea, salvation is considered as merging into Brahman, the Supreme.
Human salvation is to be liberated from the chains of existential life and to become
infinite and immortal being. This means to become Brahman, pure Being, and
Consciousness. Salvation is the realization of an immortal reality within oneself by
participating in the eternal Absolute upholding the cosmos; In the Mahabharata, the
conquest of Self is required in the process of liberation. One should withdraw himself
from all desires. One may attain to the state of liberation fr0m all bondages and witness
the ultimate Absolute, without attachment to worldly things and sin in thought, word, and
action. One can attain to the Supreme One not by a reasoning way, but an immediate
intuition; In the Bhagavad-gita, liberation is the release from the cycle of rebirth and
redeath and the realization of immortal life. In the notion of Bhagavad-gita, the human
soul participates in the existence and works of God with no identification. It is by love
that the soul is united with God and that God leads to salvation and forms the liberated
state. Human being cannot reach to salvation by her or his own power, because it is not
possible to be morally perfect, to know and love God truly. In this sense, God's
intervention and grace are completely necessary for the human being to attain salvation.
Dhavamony, 464-65 .
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action, desire and ignorance. The first way against demeritorious action means to act
good and avoid evil behaviors. As the way of works (karma-marga), one follows one's
own nature to realize the eternal truth. For Ramanuja, who has the qualified non-dualist
view, the work means the diligent performance of rituals in the first parts of the Veda as
well as the study ofthe last parts of the Veda, the Upanisads. 82
The second way against desire means to regulate and suppress one's greed
through ascetical thoughts and practices for purity and to transcend all desires by love of
God. The heart of love of God (bhakti-marga) is in the faith in and the surrender to God.
The soul affectively participates in the divine nature, and in personal, directly experiences
the personal God in the end of the way of love of God. In the case of bhakti tradition,
although the love of God is developed by the knowledge of God, love of God is regarded
as the essential means of realizing God. 83
The third way against ignorance means to acquire the knowledge of the true
nature of the God and of self. Ignorance originates the bondage and misery and
knowledge removes them. Liberation results from right knowledge such as knowledge of
the ultimate and Absolute Reality and knowledge of the eternal cosmic order.84 The way
of knowledge (jnana-marga) removes ignorance, reveals the disguise of illusion, and

82 Kana Mitra, "Human Rights in Hinduism," Journal of Ecumenical Studies 19,
no. 3 (1982): 77, 81.
83 Dhavamony, Classical Hinduism, 484.
84 Ibid., 477; According to Sankara, who has the non-dualist view, the true
knowledge not only removes ignorance, but also remedies false values and behavior. For
Sankara, moksa means the gain of self-knowledge, which can overcome the essential
problem of ignorance. In this sense, liberation from ignorance means the attainment of
Brahman through knowledge. Anantanand Rambachan, "Human Nature and Destiny," in
Themes and Issues in Hinduism, ed. Paul Bowen (London: Cassell, 1998), 19.
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helps to attain the realization of God.85 Therefore, three ways of salvation are commonly
proposed in Hinduism: the way of works (karma-marga), the way of knowledge (jnana-

marga), and the way oflove of God or devotion (bhakti-marga).
For Jews, the salvation is in the Messiah who will bring God's deliverance and
salvation through a kingly figure in the likeness of David (Psalm 2). The salvation in
Judaism is conceived by the imagery of the Exodus from Egypt, and the restoration of the
holy nation links with the establishment of a New Jerusalem and Temple of Yahweh. The
Jews believe that they are chosen people and children of Abraham and that true worship
of God is in the rituals done by observance of the Torah in the Temple or in the
tabernacles on the Sabbath day, and by observing the holy feasts. 86
Salvation in Islam is escaping future punishment on sinners at the Last Judgment,
and the means to salvation is submission to Allah, who predestines people to heaven or
hell. In Islam, people can be saved by observing the cardinal five pillars of Islam:

Shahada (Creed), Salah (Prayer), Zakat (Alms), Sawm (Fasting), and Hajj (Pilgrimage),
and attaining Allah's best favor. 87

85 Dhavamony, Classical Hinduism , 484; For Madhva, who has the dualist view,
the liberation can be achieved solely through the grace of God, not through knowledge
and works. Madhva emphasizes the differences between God and the liberated soul and
the distinctions in the experience of liberation and for the released soul. The unity with
God is not the identity of atman and Brahman, and souls are distinct from God in the state
of liberation; For Ramanuja, unlike Sankara, liberation as the goal of human existence is
not the discovery of its identity with Brahman by the soul, but the finding of oneself as
part of God and engaging in God 's work of love. For him, through the divine grace,
ignorance and karma are ruined and the soul reaches to direct knowledge of God.
Rambachan, "Human Nature and Destiny," 26-27.
86 Samuel G. F. Brandon, Man and His Destiny in the Great Religions
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1962), 106-10.
87 Thomas W. Lippman, Understanding Islam: An Introduction to the Muslim
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In the case of Christianity, Christian notion of salvation emphasizes the
establishment of a relationship between God and humans. People can be reconciled with
God through believing in Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior, have the guidance of God in
their lives, and then go to the new heaven and earth. According to Bavinck, the salvation
includes a change in all relations as well as the whole human in body and
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salvation is available and accomplished through the death and resurrection of Jesus
Christ; therefore, Jesus is the unique way for salvation. Also, the salvation of Christianity
is not only both "this worldly and eternal," but also both that of "the soul and whole
cosmos."89
The ideas of salvation such as salvation, liberation, enlightenment and fulfillment
are understood and attained in different ways and methods although there exist some
similarities. If salvation is considered as "some benefit conferred upon or achieved by
members of a community, whether individually or corporately," as McGrath argues, all
religions propose salvation.90 In this sense, if salvation is an experience of illumination,
Buddhism has a salvation, and if salvation is the unity with God or the attainment of the
realization of God, there is a salvation in Hinduism.
However, those salvations in other religions are not the salvation of the Bible.
Although main ideas of Christian belief like salvation, God, creation, man, and sin are
found in many religions, they are understood and used in a different sense. 91 Bavinck

World (New York: A Mentor Book, 1990), 1-6.
88

Bavinck, The Church Between Temple and Mosque , 182.

89

Karkkainen, An Introduction to the Theology of Religions, 263 .

90

McGrath, "A Particularist View," 170-71 , 174.
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asserts that the divines whom humans pursue in many religions are different from the
Christian God, in terms of the process of human repressing the truth.92 The different and
distinctive characters of religions should not be concealed, but be affirmed in the meeting
among religions. 93
Therefore, Korean Christians can define the concept of salvation before they
discuss the existence of other religious salvation. 94 Bevans and Schroeder argue that
inter-religious dialogue gives a point in time on both participants for confession offaith.95
In the dialogue, because of the differences, Korean Christian participants can preferably
have an opportunity to mutually understand different religions and share their faith with
other participants in the religious roundtable. This is a chance for Korean Christians to
share the salvation of Christianity and to witness to the Gospel for the people of other
religions, and to be enriched by listening to both agreement and disagreement on
Christian faith from the viewpoints of other religions.

91

Bavinck, "General Revelation and the Non-Christian Religions," 54.

92

Bavinck, The Church Between Temple and Mosque, 125-26.
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McGrath, "A Particularist View," 174.
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Braaten, No Other Gospel, 82-83.
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Bevans and Schroeder, Constants in Context, 379.
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CHAPTER 9
A DIALOGUE IN THE NEO-CONFUCIAN SPHERE

Theology of confessionist dialogue, which is new in Korea, includes continuity
and discontinuity in the creative tension between Christianity and other religions. It is
worth examining the continuity or similarity, and discontinuity or difference between
Christianity and a traditional religion as an example. Among several traditional religions,
Neo-Confucianism, as the leading system of thought in Korea, has contributed directly
and indirectly to individual stability, social solidarity and morality. For this reason, it has
most strongly influenced Korean Christianity. By comparing Christian understanding and
solutions to human reality with those of Neo-Confucianism in this chapter, confessionist
dialogue seeks the self-enrichment of Christianity and the mutual understanding of both
religions.
In dialogue, according to Ken Gnanakan, it is needed for the participants to begin
with searching for continuity with people of other religions.! That is, consideration of
Human condition between Christianity and Neo-Confucianism can be one of the
continuities between them. In Christianity, human condition is explained by these types
of form: sin, evil and death. Sin is human disobedient act and guilt against God and
falling away from divine grace. Human being has responsibility for one's sin, and it is
followed by the suffering of evil and death. Evil confronts God by disturbing Him and
harms humans by distressing them. After human fall, human relationship with God is

I Ken R. Gnanakan, "Are There Disciples of Christ outside the Church?," in No
Other Gods before Me?, ed. John G. Stackhouse (Grand Rapids, M.l.: Baker Academic,
2001), 183.
.
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destroyed by the break of the covenant between God and human. Human fall or sin
brought human suffering of death. Death can be understood as the chasm between God
and human and God's punishment or judgment toward sinners. In the existential situation,
human cannot overcome sin, evil and death without God. 2
Human condition is also theologically interpreted as anxiety, which is a common
"

problem every human being faces and a core of human nature. According to Paul Tillich,
there are these forms of anxiety: the ontological anxiety of fate and death, the spiritual
anxiety of emptiness and meaninglessness, and the moral anxiety of guilt and
condemnation. 3 All humans are influenced by the anxiety of fate and death. Fate is the
universal and unavoidable thing for human being to face, and death leads humans to
despair. Emptiness and meaninglessness are disclosed in the human spiritual life as the
spiritual anxiety. The anxiety of meaninglessness is anxiety about the loss of "a spiritual
center," which gives meaning to all meanings. 4 Human being is in the state of
estrangement by the split between God and human, and the separation from other humans
and oneself. Since every human is in the state of estrangement, one cannot avoid anxiety
and despair. 5 Estrangement is settled by reunion of the separation between God and

2 Sung Jeong, Nothingness in the theology of Paul Tillich and Karl Barth
(Lanham, M.D.: University of America, 2003),65,86-88; Karl Barth, Church DogmatiCS,
III.3, 310, 351-54.

3 Jeong, 13-14; Paul Tillich, Systematic Theology I (Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 1951), 191; Human polarity to be individualization and participation,
dynamics and forms, and freedom and destiny is found in every part of his understanding
of human structure, and it becomes the foundation of human anxiety.

4

Paul TiIlich, The Courage to Be (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1952), 47.

5 Jeong, 19; Paul Tillich, Systematic Theology II (Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 1957), 24-25,45.
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human.
In Neo-Confucianism, all beings experience isolation from Heaven,6 their
predecessors, and their parents and get to have ontological anxiety as a consequence. This
is estrangement from Heaven. Human beings as existence also face their fate. Fate is
understood as heavenly will which is especially expressed by the succession of social
class. In Neo-Confucian society, it is required for the people to obey such fate by
accepting it as the will of heaven; if one breaks away from one's fate, he/she will be
ontologically isolated from Heaven. As a result, heavenly disaster will occur in the family,
society and nation. For solving ontological isolation between human beings and Heaven,
Neo-Confucians insist on worshipping Heaven and ancestors. By worshipping Heaven
and ancestors, the Neo-Confucians believe that they can enjoy many blessings and a
sense of security in this world.
In Neo-Confucianism, losing their roots by ignoring their parents or ancestors,
who are spiritual centers, creates the anxiety of emptiness and meaninglessness. By
separating themselves from their parents and ancestors spiritually, or without parents or
ancestors to worship, Neo-Confucians cannot find their spiritual root. It poses for them
a threat to their spiritual life. Ancestor worship brings spiritual meaning to the individual

6 The concept of "Heaven" as the greatest being was from early Confucianism;
Neo-Confucianism converted it into a metaphysiological concept to mean heaven and
earth and the universe. This is pantheistic. (Julia Ching, Confucianism and Christianity,
trans. Sun-Hwan Byun (Seoul: Bundo Press, 1994), 43.); From a metaphysical
interpretation of the moral philosophy of the Sung Dynasty, in which Heaven appears as
an object of worship, through its development into more of a philosophical connotation,
in earlier religious sense, metaphysically, faith in the Heaven was firmly grounded. "The
Great Absolute" is confirmed as meaning Heaven's Ultimate Reality. Heaven is given a
universal identity, and is seen as the giver of reason, and heavenly morals which are seen
to possess the function of teaching balance and standards. (Jang Tae Keum, "The Heaven
in Confucianism," Af -!if- (Ministry) 151 (August 1991): 60-62.)
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as the way of connecting the person to his ancestors and parents. By Kyung (7c3, fWI:.;
Veneration), their life comes to have a real meaning.
In Neo-Confucian dominant society, there is a threat to the individual by moral
requests in the society which is represented as the "Three Bonds and Five Relations ({l-

7J- ~ -fl-, .=. nJJE. {ilH)" in human relations.? There is no value of existence as an individual
without society; the value of the existence of a person is evaluated only in the community.
In such a society, the community forces and threatens its members to sacrifice themselves
by saddling individuals with heavy public responsibilities.
So to speak, the society makes an individual feel guilty or condemn other people
continuously. If one carries heavy responsibility successfully, he would condemn other
people who could not possibly take on their responsibility; if he does not successfully
complete his task, he would condemn himself and fall into despair. In Neo-Confucianism,
such a communal moral threat, which drives one to have a guilty conscience or a feeling
of reproach, consequently leads the person to anxiety and despair.
Above all, the threats of non-being in Neo-Confucianism produce the anxiety of
misfortune and insecurity by a spirit. In Neo-Confucianism, there are spirits as threats to
human beings. Hun (~ ) is the heavenly aspect of the soul, which is still moved and

7 Young-jin Koh, "Neo-Confucianism as the Dominant Ideology in Joseon,"
Korea Journal Winter (2002): 61-67; The three bonds and five relations ({l- 7J- ~-fl-, .=.
nJJ1i 1ilH) constituted the basic virtues of Neo-Confucian social ethics. The five relations,
which originate from the Heavenly Principle (~~, 3(~), mean five human
relationships between father and son (X:-=f1JfJ.; Closeness), ruler and subject (;eg[1'f
~; Loyalty), husband and wife ( ~t®1'f5JJj; Difference), elderly and youth (:R};i]1'fJJ-;
Order), and friends (JjJt&:1'f1§"; Trust). The three bonds stressed the bonds between father
and son, husband and wife, and ruler and minister. This ethic of three bonds and five
relations applied to all social relationships'in the society.
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elevated after death,8 and p '0
human 'life and death

( ~JE ),'

(~)

is the earthly aspect of the soul. These spirits control

'fortune and misfortune

(ffr~ffi~),'

or security and insecurity

(:t::~//f:t::~) of the descendents. 9 What is peculiar in Neo-Confucianism is that a spirit

can be good or evil depending on the circumstance.lo What moves a spirit is whether the
worship is acceptable or not; in other words, sincere worship moves Heaven. 11 For this,
sincerity is essential, for without it, an ancestor ritual becomes an empty formality.
Offsprings wish that the ancestor appreciates their sincerity and devotion, and the soul
responds to their wish.
In Korean ancestor worship, deceased parents retain their dependency on
offspring, and according to the filial obligations, ancestors continue to influence the lives
of their descendants.1 2 Therefore, failure to perform an ancestor ritual may provoke the

8 Myung Hyuk Kim, "Ancestor Worship in the KorearJ Church," Evangelical
Review of Theology 8 (October 1984): 237.
9 H. R. Hall, "Ancestor Worship," Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics, ed. James
Hastings (New York: Scribners, 1981), 425-32.

10 It is notable that the good and evil in Neo-Confucianism is similar to Hegel's
speculative philosophy. Hegelian synthesis of good and evil is in a sort of equilibrium;
good and evil are identical in sharing the same origin. However, if both good and evil are
identical and there is no judgment after death, one's life leads to the abyss of
meaninglessness. In Neo-Confucianism, there is no apparent distinction between good
and evil as well as judgment; it leads to nihilism. Christianity has a belief in life after
death and negates nihilism by expressing God's love through His self-manifestation.
Jeong, Nothingness in the theology of Paul Tillich and Karl Barth, 134-38.
Domestic rites in Korea are not merely offered; they are performed well or
badly. Besides judging rituals on the quality and quantity of food offerings, members
evaluate them by the participants' observance to a set of procedural rules. Food offerings
need to follow the proper directions to point the head and tail of a fish, and other such
esoterica. Roger L. Janelli and Dawnhee Y. Janelli, Ancestor Worship and Korean
Society (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1983),86-87.
II
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neglected ancestor to punish herlhis descendants, and the faithful practice of filial piety
and steadfast performance of the ancestor veneration ceremonies would bestow blessings.
Therefore, from the ancestors, one asks for blessings and fears punishments. 13 As the
dead parents come to the being of gods and ancestors as deities and objects of worship,
they control 'life and death (~t3E)' and 'fortune and misfortune (WriWJilI~)' of the
descendents. 14 In the final part of the ancestral rite, the descendents ask ancestor's
comfort and blessings (longevity, wealth, health, love of virtue, peaceful death) to the
descendents. Korean people think that these blessings ({iIfl) should be given as the reward
of the ancestor. 15 In this regard, ancestor worship is indispensable in Neo-Confucian
society as the means for life, fortune, and security.
The threats of non-being drive human beings to the "cosmological question" of
the Heaven, from which they are separated. N eo-Confucianism seeks to unite human
beings to Heaven to resolve the isolated human existence. That is, Neo-Confucianism has
the ultimate concern of finding the way to liberate people from isolation, a threat of nonbeing, and finitude of existence. For this, humans wants to be a Sung-in

e'a <?l,

~A; the

State of a Sage) who maintains the balance between the mandate of moral principle (li) and
the movements of feelings (qi).16 In Neo-Confucianism, for everything, there is a principle

12

Janelli and Janelli, 58.

13

Julia Ching, Chinese religions (Maryknoll, N.Y: Orbis Books, 1993),213.

14

Hall, "Ancestor Worship," 425-32.

Dong Ju Lee, OIA/ol iFJ1l.!2j- 7/ ~J1l (Asian Religions and Christianity) (Seoul:
Christian Literature Crusade, 1998), 229.
15

16

Hyung Gyum Kim, A Theological Comparison of Yi Yulgok s Concept of
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that makes it exist; nothing exists on its own, and this law is from heaven. Based on this
conception of principle, Neo-Confucianism proposed the idea of unity between heaven
and man, which meant that human nature, the moral order of society, and the order of
nature have the same origin.17 Therefore, in Neo-Confucianism, people do a great deal in
self-cultivation to recover the original nature which heaven gives and to reach Sung

e'a,

WiJZ; Sincerity) as a Sung-in who is an accomplished person of the Neo-Confucian religious

ideal, in which the way of Heaven and humanity are united. 18
In general, there are two ways to solve the matters of human existence and
isolation; one is to discover another way and the other is to seek a new being. Human
being tries to find a way to overcome estrangement between essence and existence, as in
the case ofNeo-Confucianism, or seek someone who can unite essence with existence as
shown in Christianity, in order to solve the situation of estrangement between essence and
existence. 19
In Christianity, human being is helpless in the face of the threat of sin, evil and
Ch 'eng and John Wesley S Concept of Love (Ann Arbor, M.I.: Bell & Howell Information
and Learning Company, 2001), 166.
The theory of principle (01, i) and material force (71, gi), theories of cosmology
and ontology, combined to drive the creation and evolution of the universe, with Ii as
universal and immutable principles and qi as phenomenological and variable forces. The
theory of Ii qi constitutes the doctrinal foundation of Neo-Confucianism that reflects
nature, man, and society. Daehwan Noh, "The Eclectic Development of NeoConfucianism and Statecraft from the 18 th to the 19th Century," Korea Journal Winter
(2002): 88 .
17 Noh, "The Eclectic Development of Neo-Confucianism and Statecraft from the
18th to the 19th Century," 88.

Ha Tae Kim, "Songni hak and the Task of Korean Theology" in .J!f g.i1f fi!- §/(Gospel and Culture), ed. Korea Association of Christian Studies (Seoul: KACS, 1991),
299-301.
18

19

Jeong, Nothingness in the theology of Paul Tillich and Karl Barth, 36.
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death, which break the relationship with God; rather, the creature becomes its prey as
well as instrument. However, God is the only hope and the conqueror to overcome sin,
evil and death. The way God defeats them is through the incarnation of Jesus Christ. In
the crucifixion of Jesus Christ, He exposed Himself to the threat of sin, evil and death,
and in the resurrection of Jesus Christ, sin, evil and death are overcome. 20
Estrangement is conquered by reunion of the separated in Christianity. For solving
estrangement, human beings seek someone who can unite essence with existence. 2 1 As
God's participation in human existence and finitude, Jesus Christ is the only solution to
the problem implied in human estrangement from essence and existence. Jesus Christ has
the power to conquer the gap between God and human by participating completely in
existence under the human finitude and temptation. Jesus Christ as God's selfmanifestation is the appearance of the unity of God and human, and He provides every
being who participates in him with the power of being to overcome the forces of
estrangement.
In Neo-Confucianism, Neo-Confucians are concerned about estrangement, but
they do not seek someone to unite essence and existence as Christianity does; rather, they
find a way to solve the problem, and the solution they have found is ancestor worship
with Kyung (Veneration). That is, through deification and worship of their ancestors,22

20

Jeong, 91, 162; Barth, Church Dogmatics, IIL3, 303-12, 362.

21

Jeong, 38-44, 134-35; Tillich, Systematic Theology II, 47.

The common characteristics of ancient Korean ancestor worships were as
follows: 1) The prayer of petition for rich blessings and a good fortune in the coming year.
2) The expression of gratitude to heaven for the blessings to come in the next year. 3)
Interaction with the divine spirit. 4) A communal festival accompanied by eating,
drinking, music and dancing. Young Chan Ro, The Korean neo-Confucianism ofYi Yulgok
22
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Neo-Confucianism reaches unification of human beings and Heaven. The principle of the
ancestor worship is that as hun (~, the heavenly aspect of the soul), and p '0 (@t, the
earthly aspect of the soul) are united in the ancestor worship ceremony, the ancestor
becomes to enable to accept the offerings of descendent. In the latter period of
Confucianism, it is believed that when a human dies, p '0 returns to the earth and hun
disperses into the air and gradually dissipates;23 that is, the individual characteristic of
her/him does not exist anymore.
However, as this theory was mixed with Shamanism24 and the immortality of the
soul or spiritism, in which the living experienced the real encounter with the deceased by
the inspiration of ancestral rite, was appeared in the ancestor worship. 25 In other words,
cncestor worship enables ancestor and human to have a relationship. Thfough ancestor
worship, this world is communicated with the other world, and the body and spirit of the
ancestor are continuously conveyed to the descendent.26

(Albany: State University of New York Press, 1988),9; In Korea, ancestor veneration has
been performed following the ritual manuals and etiquette books which are heavily
indebted to Chu Hsi's Book of Family Ritual (*-=f*ffl) in 12th century, regarded as one
of the classic texts of Chinese neo-Confucianism and to the Korean Book about the Four
Courtesy (lZBf~~ ~) in 1844.
23 Hans Kling and Julia Ching, Christianity and Chinese religions (New York:
Doubleday, 1989), 76.
24 The popularizing of ancestor veneration drew upon shamanistic motives.
Shamanism played an important role in providing a worldview for ancestor veneration.
The shamanistic worldview provided an effective way of relating life to death, and the
world of a departed spirit to the world of human. Ancestors were supposed to possess the
power to create calamities for their descendants or to give them blessings.
25 Lee, 01"-101

~JiZ9/

71-2f-JiZ (Asian Religions and Christianity), 220-21.

26 Soon Ha Ryu, 71-2f-JiZ otl lil/9/ -!f-JiZ ;?fj/'I (Christian Worship and Confucian
Veneration) (Seoul: Soongsil University Press, 2000), 84, 87.
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Accordingly, in Neo-Confucian society, the monarch worships the Heaven and the
ancestors of the kingdom; the village its ancestors; and the individual and family their
parents and family ancestors. For them, the spirits as non-being can be either good or
evil; therefore, the people in Neo-Confucian society have to practice ancestor worship for
survival and blessings.
In Neo-Confucianism, human beings reach Sung

ea,

IDi..x; Sincerity) through

Kyung (7d , 1Wl:; Veneration),27 in which they find a way to be Sung-in
State of a Sage). The entire process of self-cultivation

({1*:!1t

e'aej ,

~* ¥ii~

~A; the

Zf5-J(T, the

rectification of mind-and-heart, regulation of the family, and finally, ruling the world in
peace and order)28 can best be seen when one does one 's best to understand the meaning
of Sung. Sung is the principle of realizing all virtues through love in sincere devotion. In
the Chung-yung, Sung is the essential unity which enables one to relate to Heaven;
whole-hearted Sincerity (Sung) is the way of Heaven (~.£ , 7C~) and the thought to be
sincere (J-}.Aa, J~\ IDi. x) is the way of the human being (ej.5:.., A ~). 29 The way of Heaven
and the way of Man are intrinsically related through Sung, and Sung is a constant process

In the Neo-Confucianism, people do a, great deal to recover the original nature
which heaven gives and to reach Sung (~ , Sincerity). In Korean theology by the
interpretation of Sung (IDi.x), the meaning of Sung (IDi.x) can be interpreted as "the Word
( ~ ) is Realized (nit)." The Gospel of John says that the Word is God, and the Word
became flesh. It understands Sung (IDi.x) as "the Incarnated Word" and the human of Sung
(IDi.x) as the human of Sung (~). Also, it is taught that Sung ( ~)t) can be reached through
Jesus Christ. Sang Bae Ri, *.iiZ!2/- .::zi!/~.£.iiZ (Confucianism and Christianism)
(Waegwan: Benedict Press, 2001), 299.
27

28 Kim, A Theological Comparison of Yz Yulgok 's Concept of Ch 'eng and John
Wesley's Concept of Love, 169.

29

Chung-yung, ch. 20.
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of daily moral practice and self-cultivation.30
As Sung is the medium between Man and his relationship to both Heaven and
Earth, through it man can participate in the transformation of Heaven. This medium is not
a separate element existing independently of Man and the cosmos, and Sung makes Man
as a true human being relate to Heaven and Earth. Sung is the very quality that makes a
human self know and be one with Heaven unequivocally, and makes Heaven have the
human being as its form of manifestation. Through the notion of Sung, we can see the
essential unity of Man and Heaven because Sung is the only way Man is able to relate
intrinsically with Heaven. In Sincerity and with sincerity, Heaven meets the things on
earth, and the temporal things on earth glow with the light of eternity. 31
The effort to reach Sung

e'J,

~ ; Sincerity) is called Kyung (7d , 7ii5l: ; Veneration).

Yi T'oegye, the representative Korean thinker of Neo-Confucianism, said the relationship
between Kyung and Sung apparently, "Is there any other way to get to the Sung? You
should only do your best for Kyung." That is, human can reach Sung or Chun-in-hap-il
(~<j ~~L

JeAfj--; the union of Heaven and man) through the Kyung.32 This thought

could be analogous with the fact that Jesus Christ is being where the human way meets
the heavenly way as the One in whom humanity and divinity are united (~<j ~~,

JeA

30 Ro, The Korean neo-Confucianism ofYi Yulgok, 79.
31 Kim, A Theological Comparison of Yi Yulgok's Concept of Ch 'eng and John
Wesley's Concept ofLove, 171-72.
32

Kim, "Songni hak and the Task of Korean Theology," 299-301.
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A_)
33
r::I
•
The thought of Chun-in-hap-il, the union of Heaven and human in NeoConfucianism gives contact point with that of the reunion of human beings and divinity
or finite beings and the infinite in Christianity. In the Christian experience of ecstasy or
the experience of grasping by the Holy Spirit and praying of the Holy Spirit in them,
people are taken into divinity.34 In this event of reunion, humans in estrangement or
separation from God are captured by the divine spirit and reunited in Jesus with divine
depth. Neo-Confucianism seeks to unite human beings to Heaven to liberate people from
isolated human existence; for this, people want to recover the original nature which
heaven gives and to accomplish the Neo-Confucian religious ideal as a Sung-in in which
the way of Heaven and humanity are united through the effort of Kyung, veneration. This
contact point between Neo-Confucianism and Christianity stimulates the relationship or
dialogue between religions.
Neo-Confucianism seeks harmony in the lives of people in communities such as
family, society and state, and its ideals have guided people in social relations. In it, social
peace or harmony is considered as an essential element of ideology. Chung-yung (the
doctrine of the mean), which is the central theme of Confucian thought, expresses a
Confucian ideal that does not exceed as well as does not be short of and does not
unbiased. It is so broad and all-embracing as to encompass every relationship and activity
in life.
The status of Chun-in-hap-il is the condition of realization of social harmony, and

33

Ri, -!f-iil.!2f

.::zi!/~'£iil

(Confucianism and Christianism), 123.

34 John J. Thatamanil, The Immanent Divine (Minneapolis, MN: fortress Press,
2006), 133.
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the condition can be reached through Sung. Sung, the mediwn between Man and his
relationship to both Heaven and Earth, makes the humans participate in the
transformation of Heaven and Earth. Sung does not exist independently of Man and the
cosmos, but unites the hwnans as a true human being with Heaven and Earth. These
concepts lead to find the commonness between Christianity and Neo-Confucianism.
Christianity ultimately seeks the Kingdom of God, where the peace and harmony realize
apd this Kingdom of God is established only through Jesus who reconciles the estranged
or broken relationship between God and hwnan beings.
For the theology of Confessionist dialogue, the analogy is helpful to open to the
dialogue with Confucianism in terms that both are longing for the harmonized society
beyond extreme conflict or violence, even though their understandings of the meaning of
society would be different from each other and they can reach that condition through
different ways. In considering that Confucian ideology which focuses on social harmony
still exists under Korean people's mind, there is possibility that confessionist dialogue
can make people open to the door and come to the dialogue between religions.
The relationship between Christianity and Neo-Confucianism has contact point
beyond conflict and shows the possibility to implement confessionist dialogue having
openness as well as identity. However, there are parts of Confucian teaching which
Christians need to be cautious of. First of all, in dialoguing with Confucianism, although
they can be contact points to open to the dialogue between Christianity and Confucianism,
such concepts as Sung-in and Chun-in-hap-il in Confucianism should not be identified
with Jesus and the Kingdom of God in Christianity.
Also, the thought of ancestor veneration needs to be carefully treated. At the
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outset, it was originally believed that the faithful practice of filial piety and steadfast
perfonnance of the ancestor veneration would please Heaven and the highest god of
Korea bestows heavenly blessings to them. But historically, this thought was gradually
changed to the notion that the deceased souls themselves, not Heaven, had the power to
bless their descendants. Thus the deceased souls stepped into the position of deities, and
became objects of worship.35 In this sense, domestic rites in Korea, offered to ancestors
on their death-days and on holidays, are not merely offered; they are perfonned well or
badly. Besides judging rituals on the quality and quantity of food offerings, members
evaluate them by the participants' observance to a set of procedural rules, which tends not
to be maintained strictly in these days. Food offerings need to follow the proper
directions to point and other such esoterica. 36 Also, Sincerity is essential, for without it,
an ancestor ritual becomes an empty fonnality. Offsprings wish that the ancestor
appreciates their sincerity and devotion, and the soul responds to their wish.37
When Catholicism was first introduced to Korea in the eighteenth century, there
was little opposition from Confucianism through the theoretical critique.38 However,

35 Myung Hyuk Kim, ".A~]}.}ol] t:J1 ~ Q:j}.}~ 0] "5~ (The Historical Understanding of
Ancestor Veneration)," in "@-::ifjjl§/.!2/- ;?/!A!-¥;?/! (Korean Church and Ancestor
Veneration), ed. Jong Yoon Lee (Seoul: Emmaus Publishing Co, 1996), 63; Ryu, 7! .!if-jjlO/!
iiI/.!2/- if-jjl;?/! A! (Christian Worship and Confucian Veneration), 89.
36 Janelli and Janelli, Ancestor Worship and Korean Society, 86-87.
37 Ching, Chinese religions, 213; Hall, "Ancestor Worship," 425-32; Lee, 0} .A] 0}
*"JRQ} 7] ~JR (Asian Religions and Christianity), 229.

Korea, having been dominated for five hundred years by the Confucian rule of
the Yi dynasty, regarded ancestor veneration as the important national rite. Thus,
everyone was expected to participate in the practice regardless of herlhis personal
religious preference. Ancestor veneration was no longer a ritual exclusively belonging to
38
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Confucianists began to persecute Catholics in the late eighteenth century when Korean
Catholics did not keep the Confucian ancestral memorial service. They burned ancestral
tablet and forbid religious services. It brought conflict and violence as severe persecution
and martyrdom of Catholics by Confucianists. In the two extreme responses of ancestor
veneration, Christians should be cautious about the issue of idol worship. 39
Nevertheless, the complete rejection of ancestor veneration has originated the
severance of the Korean culture, and resulted in eradicating the root of Korean life. 40
Unfortunately, in their effort to destroy ancestor worship, missionaries have often failed
to substitute Christian rituals showing respect to parents, so Christianity is seen as a
religion that ignores the ancestors and rebels against parents,41 and are seen by the people
as breaking family responsibilities and respect.
In Korea, Christians should be concerned with the filial piety, so it is our task to
look for ways to express our love and respect for our parents and family. It should not be
ignored, and the church needs to develop beliefs and rituals that strengthen families.
Christians should try to preserve and honor anything cultural or traditional as long as it is

the Confucian tradition, but rather it was the most important and popular family ritual for
all Koreans, until Christianity was introduced. In the view of ancestor veneration,
Christianity has showed mainly two extreme responses in the history. The Jesuits and
Vatican II had the position of tolerance, and the Protestants and the Franciscans had the
position of conflict. Although since the early days of the Christian missions in Korea
ancestor veneration has been the focus of many controversies, it still plays a role as a
factor of conflict in family and society. Ro, "Ancestor Worship," 16.
Jung Young Lee, "Ancestor Worship: From a Theological Perspective," In
Ancestor worship and Christianity in Korea, ed. Jung Young Lee (New York: Edwin
Mellen Press, 1988), 86.
39

40 Kim, "Songni hak and the task of Korean Theology," 310.
41 Paul G. Hiebert, Understanding Folk Religion (Grand Rapids: Baker Books,
1999), 122.
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not against teachings of the Bible. 42
In Korean society where still the worldview of Confucianism rules and regulates
over the people's worldview,43 theology of confessionist dialogue which considers
tradition as a pre-requisite of knowledge can help Korean people to come to the place of
dialogue. The ideological religious concepts, set as bases of Korean mind, can be
explained in accordance with the concepts in Christianity. In considering that they both
share the tradition under the name of Korean, theology of confessionist dialogue and
Neo-Confucianism would open each other in

attemp~ing

to find the similarity and

difference between them and cooperate to realize what they pursue in the society.
The confessionist dialogue enables Christians both to maintain their identity and
have open minds. The dialogue brings the participants into the encounter: the encounter
between human and God as well as between humans, and in which truth is conceivable.
In the dialogue, they share their stories and perform storytelling about self, the
crucifixion, human existence and reality, and ways to solve the problem of the human
existential condition.
In the process of sharing the stories, the stories and events of history become
those of today. This event reveals continuity and discontinuity between their stories, and
leads to a creative tension. The creative tension is crucial because it brings the two parties
to the place of decision. That is, a decision which is drawn in this event is made in the

42 Daniel M. Hung, "Mission blockade: ancestor worship," Evangelical Missions
Quarterly 19 (1983):36.
43 Confucianism has been rooted into Korean mind spiritually, culturally,
politically and socially over five hundred years as the state religion and served as the
source of inspiration and the court politics for human interaction between individuals,
societies and nations. Even today, it has strong remnants in the society and the vitality of
the Confucian tradition is widely felt in Korea.
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moment of such creative tension. It is in the confessionist dialogue that such an encounter
takes place. The confessionist dialogue attempts to call other religious people to the place
of creative tension. It needs to be established in theological as well as practical fields.
The dialogue between Christianity and Neo-Confucianism reveals itself the will
for social and religious peace, helps Christianity to share its tradition with the people of
Neo-Confucianism, deepens the knowledge of Christian religion as well as NeoConfucianism, and promotes to comprehend the fullness of Christianity by stimulating its
self-understanding. In addition, through the event of encountering, confessionist dialogue
which is dealt with in this treatise can find its way of implementation and the part to be
cautious of in the Confucian religious situation.
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CHAPTER 10
CONCLUSIONS

Faced with the persistent plurality of religions and the need to live in close
collaboration with them, Christians are increasingly under pressure both to make
theological sense of other religious traditions and restate their own faith in relation to
multi-religious situations.
The major Christian traditions have their unique understandings of the relation to
other religions, and there have been various denominational responses to other religions
in the scholarly world. First of all, Free Churches, which .include Anabaptists, Baptists,
and Pentecostals, represent fundamentalist and conservative perspectives toward other
religions. Although the revelation of ultimate truth is in Jesus Christ, Anabaptists and
Mennonites do not believe that there is no knowledge about the truth among other
religions, and encourage listening to God's speaking through other religious people. l
Baptists mainly have exclusive attitude to other religions and emphasize personal
evangelism and mission while supporting religious liberty. Likewise, Pentecostals
generally have a restrictive view to other religions and limit the salvific work of the Spirit
to the church in spite of its work in the world. They do not recognize the salvific factor in
other religions according to literal Biblical interpretation. Differently, "Charismatics are
more open to the possibility of both salvific elements in other religions" as well as the

Thomas Finger, "A Mennonite Theology for Interfaith Relations," in Grounds
f or Understanding: Ecumenical Resources for Responses to Religious Pluralism, ed. S.
Mark Heim (Grand Rapids, M.I.: Eerdmans, 1998), 73-81.
1
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cosmological dimensions of the Spirit's ministry than are Pentecostals. 2
Also, there are the views from liberals, who have been affected by modernism and
classical liberalism. Current mainline Protestant tradition includes the denominations
such as Methodists, Lutherans and Presbyterians. Mainline Protestants have plurality of
theological approaches within their denominations, but avoid relativism and do not give
up their essential traditions. Mainline Protestants generally acknowledge light in other
religions because God has been at work in the lives of all people in every society, and
embrace some types of Christocentric view.

3

Among those, Wesleyan heritage

emphasizes that the grace reaches to all people in all religions by rejecting the division
between grace and nature following the Wesley's model. In this view, God works in other
religions graciously and leaves His light in all religions. This light is God's prevenient
grace in religions, and religions are preparations for the reception of the gospel. 4 This
mainline inclusivistic theology of religions is one of the leading theories in the current
ecumenical movement. The change of mainstream in the ecumenical movement
represents the shift of mindset in the theology of religions or dialogue since the twentieth
century. 5

2

Karkkainen, An Introduction to the Theology ofReligions, 142-43.

Jay T. Rock, "Resources in the Reformed Tradition for Responding to Religious
Plurality," in Groundsfor Understanding, 49-52.
3

Nehemiah Thompson, "The Search for a Methodist Theology of Religious
Pluralism," in Grounds for Understanding, 104-06.
4

5 At first, ecumenical movement originates from the missionary movements of the
late nineteenth century. For world evangelization, churches recognized the need for the
Christian unity, and this purpose of unity for world mission culminates ·in the Edinburgh
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Against the inclusive and pluralistic theories, evangelicalism is in the opposite
position. The evangelical movement has combated the challenge of liberalism of the
theologies of religions of the World Council of Churches and religious pluralism. The
Frankfurt Declaration in 1970 regarded the theologies of religions of WCC as a
"falsification" and rejected the idea that other religions can be the ways of salvation.
According to the declaration, the Bible is only the "frame of reference and criterion" on
the relation to other religions, and salvation can be found only "through the cross of

Conference in 1910. Although there was some truth in other religions and the religions
function as a preparation for the gospel in the view of Edinburgh Conference, the
superiority and uniqueness of Christianity were persisted. In the Jerusalem meeting of the
International Missionary Council (lMC) in 1928, positive values of other religions were
examined and there arose clear tension between the conservative and the liberal position.
Since then, the tension continued in ecumenical movement. The IMC in Tambara, Madras
in 1938 showed conflicting conceptions between openness to other religions of William
Hocking and exclusive view of Kiamer. Specially, since 1960s, inter-religious dialogue
has emerged as a renowned theological theme and the fulfillment theory has been revived
again. According to the Commission on World Mission and Evangelism (CWME)
meeting in Mexico City in 1963, other religionist has the reasons for his or her faith but
they prepare for Gospel apprehension. The WCC in Uppsala in 1968 emphasized interreligious dialogue instead of previous missionary work based on the superiority of
Christianity although it contended that it does not mean the denial of the uniqueness of
Christ and proclamation. Furthermore, the CWME meeting in Bangkok in 1973 asserted
that dialogue is the most appropriate way of faith sharing, and the guideline document on
dialogue for the reaching of common humanity to God was built in 1977. Since the late
twentieth century, ecumenical movement has emphasized the concept of missio Dei and
the role of Spirit in theology of religions. The idea of missio Dei argues that because God
is active in the world's events, Christian mission is to find and join God's work to realize
shalom. In Baar I, 1991, this work of God in the world is explained by the activities of
God the Spirit in the people's life and other religions and the freedom of the Spirit gives
guidance to all human beings in their seeking for truth. Currently in the ecumenical
movement, there is a disagreement about the relation to other religions and religious
pluralism between conservative protestant or Third World churches which worry about
the dialogue of WCC and mainline Protestant or liberal Western churches which are
dissatisfied with the dialogue of WCC. Karkkainen, 151-59.
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Christ and participation in faith."6 The Lausanne Covenant in 1974 was concerned about
syncretism, universalism and diminishing evangelical emphasis and regarded social
responsibility as important. For this Covenant, dialogue is to function as a part of
Christian mission and a means of building relationship with other religionists. 7 The
Manila Declaration in 1992 argues that religions cannot save people, but only God who
acts in Jesus saves. The salvation is to be found solely in Jesus ChrisP
Among evangelicals, there are different views toward other religions. Many
evangelicals such as Louis Berkhof, Carl Henry, and Millard Erickson are in the
traditional particularistic, ecclesiocentric theological position. This restrictive view
rejects that salvation is possible outside the gospel and conscious faith. Vinoth
Ramachandra and Harold Netland are more open than the general conservatives, but they
oppose both inclusivism and pluralism as well. Some evangelicals such as John Stott,
Alister McGrath, Clark Pinnock and John Sanders are more inclusive and open to the
salvation of the unevangelized. This moderate evangelical inclusivism argues that
although Christians can be saved through faith in Jesus Christ, others are also possibly
saved through responding to the light of general revelation even beyond proclamation. 9

In spite of several evangelical theologies of religions, the commonness of

6 "Frankfurt Declaration," Christianity Today, June 19, 1970, 843.
"Lausanne Congress, 1974," in Mission Trends No.2: Evangelization, eds.
Gerald H. Anderson and Thomas F. Stransky (New York: Paulist, 1975), pp. 239-48.
7

"The WEF Manila Declaration," in the Unique Christ in Our Pluralistic World,
ed. Bruce 1. Nicholls (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1994), 15.
8

9

Karkkainen, An Introduction to the Theology of Religions, 148-50.
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evangelicals toward other religions is that they affmn the uniqueness of Christ and the
emphasis on evangelization, in which dialogue cannot be a substitute for proclamation.
For the theme of inter-religious dialogue, evangelicals often show reservation and anxiety
because of their fear for the loss of identity and evangelical thrust, a compromise of
gospel, and syncretism. While the evangelicals have been weighing on protecting and
stabilizing their theology against diverse threats of other religions, they were passive in
developing their theology of religions against those threats.
Having been influenced dominantly by fundamental theology, Korean Christianity
has been inactive in understanding the need of relationship with other religions as well.
Rather, they have been rejecting, indifferent, and even hostile toward other religions. As
the communication methods have developed, such a Christian hostile attitude has evoked
social antagonism in Korea.
At the same time, on the other hand, religious pluralism has emerged among
Christian theologians and attempted to identify a common element among different
religions. It caused religious polarization between conflict and religious pluralism in
Christianity of Korea. It results in a religious confrontation or indifference as well as
radical openness by the sacrifice of Christian essence toward other religions.
Now, Korean Christians need to open their minds toward other religions and
cooperate and solve a social problem with them. The theology of religions proposed by
Korean theologians in the past is mostly from religious pluralists, and there has not been
an appropriate model of theology of religions for the majority of Korean Christians who
values absoluteness of Jesus Christ. In this point, it requests a new theology of religions
for religious relationships fit to Korean religious context.
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As a response, this treatise built a model of new theology of dialogue, and named
it theology of confessionist dialogue. For this, this treatise analyzed the traditional and
contemporary relationships among religions in the Korean context, explored theological
and biblical bases for inter-religious interactions, and offered a chance for understanding
both the exclusivity of Christianity and religious pluralism. This treatise is an active
response from the evangelical side toward the areas of theology of religions and theology
of dialogue.
Theology of confessionist dialogue is expressed as five main points: Dialogue
with identity, dialogue as incarnation, dialogue as story-telling of experience, dialogue for
social work, and dialogue as Gospel sharing. It asserts that the dialogue having
distinctiveness and conviction in the faith tradition and commitment is genuine in the
encounter with people of other religions. It is against religious pluralism with an
emphasis on the dialogue with identity: It holds Christian identity with the reliance on the
Bible, uniqueness of the gospel, and justification by faith. At the same time, confessionist
dialogue accompanies with the incamational attitude by a cross-centered attitude of selfdenial, weakness, humility, love and emptiness with kenosis in the cross.
Theology of confessionist dialogue grounds on evangelical theology in the view
that it upholds some of the emphases of classical orthodoxy, and evangelical mind is
embodied to the theology of dialogue. It is developed from the reliance on the Bible as
the religious authority. It seeks to perform evangelical social activism which responds to
contemporary social needs. By participating in the work for common social good it
realizes the activism, and by developing the theology of religions and dialogue it
contributes to the academic world. Besides, it works for sharing the gospel in the
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twentieth century by reestablishing a relationship between proclamation and dialogue.
Theology of confessionist dialogue is based on confessional theology as well.
Confessional theology has answered to both religiously pluralistic world and liberalism,
and also sought for conservative social vision. In this sense, confessionist dialogue
confronts the concept of religious pluralism and classical liberalism, and emphasizes
tradition and community and its prerequisite role for knowledge in the dialogue. The
traditions among religions come alive in the dialogue. Confessionist dialogue is
performed with the following presuppositions: In the contestable truth claims, theology of
confessionist dialogue includes a confession that the Bible is God's revelation or Word as
truth and that Jesus is the Christ as well as the Christ is Jesus. It values storytelling
experience, which is built from the narrative theology. In the encounter with other
religious people, the participants represent their common narratives of the community
through stories in the Bible or various experiences in their lives.
At the same time, confessional theology is the response for the turbulent world,
and has pursued an accommodation of changing perspectives beyond remaining in
tradition. In this sense, confessionist dialogue is being open to both other religions and
God's activity in them as well as open for inter-religious interactions beyond religious
exclusivity. This theology of religions has creative tension in asserting both commitment
to Christianity and openness to other religions. It pursues an interaction and balance
between stability in tradition and accommodation of change and recognizes differences as
well as commonalities among religions.
Confessionist dialogue leads to an occasion for mutual learning. The dialogue
with other religions not only delivers the gospel by making Christian faith known to
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people of other religions, but also renews and deepens the self-understanding of
Christianity.IO Kang San Tan contends that there are many things about life and God that
can be learned from other religions and people of other religions. This dialogue enables
the participants at the religious roundtable to learn more about others and how people of
other religions are aware of themselves as well as understand Christianity and
Christians. II
In terms of the contemporary Christian mission, the question of how Christians
should understand other religions is continually important to the Christian works in the
mission field. It is missionaries who first decide whether other religions should be
abandoned as a rebellion against God or a sincere but distorted attempt to search for God.
Bavink's remark about other religion hints to the Christians how to consider other
religions: He asserts that although they are distorted and repressed by sin, other religions
are tries to seek for God. 12
On the contrary, pluralism's negation of the uniqueness of Jesus can make
Christian mission and proclamation of Christianity useless. As similarities and common
grounds are found in dialogue between Christianity and other religions, the distinction and
distance of the truths between religions should not be ignored as well. The point of
distinction and difference can be an opportunity of sharing Christian faith in the Holy Spirit.
This opportunity can make the people of other religions realize and believe in God's love

Kook-II Han, "Witness and Dialogue," 1!.iil!2j(May 2001): 161-66.
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and the meaning of the Gospei of Jesus Christ. 13
Likewise, theology of confessionist dialogue does not support religious pluralism
which disregards both diversity and particularity. It needs for Christian relationship and
mission toward other religions today to have a creative tension between continuity and
discontinuity of the religions and a balanced perspective finding both positive and
negative factors.
Therefore, in this plural age, the Christian mission in Korea needs to contain both
proclamation and dialogue. In Korea, where Protestantism is not a sole major religion, it
is problematic to focus merely on the proclamation of the Gospel as they did in the past
with a conquering mindset. That is, on the one hand, Christian mission in multi-religious
Korean society has to hold fast to the essence of Christianity and continually proclaim the
Gospel, and on the other hand, it also needs to have proper inter-denominational as well
as inter-religious dialogues.
As a way of avoiding the extreme religious situations of conflicts and pluralistic
toleration, in addition to the proclamation, this treatise states that confessionist dialogue
holding onto the uniqueness of Gospel will be an effective way of mission in Korea.
Korean Christianity needs to change cultural enforcement and conquering attitudes
against other religions to open its heart to all people in the world with God's love and
Jesus' humility regarding other religious people as their neighbors.
People may ask if this theology of confessionist dialogue is actually able to bring
many Korean Christians, who still believe that religious dialogue will weaken the
uniqueness of Christianity, to meet with those of other religions. To answer this question,
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Han, "Witness and Dialogue," 166-67.
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this treatise responded by pointing out that this age and time in history requires Korean
Church to discuss other religions. Whether they want to or not, in as much as they do not
want a religious war or to be isolated from society, it is unavoidable. In this situation,
confessionist dialogue will guide Korean Christians in their relationship with those who
practice other religions.
We must consider how this theology of confessionist dialogu,e can be
implemented practically. Although doctrinal dimension and theoretical research are
important in the dialogue, it will be helpful to begin the relationship or dialogue in the
practical field with gradual steps. It is important for the Korean people to form a
relationship between Christianity and other religions in order to face public problems and
find solutions to issues such as the North-South reconciliation, national welfare, and
regional conflicts. Confessionist dialogue will be helpful for Protestants in implementing
this social work.
Confessionist dialogue values narrations, especially stories. While Christians
share their own stories, the essence of the Christian faith and biblical truth will be
revealed. Pastor David Yongki Cho, the senior pastor ofYoido Full Gospel Church, which
has one of the world's largest congregations, gave a lecture to the respected Buddhist
leaders at the Graduate School of Buddhism in Dong Kuk University in May 2004. Pastor
Cho 's lecture is an example of dialogue as storytelling. 14 In front of the Buddhist monks,
he told his life story and explained how Christian truth impacted him as a Buddhist boy

Jung-Bo Suh, "Rev. Yongki Cho gave a special lecture in Dongkuk University,"
-g-0fl/!Ji!. (Donga Ilbo), 12 May 2004. http://news.donga.comJ3//20040512/806l03311
http://www.usaamen.netlnewslboard. php?board=korea&page=32&command=body&no=
501
14
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when he was in despair due to his serious illness. Fearing imminent death, he was told by
his Buddhist father to surpass the fearful thoughts on death and agony as they come from
the mind because every being exists not in reality but in the imagination. However, this
concept was too metaphysical for a seventeen-year-old boy confronting death. To find
any hope for life, he happened to begin reading the Bible, which was full of easy stories
of miracles and healings. The message of hope in the Bible encouraged young Yougki to
pray to God, and soon he felt that deep peace welled up inside him. This feeling was "not
psychological peace, but peace by conviction of life," which he was not supposed to even
dream about in that situatIon. Pastor Cho also addressed his ministry's mission and
history and shared the story of his brother who still believes in Buddhism.
The crucial aspect is that while he was sharing the personal story of his
conversion and ministry, those people listening to his story could find the similarities and
differences in their own stories and religious faiths. Pastor Cho also emphasized, "By
dialogue, we admit our differences from each other and find a good opportunity for
mutual understanding, reconciliation, and cooperation."1 5
As seen from the story of Pastor Cho, having people of other religions listen to
our stories is necessary for Christians to meet them with respect. In the process of sharing
their stories, the participants naturally find the continuities and discontinuities, and this
process brings them to the creative tension where the participants may realize that they
are in the place of decision. This storytelling does not ask the participants to ignore their

15 Jung-Bo Suh, "Rev. Yongki Cho gave a special lecture in Dongkuk University,"
.g;.°fW!i!. (Donga Ilbo), 12 May 2004. http://news.donga.comJ3//20040512/806103311
http://www.usaamen.net/newslboard. php?board=korea&page=32&command=body&no=
501
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differences, but rather the uniqueness of the story is appreciated.
The exclusivity of Christianity is revealed by the Gospel of the Cross itself; it is
where Christians can obtain the basics of denial, repentance, and critique in the dialogue.
This denial is not toward Christ, but toward Christians' own arrogance. In this sense,
Korean Christians can build relationships with people from other religions by holding
onto Christianity' s unique identity as well as overcoming any exclusivity.
Because of apprehensions held by many, it may look pessimistic to engage in
relationships and dialogue with those of other religions. However, according to the survey
in this treatise, 77.3% of respondents admitted the need for relationships between
Christianity and other religions, and 45% responded positively to the view that Christians
need to enter into the relationships with respect and understanding. The possibility of
improving the current religious relationships is not entirely promising, but it can be said
that tomorrow will be better, since almost half of the total respondents were favorable
toward religious relationships in the future. Considering Korean Christians' hostility
toward other religions in the past, this change in outlook is remarkable and gives
optimism for the future of religious relationships. In this Korean religious context in
which Korean Christians request .a theology of religions for them, the theology of
confessionist dialogue will be theology that helps for future relationship with other
religions.
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APPENDIX

A. Destroying the public property of national treasures in a Buddhist temple, ~ ~ ~ ~

(Won-Myung-Sun-Won).
Hyung-Sam Lee, "Apology to the Buddhists," T;-A;: i!f A (News Plus), 19 November
1999; http://www.dongailbo.co.kr/docs/magazine/news~lus/news lS9/np lS9gg030.html
(11 Jan. 2006).
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B. Graffiti on Buddhist statues or wall painting by scribbling and filth.

Jong-Wuk Oh, "Destroying the Buddhist Statue in Dong-Kuk Univ.," .!j!-rjIijof
(Buddhapia), 14 June 2000;
http://www.buddhapia.comlmernlhyundae/auto/newspaper/274/f-3.htm ( 11 Jan. 2006).
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C. Cutting off the heads of Buddhist statues.

Contemporary Buddhism, ed., "News in 1998," .!j!-r:fJIjof (Buddhapia), 30 December
1998, 1; http://www.buddhapia.comlmemlhyundae/auto/newspaper/204/f-5.htm (11 Jan.
2006).

D. Filth on Tangun statue in an elementary school.
http://blog.einpas.comlduckbow/22912564_57Ox570.jpg (11 Jan. 2006).
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E. Destroying Tangun statues.
Open Forum, "Beheaded Tangun ," ..!f-rJ-.JI/of (Buddhapia), 14 July 1999;
http://www.buddhapia.comlmemlhyundae/auto/newspaper/230/d-1 .htm
and http://kspark.kaist.ac.kr/Jesus/Gay Jesus_files/Tangun.jpg (11 Jan. 2006).
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F.

Survey on the Attitude of Korean Protestant
Christians toward Other Religions

* Gender: Male (
)
* Age: Under 30 (
)
* Position in the Church:
Layperson (

)

Female (
30-49 (

)
)

Deacon/Deaconess (

50-69 (
)

)

70 and over (

ElderlExhorter (

) Pastor (

1. How do you describe the general relationship between Christianity and other
religions in Korea?
A) favorable/friendly

B) hostile/dislike

C) indifferent

D) not sure

2. What is your current attitude toward other religions?
A) favorable/friendly

B) hostile /dislike

C) indifferent

D) not sure

3. What factors influence your attitude toward other religions?
A) Internet and Mass Media (
B) Governmental policy (

)

C) Teaching of churches and ministers (
D) Traditional atmosphere (
E) Else (explain:
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4. Do you think that the Korean Protestant Church needs to have a relationship with
other religions?"
A) Yes (go to 4-1)

B) No (go to 4-2)

C) no interest

4-1 If your answer is A) Yes (Christianity needs to have religious relationship with
other religions), what are the reasons? (Check all your answers)
A) For efficient mission, we need to understand them (

)

B) For productive social work, we need to cooperate with them (
C) For the curiosity, we need to know and understand them (

)
)

D) For the world peace beyond religious conflicts (
E) Else (explain:

4-2 If your answer is B) No (Christianity does not need to have a relationship with
other religions), what are the reasons? (Check all your answers)
A) In the continuous relationship, it could obscure the identity of Christianity (
B) The relationship will incite religious pluralism in Christianity (
C) Only proclaiming the Gospel is enough, and so have the relationship with other

religion is useless (
D) It is impossible to have a relationship with other religions due to the differences
among religions (
E) Else (explain:

)

)
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5. What influence would happen most if Christianity has a relationship with other
religions?" (Check all your answers)
A) It will be the chance to send the Gospel
B) It will enhance religious conflicts
C) It will enfeebles religious conflicts
D) It will weaken the doctrine of Christianity
E) It will help to settle the world and social peace
F) It will help to elucidate the faith and truth of Christianity
G) Else (explain:

6. If your church has a favorable contact with other religions, will it be detrimental
for you to keep your identity as a Christian?"
A) Yes. It will effect badly
D) No. It will not effect

B) Yes. It will effect somehow

C) Not sure

E) Absolutely, no. It will never effect.

7. What attitude do you think does the Korean Protestant Church need to have
toward other religions in the future?
A) We should conquer them with a crusade mind
B) We should ignore and not have a relationship with them
C) We do not need to have a relationship with them although we need to have
interest in and understand them
D) Else (explain:

)
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